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JOINT INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY iiCOOPERATION

WITH FEDERALLY SUPPORTED RESEARCH
FIciurrur

Vt.

FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1983

t/OUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
Comm= ON SCIENCE AND TECIINO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OW. IOWA
076.9i ton, D.0

The subcdrirmittee met, ursuant to call, at m., in room
194, Auditorium of Agriculture Building,4New yetoco State Uni-
versity, Las Cruces, N. Mex., Hon. Joe Skeen presiding.

Mr. SKEEN. We would like to start as nearly as possible on time,
which is an unusual sort of a thing for politicians, but we would
because we have fyFOt a lot of things we would like to talk about
today We have some extremely important witnesses who are going
to be here to diseusithe problems in the areas we have outtined in
the hearing. And also, we have some people who hkve to catch
planes at around 2 o'clock. So, depending on how the pace goes, ws
are going to-try to move this tiling along,_give everybody-their-op-
portunity to have their say, and also have a little putieipation, I
think, from the public if they care to, insofar as- Me discussions
concerning the topics that we're goink to cover in this hearing.

I want to begin by welcominffand I'm pleased to have with
mea good Mend of mine. This is his first term in Congress, he is
from Illinois. And I know as much about Illinois and their prob-
lems, ai he knows about New Mexico and our problems, but togeth-
er we've covered a lot of problem areas and come up with a lot of
solutions that we can't find problems for. But I want to welcome

_ Dick %whin, who has become a good friend of mans, and I have 4
groat admiration for him. He bridge a good, quick mind to agricul-
ture and the science of technology in the Congress. We Both serve
on the same committeee. And Dick, despite the fact that we parade

-4turarhypthigiiiit-him in late last night, along with the rest of W-4 we left the floor of the House of Representatives yesterday at any-
where from about a quarter to 5 to about 6 o'clock, I think, and
then flew into El Paso. So he did not have the opportunity to even
try our chili until this morning.

1 just want to welcome you, Dick, and appreciate having you
here !n our part a( the country. Of course, he represents the major-
ity party and I represent the minority party, and together we'do a
fine job watching one another. Let's give Dick a big welcome..

Mr. DURBIN. Joe, if I can, first let me say its all mine, and
second, let me tell you you haven't had the pleasure, I think of vis-

(I)
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iting my home city of Springfield, Ill., which boasts no only the
placc where Abraham Lincoln once served in Congress, but also its
the chili capital of the United States, which you probably didn't
know until I arrived here. Were anxious to bring you in and let
you try some of the local product.

But I would say in all seriousness that this is a meeting which
brings together our two committee assignments and, I think, really
points to the future. Everyone talks about high technology. High
technology is just an abstract term unless you can apply it to your
locality. In my locality, Springfield, Ill., with rich agricultural re-
sources, and your loCality in New Mexico, with the agriculture po-
tential that you have, we can bring together, Lthink, the oppogtu-
nity for' oth high technology and improvement in agriculture. And
I think that points in i realistic direction and gets away from the
abstract into the specific.

This meeting todaTtndiscuss die. cooperation of industry, univer-
sity, and Government, the suggestion of where we're going in agri-
cultural research could just as easily be ;taking place in my home
town ar, it could in Las Cruces. I appreciate the opportunity to be
here today, and I am looking forward to the hearing. Joe, thanks
for your fine hospitality.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Dick, and I am sorry that you
.can't spendirore time down here because we are very proud of our
State, and articularb this part of the country. And if Springfield
is the chili ,capital of the world, then we have Pet very serious
conflict going 'on. But I have got to tell you that after witnessing

of thtstoslucts_thth. some of the'Easterners, Midwesterners-
particularly New Yorkerscall chili, and even some of our own co-
horts in the South, we have got some very serious discussion. But
we will lake that up at another time.

I want to ask unanimous consent, if I might, to have a statement
put in the record from,theopresident of the New Mexico State Uni-
versity, Dr. Gerald Thomas, and I want to thank the president, the
members of the board of regents, the faculty, and the students for
&lowing us to come in and use this fihe facility. And I couldn't
think of a better place in whiCh to hold this kind of a discussion
and to bring the InVestigations and Oversight Subcommi4tee hear-
ing to New Mexico than this very appropriate place for it., because
so much of this work is ongoing at this university. We're very
proud of this institution. So with that, I would like to ask consent
to have Dr. Thomi..1's statement made a part of the record, along
with various other documents.

[The statement of Dr. Thomas follows:)

WO'
6
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Statement of GerOld W. ,Thomas
President, New rexiI:o State University

Lois Cr s, ,New Mexico

. °

4);

Tht Hon. Joe Skeen and moltt of the Committee:
t . 4

Thank you for the opportunity to present this Ibpcning statement to the
Committee hearings. First of ail, let me welcome you to she campus of
New Mexico State Only° 'ity/find extend to you our best wishes for a
successful and product / hearing.

't issues that you are cons eding today are important to this State
and to, the Nation. -Theloag-t -c partnership beteeen the Fedetal
Mver:went and the univetsities the key to the °Mormons of our
pcational and researchlprogtams in this Nation. in the teas of,New
exico State Univeisity. thin partnership dates back to 1810 when our
institution was nand the land-grant.coilege for the territoryy. Outing,
the interir' period, we have aotonly had cooperative' programs with
various depertmeots of the Federal government, but we have had joint
use of faCilities and equipment in many of our'research and acodedlc
endeavors. Some of the examples of this relationship will be discussed
by nembets of our faculty and muff in the hearings hoe today.

The two most impatant areasdor improvement in cooperative use of
facilities are! '

I) Economic development for the Siete cod Nation, i. e. pogtams
ranging from agriculture teengineering to business, science

May 13, 198 3

.

ARO the

2f The second area whets there are vast opportunities for improving
*

the relationships between the Federal government and the states
is in national defense,. New Mexico State Univetsity is now ninth
in the nation of 111 universittes in they ranking of Dept. of
Definse conttacts. These activities are at the Physical Science
Laboratory in Science and Engineering Departments, and at White
Sands and the other federal labs. Out heavy involvement in
Space research also provides a basis for improved relationships.

Good luck in your hearings and best wishes' for developing successful
'solutions to the pressing problems that lie ahead.

GI 'Ps

6 0101-11-850503-0
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- Mr. SKEEN. I have a communication here froni the Special
Energy Research and Developmefit Institute, and 'we will allow
them to place their statement by letter in the record, if there is no
objection.

Mr. DURBIN' No objection.
[The Iettei from the New Mexico Energy Research and Develop-

ment Institute folloivsT.

8
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Mr 'SkEEN. Today's hearing is going to cover three critical issues
in New Mexico's --and I think the rest of/the Nati-gn's economy
having to dO with agriculture, high techdology, and water issues.
.Our economic prosperity, our standard of living, and ot* very
future depenskupon these three &dors.

Our dependence on 'agriculture is self evident. There isn't any
quarrel about that. The very roots of our culture stein from a life
off the land, either from the production of food,crops or in the care-
ful management of our rangelands. Critical to our continued pros-
perity_in this area is ongoing research .to keep us abreast of the
newest agricultural techniques in breeding, planting, pest manage-
ment, harvesting, and processing. We are not harvesting pits no
matter how it reads. Ne endeavor of commerce, be it agricultural
or otherwise, can long survive if it doesn't keep. ace with new sci-
entific knowledge. I think that's been gore evident it. New Mexico
and throughout the rest of the Nation because you would think as
long as this Nation has depended upon its agricultural base, that
we would pretty well have covered just about every facet or innovest, .
tion possible. Were finding that we're just on the edge of the
entire frontier. We. have not nicked the surface at all. New tech-
niques in plant gene control, splicing, and things of that kind are
opening up entire new fields,

This is exactly .why the Southwestern Cotton Ginning ,Research
Laboratory is so important to New Mexico, and when these hear-
ings sprung up, there was a possibility that we would discuss clod-
ing the Southwestern Cotton Ginning Research Laboratory. And, of
course, those of u.4 in New Mexico's delegation took strong excep-
tion to that, along with Members of Congress from Arizona, Cali.
fotnia, and Texas. , ..

The cotton crop, like the roll of the Sun, is Moving wes' We will
hear from witnesses on the second p nel how important this cotton
gin research is, not just to New Mex co, but to the growers and gin-
nets in western Texas, Arizona, an California. I have strongly ob-
jected to the closing of this ,,facilityl and subsequent 'to the an-
nouncement of this hearing, the Agriculture Research Service
(ARSE has pustpcntd the proposed closing of the research lab for at
least 2 years, and do something of an analysis as to really howim-
13ortant this facility is to r ..sly just the regional area of New
Mexico, bat also the genera area of all these States combined.

ir)I am very pleased that rseresentatives of ARS [Agricultural Re-
search Service) are with us today, and I think that when they he
today's testimony, that we will- ee that the facility probably will
stay open for some time. We hope to establish that.

High technology is vitally important to a 6,rowing New Mexico
economy, along with any other State in the United States. Its the

. new industrial frontier. Weve kitovqi this for some time. Were the
greatest technologists in the world, and we have lived from our .
technology as a Nation for years and years. But as our land
reaches.the,realionable limits of what it can produce in the way. of
minerals, crops, and livestock, we must, if we want continued pros- P
perity, develop new and environmentally safe industries. Wher we

117 assess New Mexico's scientific talents associated with our fine upi-
veretties and Federal laboratories, we can see a great opportunity
to join our talents with the needs of an expanding high technology

I0
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- industrit Electronics anti information processing promises to be the
world's second largest industry, second only to energy, by the year
2000. It' makes a great deal of sense, therefore, to bring New
Mexico into the mainstreamof environmentally safe high techn91-
ogy industrialization.,Our third panel today will review the prog-
res6 on the so-call . Rio Grande Research Corridor and explore
ways the Feder oveiiiinent might help. ..

Iit the totr and last panel we will' hear from a Department of
the Interityitness on the status of water research priorities and
funding Nothing is more dear to New Mexico than water, and all
the new data shows the situation is getting worse.

I see that the El Paso Times has a big lead story over on the
Pecos watershed. We have elready gone through the El Paso deter-
minations and so on, so we see that the competition from munici-
palities, newindustries, along with the prior veers those being in
agriculturearelKoscluing to a great pOsitien of conflict with one an-
other, and a gre ition of buying for what usable sources and
resources or water that we have. f. .

In meetings with my staff and the Congressional Office ,of Tech-
nology Agsessment (arm on a soon to be released study on the
water needs In arid an ,semiarid areas of the United States, ,I have
been encouraged by the important role' water-related .techriblogies
can play N solving this critical problem of growing proportions. .-

We know all too well that agricultural water supplies suffer from
declining water tables as well as agriculture's inability, compete s

the opeh market f o r available water. The inefficient of conven-
t al agriculture systems is compounded ,by., the hig er energy
cons of water that must be transported farther and lifted from
even deeper acquirers. With over 80 percent of New Mdrico's crops
prodnced with'irri ation, water technology research becomes more
than a line item ir. a budget or an ivory tower research project, its
becomes a life-saving technology for an entire legion of the United
States. ,

, ;
We will her today how a research project slated for termination'

by the Federal GoVernment has iNers turned over to the city of llos-:
well, in effeCt saving the vital desalinization research at the Ros-,
well facility.11-1o,7efully. other projects slated for closing as research:
priorities change, and research 'dollars stabilize, can be saved:
through similar local initiatives involving the Federal Government,:
universities, and private industry.,

.
This brings me full swing around to our, first pandl, which will

provide an overview for the common denominator of the hearing;
namely, the joint us of federally supported tesearch facilities by
the universities and private industry. The underlying issue is how
the joint use of federally supported research facilities might enw,
hence the national research endeavor, reduce the levels of direct
-taxpayer support, as well as benefiting the overall technology
transfer process and the resulting increases in innovation and prcw
ductivity The feeling here is that collaborative research efforts
among Government, universities, and private industry will not only
stretcl: the research 'dollars An all involved, but actually improve
the quality of the research itself andimprove its eventual develop,
meat into something useful to society.
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Members of the II t phnel will explore this issiie, truadirlion tl;te
examples to be dis ussed by the three panels dealing with, the
cotton gin, the Rio rade %Research Corriclik and 4vater research..

If we could begin ith the first panel, I would like very much Jo
have them come up. Tn order of appearance, Dr. Louis C. ladniellci.
who is the Director of Division of Materials ScleaseLOftice of Basic
Energy Research, Depa-trnent of Enrgy, Washington, D.C., Dr.
James M: Williams, who is the assistant director for Planning and
Analysis, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, N. Mex.,
Mr. Harry Wugalter, who is no stranger to us, except he has mooed
to Thousand bkiks, Calif-, and is the communications and academic
affairs manager at Rockwell International. He also proves to me
,hera is no such thing as an ex-marine, only .former marinesi.Pr. ,
William Stephens, who is the Secretary of Agriculture for the State
bf Nevi Mexico, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 3

STATEMENTS OF DR. LOUIS C. 1ANNIELLO, DIRECTOR OF DWI.
OION OF MATERIALS SCIENCE, OFFICE OF HAW ENERGY RE
SEARCH, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY., WASHINGTON, D.C.; DR.
JAME§ M. ASSISTANT DIREtTOR FOR, PLANNING
AND ANALYSIS. LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY, LOS
At.AMOS, N. MEX.; HARRY WEGALT,ErIANAGER COMAIUNI.
C.AfIONS AND ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, OCKWEtLANTERNATION.
AL, THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF.; AND DR, WILLIAM STEPHENS,
SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE, STATE OF NEW MEXICO, SANTA
FE..N. MEX. 6

1

" a I, /
Dr. 1ANNIELLO, Mr. Chairman and members of the, subcommittee,

I sin happy to be here to discuss the Department's,positieon on joint
use of research facilities. In using the term "facilities," I am not
referring to any total laboratory complex such ,as the Los Alamos
National Laboratory ILANL] itself, but tb those special, unique
facilities within a laboratory identified for user collaboration. Ex-
amples within Los Alamos would be the Clinton P. Anderson
Meson Physics Facility and the Pulsed Neutron Research 'Facility.
in general, DOE encourages joint use in order that these special
facilities be used by all qualified researchers wherever they are la
sated at universities, in industry, or at laboratories other than
the host laboratory. These facilities ones which have gener
al applicability for basic or gpplied r arch and not the ones con-
structed for restricted use such as ce ain weaponsrelated facilities
or energy technology facilities.

Within the Department, these general facilities fall mainly
under the management of the Office of Energy Research [0ER] pro-
grams. The affik.e of Energy Research contains four. major outlay
programs. First, the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physib
which supports several research facilities operating in a user mode -
primarily for university participants, second, the.Off14 of Magnet-
ic Pusioh gnergx which supports certain facilities for their own
programmatic onjectives, third, the Office of Health and Environ-
mental Research, and fourth, the Office of Basic Energy Sciences
[BES]. This 7.7...Ater program has the greatest variety of interactions
with industry arid universities within OER Th'e BES program in-
cludes activities in materials sciences, chemical sciences, biological

'4
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energy research, engineering, mathematics, geosciences, duclear
sciences, and advanced energy projects. I am the Director of Mate-
rials Sciences, the program where most of the major. facilities are
located, and I will provide some specific data on joint use related to
that program later.

The Department of Energy and predecessor agencies have had
extensive experience in constructing, operating, and conducting re-
search utilizing major research facilities. It is an important objec-
tive of the basic energy sciences _program to provide advances in
the area of large, unique, high technology facilities important to
energy and the Nation's scientific and technological future. The
Nation's primary expertise in accelerator, nuclear reactor, laser
and computer-based facility design Les in the Department's labora-

' tones such as the two here in New Mexico, Los Alamos and
Sandia. Over the years, researchers from all parts of the country
and the world using these facilities have participated in scientific
and technological experimentation of great benefit to mankind. Ad-
vancement of 'scientific knowledge and insights in the various fields
of science related to energy is the principal reason for BES's con-
tinued involvement with large facilities. The availability' of these
unique f ilities plays a large role in U.S. world leadership in sev-
eral fiel s of science such as radiation effects, neutron scattering,
electron Microscopy, and synchrotron radiation research.

In recognition of their uniqueness, a number of the , facilities
have been designated as user facilities or collaborative research

..- centers. Their primary use is for the conduct of BES-funded
energy-related research. However, the facilities have been made
available to qualified scientists irrespective of their organizational
association. The research to be done must be of documented pro-
grammatic interest to DOE and must undergo :igorous review by
members of the scientific community. The facility manager is ex-
pected to allocate the use of the facility in a manner that attains
the maximum scientific quality and accomplishments. Where the
results are to be published in the scientific literature, there will be
no charge to the user for the operation of the facility. If a user
,.wishes to do proprietary research, full-cost recovery is required. A
patent waiver, either blanket or individual, may be granted.

In order to make available to the community in general informa-
tion on the major research facilities, the Office of Energy Research
has published a number of documents listing the facilities to etcher
with their capabilities. The report DOE/ER-0139, "Office of Energy
Research Major FacilitiesCapsule Summaries October 1982, is
one such document and it contains a description of 25 of the largest
OER facilities located in the Magnetic Fusion Energy, Basic Energy
Sciences, High Energy Physirs, and Nuclear Physics programs.
Within BES, the major user facilities include. the lath Flux Beam

1 Reactor [HFBR) at Brookhaven National Laboratory [BNL), the
High Flux Isotope Reactor [HFIRlat Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory [ORNL), the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source [IPNS) at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory [ANL), the Pulsed Neutron Research
Facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory [LANL), the National
Synchrotron Light Source. (NSLS) at BNL, the Combustion Re-
searih Facility {CRP') at Sandia National Laboratory [SNLI-Liver-
morer the Stanford Synckrofren Radiation Laboratory [SSRL1 at

.-,....
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the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, and the electron micros-
copy facilities at ANL, ORNL, and the Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory [LB14. The operation of these major facilities plus other minor
ones requires over $40 million currently or over 15- percent of the
BFS operating budget.

I would like to take a moment nc.v to summarize the use of the
BES, research facilities. Ab an example, I will use the materials sci-
ences program facilities. We provide about $21 million to operate
then.., out of a budget of $108.7 million. The replacement cost for
these facilities is estimated at $450 million. The materials sciences
research funding at these facilities equals $16 million, with another
$11 million being attracted from outside materials sciences. Of the
approximately 900 users of the materials sciences facilities, 21 per-
cent are from DOE laboratories, 7 percent from other Federal labo-
ratories, 48 percent from universities, 14 percent from industry,
and 10 percent from foreign and other organizations. Of the re-
search that is done locally by the host laboratories, 65 percent is
bupported by materials, sciences and the remainder by other pro-
grams. Two other large BES facilities outside of tt. materials sci-
ences program are the SSRL and CRF. The distribution of users at
these two major, facilities is. 39 percent from universities, 26 per-
cent from indtptry, 24 percent from DOE laboratories, and 11 per-
cent from foreign and other organizations. Thus, one can conclude
from this information that there is a very significant use made of
these facilities by non-DOE researchers whereby DOE has been
able to leverage a much larger research program for the Nation.

Of prime importance in all these interactions is the research
output and usefulness of the facilities. One gage of the usefulness is
the extent to which the facilities are sought for research. We watch
t..,* carefully and presently find that all of the BES facilities have
inure users than can be reasonably accommodated within the facili-
ty operating schedule. Another gage is the extent to which non-
DOE organizations are willing to spend funds or time associated
with the facilitiet A few examples include. First, industry has pro-
vided over $5 million to help eqtripihe NSLS, second, industry has
been willing to pay for operating time at IPNS in order to keep the
facility running longer, and third, industry has recently provided
the HFBR with $0.5 million to develop a neutron detector for gen-
eral use.

With regard to technology transfer, the research facilities do
serve as a major focal point for interaction among the university,
industry, and DOE laboratory scientists. Oftentimes experiments
are condkcted jointly. We believe this is the best way to enhance
the transfer of technolog-ythrough the hands-on operation and in-
timate interactio.is possible at these facilities. The usual open lit-
erature publications, meetings, and workshops are also part of our
continuing effort to transfer information and technology. In addi-
tion, each laboratory has a plan specifically tuned to its own situa-
tion for technology transfer. These have all been documented else-
w herefor example, the reiSort of the Energy Research Advisory
Board's panel on the multiprogram laboratories.

The joint use cf major DOE facilities by qualified researchers ir
respective of their organization has not only enabled the DOE to

14
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acquire information faster, but has enabled the quality of the re-
search to be maintained at the highest possible level.

A few examples of recent exciting research made possible by
these facilities include: First, the discovery of the coexistence of fer-
romagnetism and superconductivity made possible by neutron scat-
tering exppriments; second, successful research using synchrotron
radiation for X-ray lithography, making possible the preparation of
photoresists containing the circuit pattern with extremely small
features useful for microelectronics applications, third, successful
use of synchrotron radiation to image constrictions in blood vessels;
and fourth, in-situ microscopy observations of materials while un-
dergoing damage due to radiation.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal statement. I would be
happy to answer any questions you might have.

Mr SKEEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Ianniello. We are going to
hold the questions until the entire panel has given their state-
ments.

I also would like to say if you care to summarize your state-
ments, we will put in toto what you have in the record but we will
handle it in any way you would like to. We don't want to limit you
in any way.

[The prepared statement of Dr. lanniello follows:1
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Statement of Louis C. lanniello
Director, Divizion of Materials Sciences

Office of Basic Energy Sciences
Office of Energy Research

Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
of the

House Science and Technology Committee
May 13, 1983

11$611111111PIELA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am happy to be here to discuss the Department's position on joint use

of research facilities. In using the term facilities I am not referring to

any total laboratory complex tech as ths Los gams National Laborafory

0.4.16.) itself, but to those special, unique facilities within a laboratory

identified for user collaboration. Examples within Los Alamos would bC

the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics facility and the Pulsed Neutron

Research Facility. 19 geldral, DOE encourages joint, useain Order that

these seecial facilities be used by sr qualified researchers wherever

they are located...at universities, in industry, or at laboratories other

than the host laboratory. These facilities are th- ones which have

general applicability for basic or applied research and not the ones

constructed for restricted use such as certain weapons-related facilities

or energy technology facilities.

Within the Department, these general facilities fall mainly under the

management of the Office of Energy Research ICIER) programs. The Office

of Energy Research contains four major outlay programs: 1) the Office

of High Energy and Nucir Physics which supports several research

facilities opelating in a user mo.a primarily for university participants,

2) the Office of Mageotic Fusion Energy which supports certain facilities

for their own programmatic objectives. 3) the Office of Health and

PS
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Environmental Research, and 4) the Office of Basic EnergY Sciences COED.

This latter program has the greatest variety of interactions with industry

and universities within OER. The BES program includes activities in

materiels sciences, chemical sciences, biological energy research, engineering,

mathematics. geosciences et:clear sciences, and advanced energy projects.

I an the Director of Materials Sciences, the program where most of the

major facilities are located. and I will provide some specific data on

Joint use related to that program, later.

The Department of Energy and predecessor agencies have had extensive

experience in constructing, operating, and conducting research utilizing

major research facilities. It is an important obJective of the Basic

Entrgy Sciences program to provide aovances in the area of large, unique,

high technology facilities important to energy and the nation's scientific

and t. analogical future. The nation's primary expertise in accelerator,

nuclear reactor, laser and computer-based facility design lies in the

Department's labo.atories such as the two here in New Mexico, Los Alamos

and Sandia. Over the years. researchers from all parts of the country

"and the world using these facilities have participated in scientific and

technoloical experimentation of great benefit to mankind. Advancement

of scientific knowledge and insights in the various fields of science

related to energy is the principal reason for BES' continued involvement

with large facilities. II* availability Of these unique facilities plays

a large vole in the United States world leadership in several fields of

science such as radiation effects, neutron scattering, electron microscopy,

and synchrotron radiation research.

24-*2 0-013--2
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'n recognition of their uniqueness, a number of the facilities have been

designated as "user' facil ties or 'collaborative research centers.' Their

primary use is for the conduct of BES-funded energy-related research. However,

the facilities have been made available to qualified scientists Irrespective

of their organizational association. The research to-be done must be of

documented programmatic interest to DOE, and must undergo rigorous review

by members of the scientific community. The facility manager is expected to

Allocate the use of the facility in a manner thip attains the maximum scien-

tific quality and accelijishments. Where the results are to be published in

the scientific literature, there will be no charge to the user for the

operation of the facility. If a user wishes to do proprietary research,

\full cost recovery is required. !.patent waiver, either blanket or

)4dividual, may be granted.

In order to make available to the community in general information on tne!*

xmajor research facilities, the Office of Energy Research has published a

number of documents listing the facilities together with their capabilities.

Theport 00E/ER-0139. 'Office of Energy Aestarch 'odor Facilities -

CaPsuln Summaries" October 1982, is one such document and it contains a

description of 25 of the largest OER facilities located in the Magnetic

Fusion Energy, Basic Energy Science., High Energy Physics, and Nuclear

Physics programs. Within BES, the maJor user facilities include: the

nigh Flux Beam Reactor (MR, at BroOkharn National Laboratory MO, the

High Flux Isotope Reactor IHFIRI at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPHS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).

the Pulsed Neutron Research Facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory

18
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(1AML). the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at SRL. the Combustion

Research Facilli .4F) at Sandia National Laboratory (SNO-Livermore,

the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center, and the electron microscopy facilities at AWL, OWL.

and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). The operation of these major

facilities Plus other minor ones requires over $40 million currently or

over 15 percent of the\BES operating budget. e
, 4k

I would like to take a 4ment now to summarize the use of the RES research

facilities. As an exatapl . 1 tall use the Materials Sciences program

facilities. We provide about 521 million to operate them, out of a budget

of $108.7 million. The relacement cost for these facilities is estimated

1

at 5450 million. The Materials Sciences research fu'ding around these

facilities equals $16 mullion with another Sll million being attracted from

outside Materials Sciences. Of the approximately 900 users of the Materials
.

Sciences facilities. 21 percent are from 00E laboratories, 7 percent from

other Federal laboratories, 48 percent from universities, 14 percent from

industry, and 10 Percent from foreign and other organizations. Of the

research that is)ione locally by the host laboratories. 65 percent is

supported by Materials Sciences and the remainder by other programs. Two

other large 11$ facilities outside of the Materials Sciences program are

the SSRL and CIF. The distribution of users
Vio

at these two major facilities

is: 39 percent from universities. 26 percent from industry. 24 percent

from 00E laboratories, and 11 percent from foreign and other organizations.

Thus, one can conclude from this information that there is a very significant

use made of these facilities by non00E researchers whereby 00E has been

able to leverage a mach larger research program for the nation.

19
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Or prime importance in all these interactions is the research outPut and

'usefulness of the facilities. One, gauge of the usefulness is the extent

to which the facilities are sought for research. We watch this carefully

and presently rind that all of the DES facilities Me more users than can

be reasonably accomoudated within the facility operating schedule. Another

gauge is the extent to which non-DOE oreantzetions are willing to spend funds

or time associated with the facilities. A few examples include: 1) industry

Os provide. over SS million to help equip the WSLS, 2) industry has been

lilting to pay for operating time at IRIS in order to keep the facility

running longer, and 3) industry has recently provided the WFBR with MS

million to develop a neutron detector for general use.

kith regard to technology transfer. the research facilities do serve as a

major focal point for interaction among the university, irgiustry. and

DOE laboratory scilentists." Often times experiments ar. conducted Jointly.

ke believe this is the oast gay to enhance the transfer of technology --

through the hands-on operation and intimate interactions possible at

these facilities. The usual open literature publications, meetings. and

workshops are also part of our continuing effort to transfer information

and technology. In addition. each.leboratory has a'Plan specifically

tuned to their own situation for technology transfer. These have all

been docqmented elsewhere, for enaMPle, the report of the Energy Research

Advisory Board's Panel on the multiprogrim laboratories.

the Joint use of major ODE facilities by qualified researchers irrespective

of their organization not only enabked the DOE to acquire information

faster, bat has enabled the quality of the research to be maintained at

the highest possible level.

t
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A few examples of recent exciting research made possible b;thelik;acilit:es

include: 1) the discovery of the coexistence of ferromagnetism am! super-

conductivityconductivity made Possible by reltron scattering expeolments, 2) successful

research using synchrotron radiation for x-ray lithography making possible

the preparation of photoresists containing the circuit intern with

extremely small features useful for microelettionics applications,.

3) successful use of synchrotron radiation to image constrictions in

blood vessels, and 4) in-situ microscopy observations of materials while

undergoing damage due to radiation.

Kr. Chairman, that concludes my formal statement. I would be hamp-to

answer any questions You might have.

Mr. SEWN. The next witness is Dr. James M. Williams, whO is
the Assistant Director of Planning and Analysis, Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory, Los Alamos, Isl. Mex.

Dr, Williams, glad to have yon here.
Dr. W1LLIAMS. We are very pleased to have this opportunity to

participate on your panel on this very important subject. Copies of
my statement are available and I would just hit the high points of
what is included in my statement.

Los Alamos National Laboratory has facilities which are valued
at about $3 billion. That's the investment that the Department of
Energy has made in our research and development facilities. Also,
we have some 2,600 technical staff who are resources for the
Nation and for the State. Over the years, we have become a less
classified program than when we were in the early days, when our
primary mission was the development of nuclear defense. And as
time goes by, we have begun to interact much more with the sur-
rounding community, with the technical community, and we are
very happy to be involving ourselves more in interactions with in-
dustry.

I will describe three initiative areas that we're involved in for
improving the communication that we believe is so/importans to
making maximum effective use of the science and technology in
which the Federal Government has invested at our laboratory. The
first will be the laboratory:industry initiatives area. Then ,I'd like
to talk about labomtory-uniVersity initiatives, and their; finally, IT
give you a brief sketch on our laboratory user facilities. In that $
billion plant 'of ours we have many experimental facilities which
we are trying to make available to others to use so that they don't
have to duplicate such facilities.

The interactions between laboratories and the industry can take
many forms. They can be anywhere from a strictly informal visit of
people exchanging at the technical level to contractual relation-
ships in which we do joint research. We are exploring all of these
possibilities and increasing the amount of effort in these areas.
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Some of the mechanisms we have used for developing a closer re-
lationship with industry include performing reimbursable work in
the laboratory whey, industry comes to the laboratory to have re-
search doue, and pays the laboratory for its research. They then
retain proprietary right to the research that is done there. This has
not been donetxtensively in the past, but we are moving more in
that, direction, and this is one way of maki^g that rs ource availa-
ble and minimizing investment in the research facilities.

Second, we pursue participation in geamis and 'technology re-
search centers where industry has funded these centers. We try to
participate as a partner. Third, we are'trying in the area of north-
ern New Mexico to help to establish a high technology industrial
base as a local economic development factor in northern New
Mexico. We also, as the laboratory, provide consultation services to
industry. Now, in the past we have not done as much of this as we
are doing now, but the staff of the lab has always bevy available
for consultation. We encourage that. These at, good examplet of
this cooperation.

. We have been working with the SchlumbergerDoll Research
corp.? in which we have used our abilities in hydrodynamic model-
mg simulators in our computers to help them to understand the
complicated processes of fluid flow in porous media for ttmoving
oil from the Earth.

We have worked with Bolt, Beranek & Newman to pi-Z.-ride the
National Institutes of Health with a nucleic acid sequence data
bank. The research in the biologic sense has L.: to a tremendous
amount of very complicated data. The data needs to be readily
available to researchers throughout the country so we are contrib-
uting in that area, working with industry.

We continue to work to reduce barriers that have caused us not
to be able to have this closer relationship with industry. These bar-
riers have included such things as legislation and policies on pat-
ents, copyrights, and ownership of the intellectual property. There
has been improvement and DOE is working in that direction, and
we're supporting it.

Our Patent Law Division at Los Alamos estimatett that royalties
of $3 million to $5 million per year would be generated if the ideas
in the laboratory could be picked up and worked with industry and
find their was out into the commercial use. But we have to over-
come these barriers in order to make that happen. This is a factor,
I think, in reducing the total cost, if you will, of research.

Now, in the second arealaboratory-university itaiativesI
would like to hit a couple of high points. We really belfrhe it's im-
portant to develop strong relations with university, State govern-
ment, and industry. Over the years, Los Alamos has maintained a
strong relationship with the University of New Mexico in two pri-
mary ways. In the educational aspect, we hav *.:ovided staff from
the laboratory as professors in some of the courses at the uniyersi-
ty. In addition, we have pursued joint research projects where stu-
dents from UNM come to Los Alamos and do research in some of
our facilities.

Another area that we support strongly is the work done by the
Govemor's.Committee on Technical Excellencs in particular,
we commend the State support of the recommendation to establish

'22.
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a Rio Grande research corridor, a high tech corridor. We hive been
collaborating in two significant areas in this high tech corridor.

In a $3.3 million program at UNM to develop a center in laser
optics, microelectronics, and _innoninvasive techdology in medical
diagnostics, we are working in the area of lasers and modern optics
and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging.

At New Mexico Tech, there is a $1.3 million program to set forth
a center for explosives technologies. Los Alamos has experience
there, and we are collaborating with NMSU.

We. are also supportive of the statewide technology innovation
centers which are being developed at UNM and NMSU and
throughout the State. Considerable interaction does occur between
the laboratory and UNM. For example, we have had more than 100
students and professors coming to the laboratory, and we have 58
different projects that benefit from the cross.fertilization of ideas
between the laboratory and UNM. .

Finally, let me shift to the subject of user facilitits. We are now
working both with industry and with universities in order to pro-

,. vide in general fee-free access to many of our research facilities,
and I have here a handoutit's available also for the publicthe
Los Alamos National Laboratory user arrangements and fees doca-
inent, which you might find interestiBg., One good example of this
kind of an arrangement issthe Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.
To give you an idea of the kinds of arrangements we make there,
what we do is we have research proposals from everyone through-
out the country, international proposals, as well as in the labora-
tory. An advisory committee comprised of internal and external
people reviews these proposals and decide which of the proposals
are she best research and the best utilization of the research facili-
ty. We sometimes make available electronic instrumentation, such
as magnets and cryogenics, and engineering support. to help re-
searchers when they come in. We also have data acquisition facili-
ties to provide for data reduction and understanding of the experi-
ments. And in general, as long as the output, as Lou has said, is
publishable research these facilities are provided-on the basis of no
fee to the user.

We believe that through communication and better understand-
ing of what the Nation's resources are, such as the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory, we will be able, just from that communication
and information, to see where there are facilities 'available that
might otherwise be built by someone not knowledgeable of their ex-
istence, and thereby reduce the cost to the Nation of the new re-
search facility. By communicating our interest in participating and
making available our facilities, we believe this is one way to reduce
costs to the Federal Government and to the Nation as a whole of

idoing our deed that can lead to innovative and productive commer-
cial products.

Finally, I would like to say the laboratory director has made a.
firm commitment to make these things happen. That's a very im-
portant. thing. If the leader of an institution, if the leaders in the
country want to make this 'happen, it will happen. To show that
this is important, Don Kerr has

Assistant
an office reporting di-

rectly to hintthe Office of the Assistant Director for Internationd
and Industrial Initiatives. Their major focus is to forge relations

23 ...-*.......
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and to strengthen industry, uniVersity, and laboratory activities to
our mutual benefit. So we intend to build on these interactions
both with State and local governments, with the universitiO, and
with industries. And we believe that it will be of benefit, mutual
benefit to the laboratory, to the State, to industty, and to universi
ties..

(The prepared statement of Dr, Williams follows:3

4
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STATEMENT OF ba. JAMES M. Wi LIMNS. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PLANNING AND
ANALYSIS. LOS ALAMOS NATioNAL LABORATORy, BEFORE THE INVESTIGATIONS AND
OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLC9 COMMITTEE,
LAS Cauca, N. Nitx., MAY 13, 1983

INTfOMICTION

The health of U.S. advanced technology Industries and their international
Competitive vigor are central issues in current trade and econcedc policY\debates.

The United States. like its odor incUstriaised allies, views the ability to

generate and use advanced technologies as essential. both to national economic

wellbeing and to military strength. Several governments; most notably France and

Japan, have designed comprehensive national policies to help promote siccessful

technology end trade development in major sectors such as computers.

telecommunications. microelectronics, biotechnology and aeroapace. They United

States currently does not have a clearly defined industrial policy, although \

discussion and debate over the merits of developing such 5 policy are being heard ",,

in may formes from the balls of Congress. to national laboratories and private

research mad int:atrial firms.

' Growing national concern over U.S. coopetItivenssin the international

high - technology market place appears to be warranted by the facts. Although the

U.S. currently holds the fillbest market share of the Inelistrialised countries'

exports of high technology products. that share declined from 30 percent in 1062 to
JAC22 percent in 1 8 and has increased only marginally since. In contrast. 3apan's

high technology trade balance during the sue period (i.e.. 1968-19801, increased

tuo.hundredfold.

teen though there Is a lack of consensus on how the United States can best

channel its resources for the new technological wig:Mon. the State of New Mexico

has a unique opportunity to forge a new and vigorous role for technology

development. Los Alamos National Laboratory is taking an active part. in

conjunction with industry, universities and the State Government to define and

develop this new role. Ammo the 'topics which this,testimonyidll address are

Laboratory- industry Initiatives, LaboratoryUniversity Initiatives and LaboratOry

User Facilities.

4
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LABORATORY-INDUSTRY IIIITIATIVES

The role Of Los Alamo: is beginning to mirkedly broaden with respect to

technical collaboration with. industry. universities and,government. On January 3.

IMO. Los Alamos issued the 'Revised Report of the Laboratory=lndistrylachnology
4

initiatives Comeittee,* which points out the benefits-otincreased

Laboratory -*tam Interaction, both to'heiP ensure that.the U.S. econotty can take

full advantage of Laboretley technology and to strengthen its internal scientific

and technical expertise and applied programs. These interactions can Ube many

forms, from strictly Informal visits by 'representatives frdirindustry and

universities to moire formal *Contractual nslationsidps 'for sharirif tire benefits of

Joint research. As a result of tho ,Laberatorc-Industry Technology,Iiitiatives

toned ttee Report, the Leboratory's senior management has developed a 'policy to

encourage greater collaboration with industry._ based aleit inderstanding that

strengthened..gooroinated interactions are in the longterm best interest of the

Laboratory. Some of 'he mechanisms for developing closer relationships pith

industry indicated in the report ore as follows:

The Laboratory will place emphasis on performing reimbursable work

for indistry, when ft clearly benefits the Laboratory lachnically

through maintenance or strengthening of its core expertise or through

directly transferring is technology to industry. Particularly when

it constitutes 'a joint or collaborative program.

The Laboratory will pursue participation in, or initiation of,

generic research and technology centers or programs supported by

industry consortia or individual firms or partnerships.

The Laboratory will continue its.interast in efforts to establish a

high-technology industrial base in its Vicinity. including selective

encouragement of appropritte spin-offs to new or existing industry.

and contived cooperation with the University of hew Mexico's

Technical Innovation Center.
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The Laboratory will provide coasultation Services to industr.) this

is not intended to replace or discourage individual ronslilting by the

staff. which should continue.

We expect that increased coraboration will provide American inarstry

advantages which are sielliar to the Laboratory's. 1.e.. opportunities to use

existing Laboratory technologies and to have access to its unique expertise.

capabilities and facilities; and increased opportunities to seek govermnent

contracts with the Laboratory Ms a potential collaborator.

An expanded Laboratoryindustry relationship is already showing tangible

results. The Laboratory is establishing a collaborative research project with

SchlumberghrDoll Research Corporation to further knowledge of multiphase flow for

oil extraction in the presence of vortices. This theoretical flow dem-Union will

provide analytical capabilities for numerous fluid flow problems at both

Schlumberger-Doll and Los Maws. The collaboration benefits both institutions

' through the collateral exchange of ideas and expertise. A

In another collaborative effcr. the Laboratory has begun work on a subcontract

from/Bolt. Beranek and Newman to prov:4e data for a National Institutes of Hemp

(111111 Nucleic Acid Sequence Data Bank. The e -'fret responds to a clear need in the

molecular bioloirl community for maw nt of the rapidly growing body of oda on

DNA seowences.. This program is no for several reason. The.LaboratorY

first suggested this progfam to the NTH in 1979. 11111 made an open solicitation for

proposals, following which two companies approached the Laboratory separately to

temewith them in a Proposal.

Because it was imappropriati for the Laboratory to choose one company with

Which to team. a proposal for our part of the work was supplied to the AIN and to

both Companies. The companies loorporated it into their proposals. Laboratory

collaboration with industry is a necessary part of obtaining this work, because the

advinistration of the data baik, collection of users' fees and dial-up service

(Nt
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required are'obtained lost appropriately from industry. The Laboratory will

collaborate not only with Bolt Beranek and Newman on the data bank, but also with

important contacts in the molecular biolora comp, .. The data obtained from this

collaboration will enrich the technical base.
4x

Los Alamos has also been working to reduce barriers Mitch have hindered ;loser

Laboratory- industry collaboration. A odor obstacle to increasing collaborative

efforts between notional laboratories and universities and industry has been

archaic legislation and policies dealing with pateRts copyrights and intellectual

property. Los Alamos has been working within existing legislation and DOE Policies

to lessen these obstacles to technology transfer and has suggested specific

changes, clarification: or expositions of policy *filch would contribute to a

stengthening of, the technology transfer process in the IfcelstoRarea.

Our Patent Law Division estimates that royalties of 13 m111100 to million

per year could be generated by a mature patent, marketing ant licensing operation

that bad full authority to negotiate exclusive and lion-exclusive licenses to

patents developed at Los Alamos. Among the past. ammo Los Alms innovations

contributing to this royalty stream could have been the heat pipe and the flow

cytometry vete.. Newer innovations that could ccatribute in the future include

several inventions in magnetic refrigeration and a wristwatch raaiation dosimeter.

This estimate does not include income that light be generated by licensing of

unPatented technology or comprtefsoftwane.

It siaould be notedlehat the lack of an effective licensing program may have

cost the Nation some important scientific innovations for at least a significant

time lag in their discovery} because there have been no substantial incentives for

need.driven or opportunity driven innovation within the National Laboratories.

Despite existing restrictions. tpt Code of Federal Regulations contains provisions

by emich an inventor can petition DOE for a waiver of patent rights in his

invention. If the petition is granted. the Government retains certain rights, but

the inventor is given the right to privately patent end commercialize his

invention. Our inventors can benefit from this type of waiver especially those

who have developed contacts with industries in the particular field of their

.28
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invention and those who - -in addition to their Laboratory employMent--maintain a

private business. ilaivers have been granted to Los Alamos employees on a number of

inventions.

A major drawback for an inventor to apply for a waiver has been the long

processing time which DOE has taken to approve or disapprove a waiver application.

Los Alamos i: welting with DOE to streamline the waiver application process.

An industrial firm or university may obtain firma DOE an advent. waiver of title

to patents arising from the sponsored research when it pays the full cost of the

research. Proprietary rigLts in data generated in such researa may be negotiated.

LASORMORTAXIVERS1TY MITIATIVZS

If the vision of a more prosperous New Mexico is to be achieved. all of the

economic and intellectual resources of the State must be more fully developed and

coordinated. Consequently. IAS Alamos recognizes the importance of developing

closer relationships with universities. State goverment, and industry, and we have

begun to explore ways to enhance relationships with these institutions.

Our broad goal for Laboratory interactions with the University of New Mexico

is to foster contacts, communications and collaboration to our mutual

benefit. Activities.fall into two major categories: educational. and research and

development.

Educational objectives are to provide Laboratory staff expanded opportunities

for professional development while, in turn, utilizing Laboratory staff to

strengthen UMM's educational offerings. Twenty-four Laboratory staff embers have

served as adjunct professors at wok and others serve in an advisory CAPICity on

committees governing University curriculum and facilities.

The Laboratory was an at.ive'particiiant, along with university

representatives, ip the Study Group appointerby thi Governor's Committee on

Technical Excellence th:t -opared the report, "Enhancing New nexico's Leadership

4w
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in High Technology InC6stry Develapeent.` the report, which was released in late

September ISO?, proposed a Rio Grande Research Corridor, focused on areas of

technical excellence at State universities in the Corridor, and suggested how the

further development of New Mexico Industry could encourage desirable technologies

compatible with those already existing In ti' State, Los Alamos coumends and

supports the State Soln..mment's acceptance of the Report's recommendation to

establish a Rio Oren& Research Corridor, The State Legislature's appropriation of

ST million to fund centers for technical excellence at UMW, MNSU and NN Tech is a

further indication of the Slates williemxs to initiate steps which are essential

If New Mexico is to become competitive with other states in attracting high

technolcV industries. The following are areas in which Los Alamos collaboration

is significant in the deveIcement of these technical centers:

$3.3 million to Uhli for centers of excellence In laser cptics,

microelectronics and non-invasive technology in medical diagnostics,

(Los Memos collaboration is in laser and soden optics and Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance,(1010 imaging for non - invasive medical

diagnostics).

$1.3 million to NM Tech for a center in explosives technologies!

(Los Alamos collaboration is in explosives applications, including

devwlopeent of en industrial park).

In addition to the above initiatives, the Legislature has appropriated $600,000

to create a statewide Technology Innovation Center with centers at IIIM and RIM and

liaison offices in eortales, Las Vegas, Silver City, Pertain and Socorro. The

purpose of these centers is to help local inventors develop and market their

ideas. The Canter at UMM has operated for several years on shoestring support

until this eppropriatiun was passed. It uses VAR faculty and graduate-class

projects to provide potential entrepreneurs with technical evaluations, earkst

surveys, business plan preparation, and assistance in finding financial backing.

In return, the teeter receives equity in the vsnture, both reducing up-front costs

to the entrepreneur and providing income to the Center. With the appropriated

funds, the satellite centers, which will be established at the other universities

will be ISle tc handle a much larger client load.

30
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Los hams provides referrals for potential Laboratory entrepreneurs to the

teeter and has assisted the Center on patent and other issues. A Laboratory

representative halm on the Board of Directors of the Center.

Considerable interaction occurs between the Laboratory and UBM in the area of

research and development. In a fecent Laboratory survey (April 1983), the

Laboratory's technical diviti&kwere polled to assess the magnitude of the

interaction as well as the major i4ear.ch areas. The level of involvement ranges

from undergraduate research assistants teeisiting scientists. Over the last 18

months, more than 100 UWM students and profess.have worked with Laboratory

staff. White it is impossible to estimate the number of Laboratory staff involved,

it probably approaches three to four times the VON total.

Restart, collaboration is as broadly based as is the expertise at the

Labotatory. Currently, 56 different projects are benefiting from the

crossfertitization of ideas between the Laboratory and OMR.' WWI of the most

notable of these interactions include joint efforts in the development of

non-invasive mwdical diagnostic techniques using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

imaging; joint research projechirthat will lead to better patient care for New

make residents having cancer or diabetes; collaborative efforts in alternative

energy research, notably solar, geothermal and synthetic fuels; and basic physics

research using LAMPF facilities to name just a few.

Our erforts with the University in the areas of education and research and

development have been fruitful end, we believe mutually beneficial. We took

forward to expanding these efforts in the future.

USER FACILITIES

Another way in which the Laboratory is working with both universities and

Industry is by providing generally fee-free access to many of Los Alamos' research

facilities. Los Alamos has numerous specialized facilities and support

technologies, such as computer software, which copstitate, in many Cases, rare or
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onr.of...kind facilities in this country. The 'Los Alamos National Laboratory User

Arrangements and Fees' list has Just been completed. and I would like to submit it

for the record so that interested parties may betone more aware of our facilities.

The Laboratory has made a commitment to a broad range of scientific collaboration

with universities and industry. One aspect of that commitment is to provide access

to many of its facilities. Both collaborative and independent research are

encouraged cm either dedicated users' facilities or on other facilities when they

can be made available without interfering with programmatic work. Collaboration

is also welcomed in most unclassified proJects at the Laboratory.

The Los Alamos Mem Physics facility (LAIIFF) is art example of a major,

dedicated user facility. Generally. there have been no users' fees and the

arrangements for its use are illustrative:

Research proposals are reviewed end rated by an external program

advisory committee. Experimental bean time is scheduled by a LOUT

comittee.

op Electronic inStrumMtation. some magnets. cryogenics, and kngineering

support are available for approved experiments.

Data fetliSiti011 add analysis facilities are provided by the

Laboratory.

In addition. the National Flow Cytometry Resource. the National Stable Isotope

Resource, and the Weapons Neutron Research facility have generally charged no

users' fees for accepted research Programs.

CONCLUSION

1 have discussed a variety of interactions and initiatives which Los Alamos has

undertaken to enhance its collaborative relations with industry, universities and

government. The Department of Energy. both in its policies and its actions, has

been supportive of our efforts.

32
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Discussions hnverecestlY been initiated between the State DepartaenC of

easier% and Inckistry and the ixherero'ry. tr-aore clearly define ways in which each

'my be more sutually supportive of each others' goals and in collaborative efforts

whiih will strengthen support for achieving the broad goal of enhancing the

environment for further development of advanced technology industries.in New

*mien. Greater bengfits can result and be shared by all involved parties if

policiei and plans are developed thoughtfully and carefully.

The importint coneitment of the Laboratory is in the belief that collaborative

Interactions with industry. with universities andmith state and local governmental

bodies encourage a partnership of interests. It is bow well this 'partnership of

interests" is defined amSfmplemented that will determine the success of advanced

technology development in New Mexico. In an even broader sense, how well the

'partnership of interest is defined at the.national level will also play a

significant role in boo Quickly and how well the United States improves its

competitiveness for advanced technology products in international mallets.

The types of cooperative interactions which I have discussed can provide an

effective mechanise by which technology can be transferred to industry from the

Laboratory. They serve to encourage the commercialization of technology resulting

from federally funded research.. In that same. the taxpayer benefits in numerous

ways. The cost of running federally supported research facilities will be reduced

through the sharing of information, Personnel and facility use with industry and

universities to en extent which could he unprecedented in our history during

peacetime. There.mtv even be some unforeseen ecommic benefits, such as the

phasing out of programs or the closing of antiquated federal or private facilities

where unintentional duplication or oierlapping research efforts have been occurring

without the benefits of interactions with otber.institations. The greatest benefit

of all will occur if the Policies of governments, national laboratories, university

and industrial research facilities can be coordinated in ways which result in an

isprovenent in national productivity and a strengthened U.S. economy in which we

retain our role as technological innovators and increase our share of eserginy

international markets for advanced technology products.
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The Laboratory has made great strides not only in developing a viable

implementation plan but also in taking the initiative to set that plan into

MUM. The Laboratory Director has made a firm.comeiteent to baste it happen.'

He has established an Assistant Director for International and Industrial

Inittatives.those major focus will be forging and strengthening new

industry - university- Laboratory 'ate/diens of mutual benefit. Interne' Laboratory

policy is evolving to facilitate the Pqrsoit of entrepreneurial endeavors by

Laboratory staff. Md. the Procedpres fee Initiating collaborative ellorts by

scientists. as well as the patent policy. a . being simplified.

The Laboratory intends to build on the fruitful interactions we have had for

the past four decades with universities. government agencies. and some industries.

These efforts have great potential for success. and. If successful. they can be of

enormous benefit. pat only to the Laboratory. university. or industry involved. but

to the State of.II4 Mexico and to the entire Nation. Joint utilization of our

facilities by iversity and industry might well help to reduce operating costs

but, more importantly. it would accelerate the tOCIM0i00 transfer process and

Increase the innovation and productivity this nation needs to successfully survive

the new technological revolution.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Williams. That was very
good testimony, and we appreciate having you.

Before I go any further, I would like to take this opportunity to
also introduce to you the members of the staff. These are the folks
that do all the back-breaking work that it takes around Congress to
put these kinds of hearings together, to make mire that are
focused in the right direction, and background information is avail-
able, and I think that therdeserve a lot of appreciation from those
of us who are in Congress because they make us look good some-
times, if we are not doing at all well otherwise. You have had those
kinds of days, too. Bob Nicholas, who is majority staff leader on In-
vestigations and Oversight Subcommittee, is here on the right.

Bob, thank you so much.:
Don Rheem on my left is minority staff leader. And we have got

two other membersone from minority and one from majority- -
who are upstairs working. And that's Jim Jensen. And I would like
to mention them. And also on my staff, Bob Lamina.

So I just want you to know how much we appreciate the work
that you folks do. Besides that, they kind of enjoy this. They come
down here and they get to come down in advance of the Members
of Congress so that they can establish some kind of credibility with
the natives, cultural exchange, qo thank you very much.

Ham Wugalter, we would like very much to hear from you.
Mr WUGALTER. Congressman Skeen, Congressman Durbin, thank

you for your invitation to offer testimony on the value of coopera-
tive research relationships with industry and universities. I am
Harry Wugalter, manager of 'Communications at the Rockwell In-
ternational Corp. Science Center. We are located in Thousand
Oaks,
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Our laboratory covers a number of technical areasstructure,
physics, chemistry, mathematics, electronics, business, and process-
ing. Research is dedicated to our corporation, and we provide corpo-
rate research support to our aerospace, electronics, automotive, and
general industry and businesses.

We employ over 100,000 in our national and international oper
ation. Perhaps the most important ingredient negessary to create a
worthwhile reletionship is to identify objective. In our experience,
we have found that unless we know precisely what we intend to do,
we are fantasizing. It is essential to have a well-defined under-
standing as to how each organization can contribute time, effort,
and talent to reach a goal that is mutally beneficial. Therefore, it
is necessary for the interest of participants to learn of each other's
capabilities.

To _digress, and as an aside, I handle the liaison fellowship so I
am vex.: familiar with our institute. Certain schools can research
things very well, others cannot, and It takes years to build the type
of staff and the potential to meet particular objectives. We have
been exploring many ways, and recently, with our Los Alamos Lab-
oratory in New Mexico, we have had visitations. We have sent
some of our best people to explore areas of interest between the
two organizations. It's not the weashop Congress. It's the oneen-
one approach that's *nificant. ,

We lave develop a firm commitment to. establish a broad ,

range of technical collaboration with the laboratory, universities,
and industries. And this interchange in Los Alamos was necessary
to acquaint potential participants with what is available. A lot of
what is available you do not know about, nor are some clueified
items available to too many people. However, there can be some re
cital benefit, and we have to be able to examine it. Thirty days
after this initial effort, a technical party from Los Alamos visited
our center and received briefings that offered a comprehensive
view of our activities. And even though they read all of the jour-
nals, they were not aware as to what is happening because of the
proprietary and business relationships.

Now that contact has been made, now that we have contact, it is
anticipated that scientists from both sectors with particular uter
est will begin to util;ze the available expertise for possible collabo
ration or joint ventures. The initial purpose has been accomplished.
Now specific goals have to be established as mutual interest draws
people together.

We enjoyed our visit to Los Alamos, and we are looking forward
to some very strong collaboration because of this. But if you pass a
law and say, "You have to do it," it id not going to do it. It has to
be people who have this mutual interest. I am going to give you
some other evidence of what has been done in the post to show how
relationships have been conducted successfhlly.

INDUSTRY AND UNIVERSITIES

In 1976, Rockwell International Corp.'s Science Center initiated
worIL on an innovative program as one of several activities under-
taken as part of Rockwell's commitment to increasing the number
of minority individuals in high technology careers. We knew that

$
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the perimeters were shrinking. We could scout the South and do
reconnaissance. We couldn't afford to lose anyone, and, therefoie,
we had to develop a program to bring other pr,ople to the main-
stream of technology. So, we set a goal. The goal was to increarfe
the number of minority students holding advanced degrees in solid-
state electronics so that their talents could be utilized in a field ef
great importance to both industry and to socioty as a whole. We
selected Howard University and North Carolina A&T State Univer-
sity for a joint industry-university program for a p to help
overcome the underrepresentation of blacks with B. . degrees, in,
science and engineering. We set a goal.

In the original planning for the 3-,year joint industry-university
program, the science , tract .1 personnel determine,1 that the key ele-
ment in meeting the goal of increasing minority participation in
advanced high technology eeucation was to establish a viable engi-
neering research program. Without that, no one is going to came to
your school. Supported by a strong faculty, outstanding students,
well-equipped laboratories, and a significant research p egram.
How do you do that?

Rockwell International's Science Center transferred to i oward
and North Carolina A&T, which have predominantly black enroll-
ment, one of our key solid-state electronics technologies gallium
arsenide materials and devicesto assist in establishing, a strong
research program to serve as a basis for an advanced degree pro-
gram in electrical engineering. You just don't give them the tech-
nology. You have to give them support. ,1

As added support, the science center subcontracted some of its
technical work that you just heard mentioned here to the two un-
viersities to help provide a sound base for the research effort and
to utilize the universities research.

They got the research; they got advanced technology; they
learned there is something called entrepreneurshi , they learned
that it has to be applied, they learned you have to ve good facul--
ty and good staff. You had to give them somethin firstan idea
that nobody else had.

Rockwell also provided other resources, They needed equipment,
capital equipment. We didn't give them surplus equipment that
was antiquated and obsolete. This was state of the art technology.
You need the best equipment. We gave them support in the labora-
tory design layout and constructiort They wanted to know. How do
you build a laboratory? Well, we have quite a fire laboratories. We
gave them supportlayout, construction, assistance in installation
and activation of the equipment, and aid in developing the re-
search programs at the universities.

Under .1, twell sponsorship, Cornell University assisted In ex-
ecution of the program. Another institution that said, "What are
you fellows doing, over there?" And Cornell got interested. They
provided the acaeemic perspective necessary, for the rapid estab-
lishment at both A &T and Howard of an enriched master's degree
program which could 4e developed into a Ph. 1). program in mini-
mum time Cornell has an outstanding department of electrical en-
gineering in which the GaAs technology is well established.

In significant measure, as a result of this effort, Howard estab-
lished a Ph. I) program which started with nothing and went from
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B.S., MS., a Ph. D. program in engineering, which North Carolina
A&T has developed,intc a stiong master's degree program in elec.
trical engineering.

Modern solid-state electronics research laboratories were com-
pleted at both schools during 1977, and both universities made
signficant progress in Wild-state electronics Materials growth and
device fabrication and 4haracterization early in the program. At
A&T, emphasis is on research in opto.electronic devices, principally
solar cells, while at Howiard, the program is centered around micro
wave devices. Rockwell International saw a need to establish an ob
jective and supported the prograzit Incidentally, when you sent me
your little booklet that came with the invitation, The University.
Industry Fourteenth Annual Report of the National Science Board,
they cite this Jere p. I didn't know you were going to send
the book. Thank you. They

rogram
call it a unique pioneering cooperative

venture between the government, industry, and universities. I want
to give you another example of what can be done if you want to do
it bad enough. i

INDUSTRY AND BRANCH COLLEGES

That's very important. Not everybody is going to be a Ph. D. A
lot of people want to work in high technology, that only need a 2-
year degree. On January 31, 1978, in his presentation to the
Amigos De Ser in Washington, D.C., the chairman of our board,
Robert Anderson, reviewed the corporation's efforts to improve em-
ployment opportunities for minorities and assistance provided at
the two black colleges I just mentioned. He then followed with
"Our next goal is to establish a similar program directed at xis-
panics and native Americans." Oncd. again, un objective was devel-
oped and liaison established with this school, New Mexico State
University. ,

In this case, the science center intended to utilize its nondestruc.
tire testing technologyonce again, we were going to use the same
technique. What is it we are doing that we are good at, that we can
give to the school, that we know the school would accept? In this
case, we intended to utilize the nondestructive testing technology
that we had been handling for 9 years under a DARPA contract, as
you are aware of, to introduce noncollege-bound students to career
opportunities in the shortest period of time. We selected the Ala-
mogordo Branch College of NMSU.

The university president, Dr. Thomas, and the executive vice-
president, Dr. Roush, recognized the potential of such an opportuni-
ty, as it was apparent that manufacturing techniques, expanding
requirements for high reliabilit,y in aircraft and energy production
systems would place an increasing demand on early economical
and nondestructive .detection of flaws or defects in materials. With
their support, this project involving industry, academia, and State
governmentis a successful program. Today the program is an in-
tegral part of New Mexico State University's associate degree pro
gram at the Alamogordo branch and is graduating its second class
of skilled technicians who are very, very much in demand.

Now, I presented three examples of industry-university-national
laboratory activities. One, Industry working with a laboratory, two,
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industry working with a university, and three, industry working
with a university branch. They were selected from many. I have a
tot of items, but I didn't want to plague you with too many.

We support this Southwest Research Center for Science and En-
gineering We sent them surplus .equipment for the kids for their
Saturday morning science academy. That is involved because you
have to get the element in the seconder) grades to interest young
people early and, too, we provide cash so we can cover their
lunches, their transportation costs. We have provided funds for no-
table areas in both elementary and secondary, as well as the MIT
in the world. We go all the way down.

However, these examples I gave intend to focus upon the need to
fully understand the purpose of the joint relationship prior to the
establishment of an approach in order to assure the participant of
long-term gain. It is very, very important t.3 know where you're
going, and not just shotgun and darkness. You don't know where
gots're going.

The Rockwell International Science Center is also familiar with
the Rio Grande Research Corridor Report. Dr. Peter Cannon, vice
presidentresearch for our corporation, serves on the industry ad-
visory group that is involved in the development phase of this ap-
proach The science center is currently participating al the techni-
cal planning. effort. A member of the technical stat, Ora Smith, is
working with the New Mexico group to develop all kinds of net-
work design plans linked along the Rio Grande Research Corridor.
We are good at avionics and we are good at communications. We
own Collins Electronics.

Therefore, we were able to send some of our people, look it over,
and give the advice and counsel as an advisory group as to what we
think is necessary in the development of the type of system that we
propose.

The data highway concept was introduced to enable shared use
of computers, teaching aids, computational hardware/software and
telecommunications in the corridorand this is important. Once
again, there NS to be an objective. We just don't want to talk to
each other upland down the line. We want to use the hardware.
This capability now we're getting down to what I think is the
most significant partthis capability should serve as a tool and
make state-of the-art technology at national laboratories available
to educational users, researchers, and, most importarlly, gentle-
men, es possible incentives for potential businesses considering
ventures in the State that require CAD/CAM, computer-aided
design, computer aided manufacturing. A small business can never
afford to purchase that sophisticated equipment, but they might be
interested, if they had access to utilizing din their manufacturing
and their design processes.

I'm sure that you will be receiving a much .more comprehensive
report from one of the initiators of the Rio Grande Research Corri-
dor concept, Art Snyder, from Sandia National Laboratory, who
has done an outstanding job on this project.

In conclusion, your committee is to be complimented for its ex-
amination of joint use of federally supported research facilities by
industry and universities. Perhaps with a strong industrial collabo-
rator who is comfortable in the marketplace, the talent available at
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laboratories can be utilized to develop a more favorable
economic climate for New Mexico and the Nation. It is apparent
that_ ar too many graduates from New 3/14.xico schools have to
leave the State for economic reasons and I can cite that with my
own child. Its interesting, Congressman Skeen, that all of our kids
that have graduated from the classes are ail flying to Utah, Hous-
ton. No one is working in the State. They all got their education
here, but they are in Houston, Salt Lake. and other areas. It is ap-
parent that too many of our students have to .leave the State.

So I hope that the bottom line of all of the reports yoUlear and
subsequent activities will be job opportunities somewhere along the
line for New Mexico for such-talented people.

Thank you. I would submit to questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wugalter follows:)

4
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TESTINONT - FIELD HEARING
INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
LAS CRUCES, `Ili MEXICO, MAY 13, Ivo

Congressman -Skeen.'honorable mOmbelo of the comaittee and staff, thank you

for your invitation'to offer testimony on, the value of cooperative research

relationshios with industry and universities. Ism Harry *gaiter. Manager

of Coenunitations at the Rockwall International Corporation Science Center, located

in Thousand Oaks.*California. Emmuplei, illustrations and perceptions are linked

to recut; Science Center activities that bear upon thi'top4c.

The most important ingredlent necessary to create'a worthwhile relationship

is to identify an objective. It is e: Adel to have a well-defined understanding

as to how each organization can contribute time, effort and talent to reach a goal

that is mutually beneficial. Th6efore,'it is necessary for the interested parts -

sipants to learn of each others capabilities.

0 \
INDUSTRY AND NATMAI. LABORATORIES

S

RaCeotlY. technical representatives from our laboratory vistOd the Los Alamos

National Laboratory to explore areas of interest between the two organizations.

tos Alamos National Laborato;y has developed a firm commitment to establish a broad

range of technical collaboratton with American industry and this interchange was

n ecessary to acquaint potential participints with what is evailablc. Thirty days

later a technical party from Los Alamos Ni;itad the Science Center and received

briefings, tours and other prbsentations'that offered A ,:ooprehensive view of our

activities. Now that contact has been wade it is anticipated that scientists from
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both sectors with particular interests will begin to utilize the available

expertise for POssible collaboration or joint ventures. The ihitiai purpose

had been accomplished --mow, specific goals will have to be established as

luta interest.dibms people together.

INDUSTRY AND UNIVERSITIES

In 1976. Rockwell International Corporation's Science Center initiated work

on an innovative program as one of several activities undertaken as part of

Rockwell's omneftielitt to Increasing the number of minority individuals in high

technology careers. The goal was to increase the number of minority student!

holding advanced degrees in solid state electronics so that_their talents could

be utilized in a field of grat importance to both industry and to society as a

whole. Howard University and North Carolina AST.State University were contacted

and selected for a joint Industry-university pr4gram to help overcome the under-

representation of blacks with B.S. degrees in science and engineering.
. .

4 in original planning for tile three-year joint industry-university program,

Science Center personnel detiM;ined that the key eimaent in meeting the goal

of Increasing minority participation in advanced high technology education was

establishment of a viable engineering research program, supported by a strong

faculty, outstanding students, well-equipped laboratories and signfficant research

progress.

Rockwell's Science Center transferred to Howard and North Carolina UT, which

both have predominantly black enrollment, one of its key solid state electronics

technologies -- gallium arsenide (GaAs) materials and devices -- to assist In
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establishing a strong research program that served as a basis for an advenced

degree prograri in Electrical Engineering.

As added support. the Science Center subcontracted some of its teChnicill

work in the technology to the two universities to ulp Provide a sound base.

for the research effort and to utilize the universities' research.

Rockwell also provided other resources, such as capital equipment, most of

which was purchased new, suPPort in laboratory design layout and construction,

assistance in installation and activation of the equipment and Aid in developing

the research programs at the universities.

Under Rockwell sponsorship Cornell University assisted in execution of the

program, providing the academic perspective necessary for the rapid establishment

at both AST and Howard of an enriched master's degree Program which could be

developed into a Ph.D. program in minimum time. Co.rnell has an outstanding

Department of Electrical Engineering in which the GaAs technology is well established.

In significant measure, as a result of this effort, Howard established a Ph.D.

_Program in Electrical Engineering, while north Carolina MT has developed a

strong master's degree proem!, in Electrical Engineering.

Modern solid state electronics research laboratories were completed at both

schools during 1977. and both universities made significant progress in solid

state electronics materials growth, and device fabrication and characterization

early in the program. At AST, emphasis is on research in opto-electronic devices,
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principally solar cells, while at HOwatO the program Is centered around micro-

slave devices. Rockwell International sew a need, established an obJective and

supported this program. This model was recently cited in the University -

Industry Research Relatioeshi fourteenth Annual Re rt of The tional Science

tei,,d (page 30) as 'A unique pioneering cooperative venture between Governient,

industry and itnivirsities..."

INDUSTRY AHD BRANCH COLLEGES

At his January 31. 197B nreselitation to the Mises De Ser in Washington. 0.C.,

Robert Anderson. Chairmen and Chief Executive Officer of Rockwell International,

reviewed the Corporation's efforts to improve employment opportunities for Maori

ties and essistance provided to tw Mack colleges. He then followed with 'Our

next anal is to establish a similar directed at Hispanics and Native

Americans,' 3nce again. an obJective was developed and liaison established with

Hew Mexico State University.

In this case the Science Center intended to utilize its nondestructive

testing technology as a amens to introduce non-college bound students to career

opportunities in the shortest Period of tine via the Alsoegordo grahch College

of AMSU. The University Prealdset, Or. Thomas and the Executive lace President.

Or. Roush recognized the potential of such an opportunity: - - it was apparent that

manufacturing techniques. expanding requirements for high reliability in aircraft

and energy production Elston would place an increasing demand on early. economical

and nondestructive detection of flaws or defects. With their support, this project.

involving industry. Itadenia and state government is a successful program. Today,

the program is an integral part of New Mexico State University's associate degree

'1
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Program at the Alamogordo BranCi and is graduiting its second class of skilled

technicians who are in demand.

1

I presented three examples of industry-un versity -national laboratory

ir

activities. These are selected Gen among maj. However, it is intended to focus

upon the need to f lly understand the Purpos, of ,he Joint relationship prior to

the establishment of an &Primo In order to issues the participants of long -ter

gains.

I
The koc'well International Science Cente,F is familiar with the Rio Grande

Research Corridor Report. IM. Peter Cann , Vice president - Research., Rockwell

International serves 4n the industry a isory group that is involved in the

develowent phase of this approach./ urther, the Science Center is currently par-

ticipatioq in the planning effort.4A member of the technical staff, Or Smith,

is working with the. Hew Mexico g

relative to the proposed i fo Me link along tie Rio Grande Research Corridor.

the data highway concept was'introduced to enable shared use of computers, teaching
af

aids, conentational hardware/software end tclecommunications In the corridor. This

capability weld serve as a tool and mak: stain-of-the-are technology at national

laboratories available to educational users, ,_searchers and e. possible incentives

for potevial businesses codsiderine ventures in the state that require CAD/CAN.

up to develop a comprehensive network design plan

I'm sure you will be receiving a much more comprehensive report from one of

the init.a:ors of the Rio Grande Research Corridor concept, Art Snyder from Sandia

National Laboratory

:x,44
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In conclusion, your comaittee 4s to be complimented for its examination of

Joint use of federally supported research facilities 61 industry and universities.

Perhaps, with a strong industrial collaborator who is comfortable in the market -

Plact:the talent available at national laboratories can be utilized to develop

a more favorable economic climate for New Mexico and the nation. it's apparent

that far. too many graduates Croatian Mexico schools have to leave the state

for economic reasons -- I hope the bottom line of all of the reports and

subsequent activities will be Job opportunities in New Mexico for such talented

people.

Respectfully submitted,

,cations & Academic Affairs

Mr. SKEEN. *Psi* you very much. I think you have brought this
thing, once again, as all of you have into focus, particularly from
the industrial side of the issue, the private sector. And thank you
so much for very significant testimony.

Now we have the Honorable Dr. Bill Stephens, who is the Secre-
tary of Agriculture for the State of New Mexico. Bill, thank you so
much for being here today.

Dr STEPHENS. Thank you, Congressman Skeen, Congressman
Durbin. We even have a Secretary of Agriculture from Illinois, Sec-
retary Block, who is a good friend of mine. We are glad to have
Harry Wugalter. He and I were on Governor Apodaca's cabinet

Congressman Skeen, I do appreciate an opportunity to visit with
this group I sun the Director of the New Mexico Department of Ag-
riculture, and by virtue of that position, au, automatically the
Secretary of Agriculture eo in that capacity, I would like to visit
with this

is
today.

'there s no question in my mind as to the desirability of intensi-
fying and refining supported facilities. In order to understand the
significance and ramifications of this issue, it is imperative to fully
appreciate the central role research plays in the cultural vitality
and productive success of American agriculture. The extraordinary
productivity and efficiency of the agricultural industry must be at-
tributed in large part to the fruits of concerted research.

Yet these research successes are not the exclusive domain of any
single sector, be it a university, government, or industry. Research
both transcends and incompasses these areas. In light of this inher-
ent interdependence, (here are signficant benefits to be derived
from close cooperation, including the joint use of existing
It is encumbent upon all of us to garner the necessary resources to
insure an effective national policy toward research. In this regard,



we should carefully consider the statement appearing in the 14th
Annual Report13(the National Boar of Science, National Science
Foundation, which says: "This report starts from a conviction that
the health, wells* and defense of our society are directly, and not
at all mysteriously, related to the strength and vigor of our science
and reseiuch ca bilities."

One means o 'insuring this strength and vigor is to increase uti-
lization of exi. mg federally supported facilities through joint use.
This type of sharing is even more reasonable and favorable when it
is realized t at if this cooperation were not to occur, many federal-
ly suppo facilities would experience even greater underutiliza-
ton of av able capacity.

Them itude of this problem of underutilization is illustrated,
in' part y the January 14, 1983 General Accounting Office report
entitled "Federal Agricultural Research Facilities Are Underused."
As ie report statesand I quote"The use of facilities can

me important because the cost of maintaining a research facili-
are relatiyely fixed regardless of whether the facility is fully

ed. Doing research at a facility that is not being used to capac-
ity will be more costly than research done at a well-used facility
because the research projects underway at the underused facility
will have to absorb the fixed costs."

This statement suggests to me that the joint use of federally sup-
ported facilities can be a twotway street in that the casts of the
shared facility can be reduced while providing obvious benefits to
the couser.

In light of this relationship, I am pleased to report that such
joint use occurs in New Mexico and has proven to be tremendously
beneficial Such joint use permits access to equipment and exper-
tise which would otherwise be unavailable. I see that Dr. Ellis
Huddleston came into the room. He has supplied me with some of
these examples. Our Department has responsibility for controlling
pests, insects out in the State. I have worked closely with Dr.
Huddleston and asked him to get me out of the business of spray
ing, if you would, because it is expensive.

But in his research, for example. One, the equipment and exper-
fist. of personnel at the atmospheric sciences laboratory at the
White Sands Missile Range facilities have been utilized in the,area
of pesticide application to study svecifically the' elationship of var-
ious factors on droplet size and efficacy, two, the wing dad= devel-
opment at the National Aeronautic and Space Admiffttration
NASA) is being applied to aircraft of aerial cide applicators,
three, rncilities at Sandia Laboratories, located in Albuquerque, N.
Mex . have been used in the sampling of pesticides and other con.
tammants in air; and four, the Jornada Range Experimental Test
site has been used by New Mexico State University and the Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service [APHIS) to test the aerial ap-
plication of various pesticides. These examples demonstrate the im-
portance of technology transferring involving government, univer-
sities, and the private enterprise sector in terms of impetus, such
transfers can receive from increased cooperation.

Despite the fruitful cooperation which has been experienced, as I
illustrated by these examples, such cooperation as joint use has
been limited and could be certainly expanded. There are, in addi
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tion, still barriers to realizing the full potential of joint use, bar-
riers of policy and piactice which can be quite inhibiting and de-
bilitating.

Accordingly, I would recommend to the subcommittee the pro-
mulgation of a national policy specifLally mandating a more inten
sive utilization of federally supported facilities through joint use.
In this vein, it would perhaps be appropriate to suggest the cre-
ation of a representative, interdisciplinary national advisory com-
mittee to recommend to the appropriate Federal agencies a means
of more effectively utilizing existing fa4ilities.

The overriding issue which encompasses the matter of actual
joint use of facilities is the broader question of communication. It is
imperative that more sharing of information occur. A candid and
responsive dialog needs to be established between federally sup-
ported facilities and potential joint users so that an informed deter-
mination can be made as to the type of research actually being con-
ducted This will then permit an enlightened assessment of how
these activities might be applied Ur agricultural research.

In order to effect this communication, I am pleased to offer my
assiskance at the State and regional level. And at the national
level, I can assure you of the full cooperation and assistance of the
commissioners, directors, and staff of the National Association of
State Departments of Agriculture.

In summary, in my opinion, there are abundant and compelling
reasons to to -ite" a conscious and concerted effort to encourage joint
use of federally supported facilities in the area of agricultural re-
search There are tangible benefits to be derived in both the short
and long term. Principal among these benefits would be an in-
crease in the efficient and, economic use of existing research facili-
ties and expertise.

Mr Chairman, that concludes my formal presentation, Again, I
thank you for the opportunity to express my views.

Mr SKEEN Thank you very much, Dr. Stephens, and we certain-
ly do appreciate the testimony and points that you presented.

I think, unless anybody is in a bind for some physiological
reason, we will just continue with the questioning. And I would
like for my colleague, who has been kind enough to agree to let me
chair this thing so that I can sit here and hold the hammerwhy
don't you begin the questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Stephens follows:1
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CONTRIBUTION TO 11IS DISCUSSION AMO NEL/IERATion SuRACONSISC IRIS CRITICALLY

IMPORTANT TOPIC.

SINCE 01101 SPEAKERS ON TEE A9ENOA WILL SE rOCUSIN0 ON IRE MORE TECHNICAL AND

SPECIFIC ASPECTS Of SHAMED RESEARCH 111105 S, I w11L CONFINE MT REMARKS TO A

MORE GENERAL DISCUSSION Or 1141$ PROPOSITION.
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TREIt4S VO QUESTION IR NI RIND AS TO THE DESIRABILITY OF INTENSIFYING AND

REFIPla COOPERATIVE RESEARCH RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING FEDERALLY SUPPORTED

FACILITIES. THE ENHANCEMENT OP ME UTILIZATION OF EXISTING TACIL/TIES HAS

BOTH SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND FINANCIAL OVERTONES.

IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND TEE SIGNISICARCE AND EIMITICATIONS OF THIS ISSUE. IT IS

IMPERATIVE TO TELLY APPRECIATE TEE CENTRAL ROLE RESEARCH PLAYS IN TEE CULTURAL

VITALITY AND PRODUCTIVE SUCCESS OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURE. THE EXTRAORDINARY

PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY OF TEE AGRICULTURAL INDCSTRY MST BE ATTRIBUTED IN

LARGE PART TO THE FRUITS OF CONCERTED RESEARCH.

YET THESE RESEARCH SUCCESSES ARE NOT AUTOMATIC AND CANNOT SE TAKEN POI GRASSED.

THEY HAVE OCCURRED AS A RESULT OF SEDICATIOM, WARD DORE, TIME. A LITTLE LUCE,

CONSIDERABLE FUNDING MD THE AVAILABILITY OF ADEQUATE FACILITIES. I WOULD ALSO

ADD THAT RESEARCH IS NOT THE EXCLUSIVE DOMAIN OF ANY SINGLE SECTOR. BE IT

UNIVERSITIES. coDIDNNO. OR INDUSTRY. RESEARCH ME TRANSCENDS AND

ENCONFASSES THESE INDIVILVALAREAS.

IN LIGHT OF 'MIS MAIM INTERDEPENDENCE. THERE ARE SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS TO BE

DERIVED PROM CLOSE COOPERATION: INCLUDIEC THE JOINT use OP EXISTING FACILITIES.

THESE BENEFITS WOULD INCLUDE! A HOU INTEGRATED, HEIGHTENED, AND EFFECTIVE USE

OF LIMITED RESOURCES, BOTH HUMAN AND PHYSICAL PLANT CAPACITY; A REALIZATION OF

Z4-902 0£3-4
raw. PPOP-.Mayompoifir..
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CONSIDERABLE COSI BATIKS ORD INCREASED INTERACTION WIT THE A:SPARER

CoRMUNITIES, AND CRERTION AND MAINTENANCE OF AN ATMOSPRER E011Dt:IVE TO HERE

INTENSIVE AND INNEIATIVE RESEARCH. TAKER TOGETHER, THESE C DIENES ALSO ADD

10.AR ATMOSPHERE mut IS ATTRACTIVE TO MatifTRI, POI IT SUM ES PERIILE

CROVED FOR SUSTAINABLE RESEARCH.

YET NO NAT/ER sew LOFTY THE AIMS OR gm LIMITED THE INQUIRE OF RESEAR1f,H. TIE

ULTIMATE SUCCESS OR remit' OP A RESEARCH PROJECT IS OFTEN AS'DEFENDENTN THE

MEI. OF FUNDING AND SUPPORT AS IT IS OD SCIENTIFIC CONSINEATEONS. \

ACcoRDIEGLE. IT IS IRCUYEEMI IRON ALL OF DS TO CARDER THE NECESSARY MOOR

TO ENSUE AN EFFECTIVE NATIONAL POLICY TOWARD RESEARCH. IN TH., RE . WE

SNCVLD CAREFULLY CONSIDER IRE STAITIOTET APPEARING IN THE FOURTUNEN ANNUAL

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL BOARD OF SCIENCE. NATIONAL SCIENCE 13ONDATiON WHICH

\
STAIRS. 'TT'S REPORT STARTS FROM A CONVICTION TEAT THE EXALTS. WELFARE. AND

)

DEFENSE OF OUR SOCIETY ARE DIEEETIT. AND NOT AT ALL HYsTEltiODSLIE. RELATED VO

THE =Emil AND VICOR Ot, OUR SCIENCE AND RESEARCH CAPABILITIES .

I.

OHS //FANS OP ENSURING THIS "STRENGTH AND VIGOR" IS SO INCREASE NilLizATIoN OP

EXISTING FEDERAL/4 SUPPORTED FACILITIES THROWN JOINT USE. THYS TYPE OP

SHARING IS EVEN MORE REASONABLE AND FAVORABLE MUER II IS REALIZED THAT IF TEES

COOPERATION WERE NOT TO OCCUR. TAXI FEDERALLY SO/PORTED pciums WOULD

'
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EXPERIENCE EVEN GREATER ONDERDTILIYATTON OP AVAILABLE CAPACTIT. AND TRU IS

REPLY A NAST; OF RESOURCES yin FEDERAL GOVEIPMENT AND VS. AS A NATION. chasm

AFFORD.

THE EACNIVIDE OF 7111E nos= OP EINDERIFFILTZATION IS IIIDSTRATED. IN PART. BY

THE JANUARY 14. 1983 CENTRAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT ENTITLED "FEDERAL

ACRI""LEURAL RESEARCH FACILITIES ARE UNDER USED ".

AS THE REPORT STATES, AND L QUOTEP WERE USE HATS OF FACILITIES CAN BEGONE

INTORTAITI BECAUSE PEE COST OF IHINIATUNG A RESEARCH FACILITY ARE RELATIVELY

FIXED REGARDLESS OF MIXER THE FACILITY IS PEW STAFFED. DOING RESEARCU AT A

FACILITY THAT Is NOT SLING USED TO CAPACITY WILL RE NORA COSTLY THAN RESEARCH

DONE AT A WELL -USED FACILITY RECAUSI THE RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERWAY AT To

UNDER USED FACILITY Eat HAVE TO ABSORB 3XF COSTS".

THIS STATEMENT SUGGESTS TO NE THAT THE JOINT USE OF FEDERALLY PREDATED

FACILITIES CAN RE A 1804AS STREET IR THAT THE COSTS OP TEE SHARED FACILITY CAN

.SE REDUCED snout ?Room OBVIOUS scourrs TO TEA CO.ISER.

tip
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TN LIGHT or THIS RELATIONSHIP, I AM PLEASED TO REPORT TEAT SUM JOINT USE

OCCURS is NEW NEX/Co AND BAS man TO BE TREMENDOUSLY. BENEFICIAL. MICR JOINT .

USE PERMITS ACCESS TV EQUIPMENT MD EXPERTISE vH:CR VOLD OTHERWISE BE

UNAVAILABLE.

LET im BRIEFLY IDENTITY THE 1111 OP MOTERATION MOLDED. TEEM EXAMPLES ATM

BASED OH ISIDIHATION PROVIDED ST DR. ELLIS OUDDLISTON, ACADEMIC IMPARTHEOT

HEAD. =TOMMY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY. COLLEGE or AcREGELTDRE AND ECM

ECONMICS, NEW MEM STATE UNIVERSITY.

I. THE EQUIPMENT AND EXPERTISE or-PERSONNEL AT TEE ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

LABORATORY AT TOE MITE SANDS mESSELE RANGE FACILITIES RAVE SEEN UTILIZED

IN INE AREA (Jr PESTICIDE APPLICATION TO sway SPECIEICALZT TEE EILATIONME

Or VARIOUS FACTORS ON DROPLET sEzE AND EFFICACY.

2. THE MEG DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AT TIE NATIONAL AERONAUTIC AND SPACE

AMINES:MATZOH imASAP IS BEING APPLIED TO AIR CRAFT 01, AERIAL PESTICIDE

APPLIES RS.

3. fACELITELS T SANDIA LABORATORIES /AGATE/tp ALBUQUERQUE, NEW HEXECO RAVE

-. BEEN USED IRE SAIIFLIEG OF PESTICIDES AND OTHER CONTAMINANTS IN AIR.

sl

<H,
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4. TuJoRm4D4 RANGE EXPERIMENTAL TEST SITE RAS KEN USES -E1 bill[ STATE

UNIVERSITY an tWAMIxAL AND PLANT REALIRlatterION SL.VICE (OM) TO

TEST THE AERIAL APPLICATION OF VARIOUS VERTICIRIEi4

AND THE /um. EXANPLE INVOLVES:

S. WE NEED TOE INTO TO STORK VIER 'I-NE BIN IR CALIBRATING AND DESTaING SETTER

MAYS TO Gomm pRoso. sumo IS Tut SINGLE MOST SERIOUS PROBLEM PACING OUR

RANGELANDS. MUGU JUST DLGIGNIRG MONK III FULLY ESTASLISNED, ISIS IS

ANOINER AREA INVEIGH VE HOPE TO ENNANGE PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY AND

2C0E0NY MONO: JOINT USE AND MVP:RAM.

IT MOOED BE NOTED FROM THESE EXAMPLES MT ERR RES RESULTS ARE APPLICABLE

TO IRE PRIVATE SECTOR. 7ou...racr TENDS COMPOUND AND INTENSIFY TN& ORIGINAL

SPIN-OFF EFFECT OF ISE INITIAL COOPERATIVE MEANIES, POURER REAFFIRMING AND

ACCENTUATING TEEM VALUE.

THESE TRAMPLES PVRENER DENONSIRATE tUE IWPOETANCE OF itconotooT TRANSFER

INVOLVING GOVERNMENT, UNIVERSITIES AND TIE PRIVATE ENTERPRISE SECTORS IN MSS

OF TUE MEWS SUCH TRANSFERS CAR RECEIVE Mom INCREASED GOoPERATION.

2
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MILE ILK. COES NOT PERMIT NE TO ADEQUATELY EXPAND ON ERR VITALLY IMPORTANT

TOPIC, OF TECHNOLOGY WOVEN, I Ali:SUOMITT/NG TO IRE SUBCOHNITUE FOR TEE

RECORD AS A PORTION OF UT WRITTEN TESTIMONY A PAPER ON TRES SUBJECT PREPARED

FOR THE WESTERN GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE BY OR. FRAME =SORG, V80 HAS SEM& AS

A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNOR'S STAFF IN IDAHO AND AS SENIOR CONSULTANT VITH

ELE-C110-uArf. A XviT.AzIoDAL =COULEE', AND CONSULTING FIRENEADQUARTERED IN

zonal. SIITZERLAND.

DESPITE IDE FRUITFUL COOPERATION winch HAS SEEN EXPERIENCED, AS ILLusTRATED By

rant IIAMLES.SCCO COOPERATION A$ JOINT USE HAS BEEN LIMITED AND COULD

CERTAINLY BE EXPANDED. THERE ARE, IN ADDITION. VEIL BARRIERS TO REALIZOM 711

POLL POTENTIAL or JOINT USE. BARRIERS OF POLICY AND PRACTICE mat CAN AT QUITE

INNENITIXC AND DEBILITATING. THESE BARRIERS, SOO AS'ACCESS TO DATA AND

EQUIPMENT. ARE NOT INSURMOUNTABLE OBSTACLES. TREY CAN AND MOST BE OVERCOME.

ACCOADIncLI. I IMIELD REGONMLAD TO INC SUBCOMMITTEE THE PROMULGATION OP A

NATIONAL POLICY SPECIFICALLY MANDATING A MORE INVASIVE UTILIZATION OF

FEDERALLY SUPPORTED FACILITIES THROUGH JOINT USE. IN TRICVEIN. IT WOULD

PERHAPS RE APPROPRIATE TO SUGGEST THE CREATION Or A REPREsr4TATIVE.

INTIRDIsLIFLINARY NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO REcONNEND TO THE APPROPRIATE

FEDERAL AGOGIES lOANS or Eon. EITICTIYELY UTILIZING EXISTING FACILITIES.

54
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THE OVERR/DING ISSUE MULCH ENCOMPASSES THE EATER OF ACTUAL JOINT USE OP

FACILITIES IS THE BROADER QUESTION OF CONAVNICATION. IT IS IMPERATI7E THAT

WS SOARING OF INFORMATION OCCUR. A CANDID AND RESPONSIVE DIALOGUE DEEDS TO

DE ESTABLISHED OEINEEN FEDERALLY SUPPORTED FACILITIES AND POTENTIAL 304NT USERS

SO THAT AN 'INFORMED DETERMINATION CAN BE MADE AS IC 4 TYPE OF RESEARCH

ACTUALLY BEINi CONDUCTED. IRIS WILL TEEN PERMIT AH ENLIONTEMED.ASSESSMENT OF

ROW THESE ACTIVITIES NICHT BE APPLIED TO AMICKTURAL rESEARCH.

TBROUGN AN IMPROVED SYSTEM OP CCODUNICATION AND EACHANCE OF INFORMATION, TOSE

ADMINISTERINC THE FACILITIES WILL BETTER nowsrm NEED OF THOSE IN THE AREA OF

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, AND WE WILL BETTER KNOW WHAT THEY NAVE TO OFFER.
I.

AAP.,

INORDER TO -,FECT THIS COMMUNICATION. I AN PLEASED TO OFFER KY ASSISTANCE AT

THE STAIR AND RE4IONAL LEVEL. MAT TES NATIONAL LEVEL, I CAN ASSURE 10V 01,

SE FULL COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE OF TOT COMNISSICBERS, DIRECTOAS AND STAFF

OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE OFPARTSFETS OF AGRICULTURE.

Is SUMMIT. IN MY OPINION THERE ARE ABUNDANT AND CGMPELLING REASONS TO NAME A

CONSMIS 4no CONCERTED EFFORT TO ENCOURAGE 31INT USE OF FEDERALLY SUPPORTED

FACILITIES IN 1VI AREA CF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH. fNERE t.E TANGIBLE BENEFITS

TO Bt DERIVED IN BOTH IRA SNORT AND LONG TERN. PRINCIPAL "00N0 THESE BENEFITS

. 55



WOULD BE AN INCREASE IN jug LITIGANT AND ECONOMIC USE Of EXISTING RESIARCII

FACILITIES AND EXPERTISE. DURING %NESE PERILOUS ECONOMIC TIMES, WE CAN ILL

MORD TO WASTE PRECIOUS LIMITED RESOURCES.

I TROMP.' URGE THE 4EMBERS OP TRES SUBCOMMITTEE, POR ERE BENEFIT Of A STRONG,

PITA*., AND PROD14.14WE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR, TO CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE TESTIMONY

PRESENTED TODAY of SHUR DELISIRATIONS ON IRIS CRUCIAL ISSUE.

MR. WISMAR, THIS CONCLUDES MY FORMAL PRESENTATION TODAY. I AGAIN DISH TO

MAME YOU POR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS NT VIEWS, AND I AM PREPARED TO

RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY NAPE.

Mr. DURBIN. I might say it kind of typifits science and technology
as we found there is very little room for partisanship. We have got
some .national concerns here, and I think a cooperative effort, bi-
partisan spirit is best for what we've got in the committee and pos-
sibly in the Nation.

I would like to ask Mr. Wugalter, as the last secretary of educa-
. tion of New Mexit.o, that you are, I'm sure, aware of the different

functions that are performed at different levels in our educational
spectrum. And the thing that I have always thought is that the
university, particularly in my home State of Illinois, where I am
more familiar, the university more or Itzs directs its effort to the
basic research.

I visited 1 month ago at the University- of Illinois, and we are
very proud of our science facilities there. e graduate more JaPa
nese graduates from the University of Illinois than any university
in the Nation, which I think says something for what we have to
oSer.

As I went through the lab and saw the National Science Founda-
tion, I would ask the stLients and the faculty, "What is the practi-
cal use of this research which you are doing?" And their basic
answer was, "We don't know yet, but we're doing the research."
We're moving along in this continuum of expanded education, ex-
panded knowledge, and we have found that in the long run, what
we do ultimately has a commercial application. That seems to me
to be a rather traditional role performed by a university.

From your testimony this morning, though, you talked about in-
dustry and universities working for specific objectivesif I could
put, words in your words. I could assume that when Rockwell Inter-:,

net onal enters into a university atmosphere, you Always have in
mild how to merge these two, if not, competing interests, at least
interest, that have to be complinient4ry, for them to be successful?

Mr. WuGm.rna. Merged first with the interest of t'..e individuals
because we Mile to have the taleit 'available. The talent and the
hardware have to be available. Genex...;'y we have a patent of a
particular innovation super plastic aluminum alloy process. How
do tv, expand it now? What good is it in the laboratory? A fire re-
tards .t intermiscient coating of molified. It's ill that laboratory,

``'56
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but it shouldn't sit there. It has to have room somewhere, it has to
be sprayed somewhere. It has to create something to be of value.
We just don't want to win awards. We go to Chicago to pick them
up at the University of Chicago Museum of Science and Industry.

We'blend with the people we work with at the universities to
find out if there are sufficient graduates available and a contrast is
gen Aral consummated to do a particular type of work. The objec-
tives are spelled out. There is leeway for discretion innovation so
that in the process of developing a particular line, something else
takes place in the laboratory.. We should not deviate from the ex-
ploratory end,So you go into the theoretical, although we may
have started with applied.

Mr.'Du!emN. So you leave it open-ended?
Mi. WUGALTER. We leave it open-ended unless it is a direct con-

( traet with, say, the office where we want certain films done on par-
ticlar items, and that is what we stick with. But generally the dis-
cretion is there. But your question is how do you do that? I think
that's your question: How do you do that'

We have to work with the people in the various departments on
a 1-to-1. You have to vist with them. For example, the Carnegie In-
stitute working on initial intelligence, looking into a tremendous
number of devicescrawlers, crabs, all sorts of interesting oper-
ations. When we work with them, work with their people at the
institute, we may be working on a satellite that they don't even
know exists, and there is a sensor that we are developing that
could be of value to them in their work. The question then itt. be-
tween the scientist and the principal investigators who are working
on this problem. How do you then transfer some of this technology
and do it in such a way that it is of benefit to improve their re-
search capability, even though we may never see an end product
for our manufacturing.

Do you follow what I'm saying? It's , t going to be our metal, it's
not going to be our airplane. Its part otkwhat we consider improv-
ing the national program of research.

Mr. DURBIN. It appears, from what yObr testimony is this morn-
ing, that your company is very sensitive to maintaining some
rather traditional roles in terms of universities, branch colleges,
community colleges. Have you seen abuses, though? Have you seen
what an abuse does to the detriment of the university function? We
cannel determine sometimes whether or not we need more insula-
tion mechanisms to protect that basic role of the university when
higher education is getting bitten from head to toes as to money.
Year in and year out they are looking for opportunities to expand
their resources and facility, and we want them still to maintain
that basic theoretical and basic research function.

Mr. WUGALTER. I have not seen abuses. I am trying to imagine
the type of abuses you may be talking about. And that is, will the
university, do everything possible to change its configuration to
please an industry? That s what I think you are talking about. No,
I haven't seen that. I think universities are much stronger than
that because the industries that I work with are not interested. If
we wanted a university, we would buy it.

A university has a mission. A university has a mission, and that
is to permit the talent that exists to roam freely and go from theo-

7
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retical to applied. You can't superimpose a luoeicore and say "You
are going to be my university and only so."

Mr. DURBIN. I think you make a good point, and I think also that
we have seen a change in the university-industry relationship in
the 1950's that might. have been closer with more direct involve-
ment of grants being given to universities, and then the Govern-
merit moved in, played a larger role, and now we're suggesting that
perhaps the two can work with the university community very
closely.

I think many universities are going through a period of intro-
spection of what their proper function is.

Mr. WUGALTER. One of the items you mentioned that concerns
me and you hit is when over 40 or 50 percent of the graduating
class in Ph. D.'s are foreign nationals, very concerned.

Mr. DURBIN. I can tell you what the University of Illinois retorts,
and that is, their bachelor graduates are quickly brought into
America and trained for roles, and that the students from the for.
eign countries are there to pick up advanced degrees.

Mr. WUGALTER. Let me Bugg at you do a little close work on that.
Why don't you talk to the students themselves?

Mr. DURBIN. What de you think is the reason?
Mr. WUGALTER. 'Remember, most of the foreign students are

calledthey're the best and they are serious, 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Our students often can't give that. There is a differ-
ent commitment. They come from different lifestyles. Therefore, a
department chairman loves a foreign student. He will be there in
the lab 36 hours a day.

Mr. DURBIN. I would like to ask Dr. Williams a related question_
I thin.% one of the real frustrations, too, in review of the theoretic
university resources and Federal research resources in this coun-
try, is the fact that we went to miss that link between that idea
and the technology that applies to a product. The ceramic engine is
one that has been kicked around quite a bit in Washington, and I
think there was originally some research developed in Great Brit-
ain, but ultimately it was abandoned 15 years ago. And now the
Japanese are developing ceramic engines tnat we are going to have
to want to compete with. The feeling is we have some of the most
advanced ideas in the world. What steps are we missing that we
deed?

Dr. STEENENS. I think the key is that there are people in re-
search laboratories and in universities who are very busy doing
that research, and they have good ideas. Not all of them ever think
about its practical application. Their researchers, their primary
purpose in life is to expand the frontiers of itnow;edge because
that's a knowledge base that creates an atmosphere in which info-
vatie ideas can be made practical.

There has been a tendency, I think, on the part of the national
laboratories, for example, to go forward and develop these ideas
and even think of the practical application, but not to get tied in
with the practical people in industry, as Harry was saying here .1.
moment ago. The people who have a feel tbr what is going on, in
the marketplace and what will sell and what is the next innovaiion
that could really make a difference. And there have been reasons
for that.

58 .
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You know, if you have an idea, for example, in a laboratory,
there is not much incentive to take it elsewhere. In fact, there are
barriers. You can't get exclusive patent rights on it, for example, so
you don't have the incentive to go out and take the risk in spend-
mg your own money,.or the capitalists wouldn't invest in it. A ven-
ture capitalist won't invest in it so there is no incentive for him to
go out.

On the other side, if you are in the industry and the government
has developed an idea to the point where it m really to be used in
the commercial market and everybody has access to it, equal
access, and has absolutely no margin, if you will, no competitive
edge because they don't have an exclusive license for example,
who is going to invest once again to find out if that market is
really there? And I think that the key here is that somehow we
have got to cut down some of these barriers that allow the free
flow of intellectual property from the research laboratory into in-
dustry so that the individual, for example, who has the ideas that
they like to make it practical, as citizens they want to see the coun-
try prosper, too, have some way maybe to go out in the city and
interact with people at the grassroots level who art trying to pro-
duce products to make a profit and pay taxes and that sort of
thing.

But I really think that that barrier has got to be changed. There
has been legislation. There is no liberal interpretation of the rules
on how you handle the intellectual property that is developed with
the taxpayers' dollar, and we are beginning, now, I think, to move
in the direction of doing this. But, you know, laboratories have
always been relatively open except for classified reasons, and it's
interesting to see who comes. The foreigners love to come and see
what we are doing in technology and in the past, particularly 10
pars ago, we never saw anyone coming from industry saying,
"Hey, what good ideas you have." Well, that is changing. That is
really changing, and I think it's because the national conscience, if
you will, has begun to realize: Hey, we have a resource and we
haven't been using it. We have to work together. It's a bigger coun-
try, more diverse than, say, a place like Japan.

You mention the ceramic engine program. They seem to be able
to pull all their resources togetherindustry, university, labora-
toryand they establish a program that covers bask research-
through the component development; whereas in this country, you
will have some industries that will object to the Federal Govern-
ment doing work on cerniaic engines because they feel they will
never be used. It is difficult for industries to work together on such
a development where maybe one or two companies will benefit
from it. So those are the main obstacles that I see.

As far as patent waivers, we have had success now with the fa-
cility at Brookhaven, the national synchrotron light source. We
have been able to obtain a blanket waiver for anyone regardless of
whether they are an industry or university. If they want to use the
facility and the research will bring out in the open literature avail-
able to everyone, then we can waive the patent rights.

Mr. Duaang I might noia that the committee is planning
beatings at the end of June which will address this specific consid-
erationthe antitrust laws and our Government policies that may
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inhibit research and progress --we are going to spend one day
taking a look at Japan. I have noticed, Congressman Skeen, that if
you don't mention Japan at an official hearing, then it is not an
official hearing.

But I think it indicates the fact that we realize we have got some
ground to cover, and I appreciate your comment.

Secretary Stephens, when I fly home, I am going to fly over more
flooding and water. have spent the last 5 months trying to cope
with it in my congressional district where we have these difficul-
ties. I have been particularly interested in agriculture.

It would seem that over the years there has been a very good
partnership between Government and agriculture in this country
going back to President Lincoln signing the land grant bills and es-
tablishing agriculture. For over 120

were
we have had this close

relationship. Have we gotten lazy where research is so good that
our concern is how to cut down production, that we are not really
putting the input into agricultural research that I think we need,
and I hope yo4 think we need for the future?

Dr. STEPHENS. I think one of the things that concerns me is per-
haps the general public doesn't understand that we willeven the
engineers say, "Well,. why don't we get these appropriations to do
research and engineering like Koert Lessman is doing over in agri-
culture?" Well, to me there are several reasons for tnis. And if we
could get across to the general public that in the final analysis it is
the, public that pockets this, because due to the maker of competi-
tion in farming or ranching, it goes right through and it goes on
down to the consume' in filial analysis. And I think sometimes, too
with our capacity as it is, we have to find export markets for a
third or more of our total production. Why should we be spending
money to become more efficient in agriculture and research? And
sometimes that is difficult to explain but for the general public to
understand.

So I think we have become complacent to some extent in getting
this message across, but I still feel we cannot back away from the
effort that it takes here to keep agriculture out front.

Mr. DURBIN. I think the food needs not only in our Nation, but in
the world to come, will be so sufficient that we can't afford to slow
down.

But I thank you all for your testimony. I appreciate it very
much.

Mr. SKEEN. I want to thank you, and I don't want to prolong the
questioning. I would like to make this comment. He said something
that you have to mention Japan if you talk about technology. And
the Japanese have, I think, distinguished themselves in the fact
that because of their homogeneous society and the way' they do
things, that they are able to take abstract ideas that we handle in
research and development, and go ahead and work toward putting
a market together. And one of the greatest examples appeared in
the Washington Post, which is our least readable publication in the
Washington area. It had a very fine group of articles on technologi-
cal transfer citing ate example of Bell Laboratory's development of
fiber optics but tch did not carry it to the market situation
They gave it to the Japanese, who gave us fiber optics as we have
them today.

_60
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And just one comment in that regard. We have a lot of Japanese
who visit the Congress of the United States luid they are all in the
hearings, very interested in what is going on in the science and
technological field, and so forth. In talking .to one of them, I said,
"What is the great interest that you have?" "Well," he said, "you
folks have been out teacher. Now we arf. -ver here studying our
obsolescence," which is a strange explanation. And he was very se-
rious about it. He wasn't trying to be arrogant, but he said, "We
are studying our obsolescence" because what we are not doing is
beginning to do the things that I think that you folks have talked
about todaycollaborating between private sectors, Federal labora-
tories, and universities, which is a tremendous combination. And I
want to compliment you all on the testimony that you have given
today, and I am not going to belabor it any more.

Any questions the staff would like to ask? Anyone from the
public?

Mr. GOODRICH. I am Jim L. Goodrich. Goodrich, Barton, & Asso-
ciates, advanced planning feasibility, coordination consultants. And
we have established an activity in this area called advanced re-
sources development research activity, which is predicated some-
what on the concept of an innovation center, as described in Public
Law 96-480, paragraph 6, section 6. We have encouarged for some
timefor about 10 yearsthis concept of synergetic performance
between and among technical people in various disciplines and
fields and between industry, Government laboratories, and acade-
mia.

We have &dually, without calling it that, accompighed one
project locally mat uses the organization and principles that we
have espoused, and that was done through the physical science lab-
oratory. It's called the Clinton B. Anderson Physical Science Labo-
ratory of the New Mexico State University. This project was for
the purpose of determining the site, the proper site and configura-
tion to accommodate an experimental range on White Sands Mis-
sile Range using technologies which are still undeveloped to the
extent that it is desired to develop them.

This entity that we have espoused with the achronic ARTRA,
standing for the words I mentioned, applied resources development
;esearch activity. One of the activities within that activity would
be using teams of experts drawn on an ad hoc basis for an individu-
al project, which is the problem to be worked on, and that those
teams would be comprised of people who are basically in the mas-
ter's Ph. D. level at universities or in midtechnical management in
industry. And these teams would work on the various aspects of
problems on-arising either in industry or academia or with Govern-
ment laboratories or Government other than laboratory.

The idea would be to enhance the capability virtuosity of the
members of these ad hoc teams and provide an acceleration of
know-how and can-do for new industries or existing industries and
provide the obtaining of so-called industrial persons for the mas-
ter's and Ph. D. still on the campus on a work-study basis that oth-
erwise they can't get. I don't v. ant to go into any more detail on
this. I can put more detail in the record.

Mr. SKEEN. I appreciate that very much, and I appreciate the
stAtement. And if you do have something you would like to have
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introduced in the record, we would appreciate your submitting it,
and we will see that it is inserted. Thank you so much for your
statement.

I think now that we are ready for the second panel. We want to
thank you all once again, all of you that have participated in the
first panel.

We have now the second panelDr. William Gahr, Jerry Cal-
vani, Ed Hughs, and Dr. Edgar Kendrick. don't you 911 come
up? We will enter your statement, if you , in the record, but
we would appreciate it if you could summa ize it. We will try to
keep this moving as quickly as we can because we certainly want
to get all the testimony that we can.

We will start of with Dr. Kendrick. Thank you very much for
being here, Doctor. It has been a pleasure working with you, and I
appreciate your coming to New Mexico to give your testimony.

Dr. KENzaucx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Since I was adminis-
tratively in this area from 1972 to 1976, it is always a pleasure to
come back to Lis Cruces.

Mr. SKEEN. We're glad to have you back. We never lose a neigh-
bor.

STATEMENTS OF DR. EDGAR L KENDRICK, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
SCIENCE AND EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.; DR. WILLIAM E.
GAHR, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, RESOURCES, COMMUNITY AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE (GAOL WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD
KILLIAN, GROUP DIRECTOR; JERRY CAL VANI, CHAIRMAN,
COTTON PRODUCERS OF NEW MEXICO, NEW MEXICO REPRE-
SENTATIVE ON THE NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL PRODUCTION
STEERING COMMITTEE, CARLSBAD, N. MEX., ACCOMPANIED BY
J. RITCHIE SMITH, DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL SERVICES, NA-
TIONAL COTTON COUNCIL; AND ED HUGHS, RESEARCH
LEADER, SOUTHWEST COTTON GINNING RESEARCH LABORA-
TORY, blESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

Dr. KENDRICK. Mr. Chairman and Congressman Durbin, I am
Edgar L. Kendrick, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Agricul-
ture, testifying on behalf of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Aviculture for Science and Education. I am pleased to be able to
join you today to explore mechanisms on how USDA can more ef-
fectively work with the cotton industry and New Mexico State Uni-
versity to utilize and support federally owned and operated agricul-
tural research facilities.

I understand that one of the factors that precipitated this hear-
ing was the Department's consideration earlier this year of a pro-

1 to consolidate the USDA Agricultural Research Service
Southwest Cotton Ginning Research Laboratory with the Southern
Plains Ginning Research Laboratory at Lubbock, Tex. This pro-
posed consolidation was part of an overall package of program redi-
rections with the objective of increasing the efficiency of our man-
agement and program operations in the Agricultural Research
Service.
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During our deliberations, it became clear that rther review of
all USDA cotton ginning research and alternative pport mecha-
nisms was needed. The USDA decision not to pros d at this time
with the consolidation of the ginning laboratories ures the con-
tinued operation of the Las Cruces facility through fiscal years
1983 and 1984 and perhaps longer. 1.r.

This hearing provides an important foTum for initiating the
review process that will take place during this period. As point of
beginning, it would be instructive to the committee and the group a
assembled at this hearing today to briefly review the issues that
led to the earlier propceal to consolidate the ginning research labo-
ratories.

USDA presently operates three ginning research laboratories, in-
cluding one at Stoneville, Miss., and one at Lubbock, Tex., in addi-
tion to the Las Cruces fagility. None of these laboratories is being
fully utilized. The General Accounting Office has been critical of

for failing to consolidate underutilized facilities.
In a preliminary examination of the alternatives for the cotton

ginning laboratory program and resources, ARS scientists and
managers identified during the past year several options for more
effectively and efficiently operating the ginning research taboret*.
ries.

One option was increased operating funding for all laboratories
plus upgrading of building and equipment, including the Las
Cruces facility. However, given the financial constraints of ARS
and the Department, this option was not considered feasible.

A second major option was consolidation in order to bring togeth-,,
er equipment, instrumentation, and a diverse group of biological
and engineering scientists to conduct research on the development
of new principles for ginning of cotton and to develop, new concepts
of systems - oriented research on the harvesting, ginning, and proc-
essing of cotton. We expected to be able to operate one central labo-
ratory more efficiently than two or three separate ones. This was
the option originally selected until we more .recently decided to
halt indefinitely the consolidation of the ginning laboratories.

- This review of the resource constraints and other factors that led
to the earlier proposal for laboratory consolidation provides but
one example of many similar situations that occur in our agricul-
tural research laboratories throughout the country. We need to
find new approaches for all beneficiaries of these research pro-
grams to participate in them and increase their effectiveness.

The ginning laboratory of Las Cruces already has a broad base of
cooperation with the cotton industry and universities in the South-
west. For example, laboratory personnel are working with the
cotton breeders at the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion in the evaluation of the ginning and processing characteristics
of new upland cotton varieties with unique fiber characteristics.
Likewise, the ginning characteristics of the extra/long staple Pima
cottons grown in Arizona, New Mexico, and the-El Paso area are
evaluated with roller ginning equipment in the Las Cruces Labora-
tory. The laboratory has also assisted the California Cotton Gin-
ners Association in assessing dust levels in gins to meet potential
OSHA standards. For more background on the program of the Las
Cruces Laboratory, I am providing for the record a complea copy
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of the Southwestern Cotton Ginning Research Laboratory Mission
statement.

I would like to challenge the cotton industry and others here
today to consider new ways of supporting the cooperative research
of the laboratory which is of great mutual benefit to all of us.

Many of the current projects at the Las Cruces Cotton Ginning
Laboratory are oriented towed refining existing ginning technol-
ogy and solving the most immediate needs of the cotton industry
Whi

i
le USDA is pleased to have a responsive program of this type,

we also have a major obligation to direct resource to, the develop
meat of new concepts and other innovations in cotton ginning
Fundamental studies to meet the needs of the industry in the next
century are approprftite to the Federal role and consistent with the
ARS long-range program plan. In order for ARS to Move into these
important new areas of ginning research, the support of the indus-

to help ddress the local and most'
f the dusty.

ustry and the universi-
urces and strengthen-
ld provide the means
filar facilities for the

try and university are need
1 immediate ginning problem,*

%We look forward to wor15 wit the in
Les to explore bossibilities of fooling our
ing our collaborative relationships., This co
for more effectively utilizing this and si
mutual benefit of all groups.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prefared statement. I will be
pleased to answn any questions you may Have.

(The prepared ttatement of Dr. Kendrick follows:)

6j
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Mk. Marian, I am Edgar I.. Kendrick. Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Agriculture, testifying on behalf oPthe Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Agridhlture for Science and Education. I am pleased to be able to join you

today to explore mechanisms. on how USDA can more effectively work with the

cotton industry and New *mice State Uivecsity to utilize and support federally

owned and operated agricultural research facilities.

I understand that one of the factors that precipitated this hearing was

the Department's consideration earlier this year of a proposal to consulidate

the USDA Agricultural Research Service Southwest Cotten Ginning Research

Laboratory with the Southern Plains Giant& Research Laboratory at Lubbock,

Uzi's. This proposed consolidation Was part of an overall package of program

redirection with the objective of increasing the efficiency of QM' mmnplosst

and program operations in the Agricultural Research Service.

During our deliberations it became clear that further review or all USDA

cotton ginning research and alternative support mechanisms was needed. the USDA

decision not to proceed at this time with the consolidaticn of the ginning ,

laboratories assures the oontinued operation of the Las i.:ruces facility ducnigh

Fiscal Years 1983 and 1984. and perhaps lager.

this hearing provides an important forum for initiating the rel.ew

prc.ess that will take place during thin period. As a point cf beginning, it

would be instructive to the Committee and ths eroup assembled at this Reartns

today to briefly review the issues tnat led to the earlier proposal to

consolidate the ginning research laboratories.
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USO4 presently operates three ginning research laboratorLes including one

at Stoneville, Mississippi, and one atubbock, Texas, in addition to thetas

Crux facility. None of these laboratories is being Billy utilized. The

General accosswing Office has been critical of Al S for failing CO consolidate

under-utilized facilities.

In a preliminary examialon of the alteratives for the'cotton ginning

laboratory program and resources. ARS scientists and mongers identified during

the past year several opticms for more effectively and efficiently operating the

gfming hearth laboratories.

One option was increased operating funding for all laboratories plus

upgrading of building and equipment, including the Les Cruces facility.

Hamm, given the financial constraints of ARS and the Department, this option

sms not considered feasible.

A second major opttn was consolidation in order to bring together

equipment, instrmoentati,on; and a diverse group of biological and engineering

scientists to conduct research on the development of new principles for ginning

of cotton and to develop new concepts of systems oriented research on the

harvesting, ginning and processing of cotton. We expected to be able to operate

one central laboratory more efficiently than two or three separate ales. This

was the option originally selected until we more recently decided to halt

4 indefinitely the consolidation of the ginning laboratories.
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This Mite; of the resource constraints and other factors that led to the

earlier propodal for laboratory consolidation provides but Aleb maple of many

similar situations that occur in our agrlzultural research laboratories through-

out the ciuntry. We need to fincker., approaches for all beneficiaries of these

research programs to participate in them and increase their effeitiveness.

The Cinnins Laboratory at Las Crucei alreadthas a broad base of

cooperation with the cotton industry and universities in the Southwest. For

exmple, Laboratory personnel are working with the cotton breeders It the New

maxim) Agricultural. Experiment Station in the evaluation of the ginning and

processing characteristics of new upland. Mtn varieties with old** fiber

Charactetistics. Likewise, the ginniog characteristics of the extra long-staple

Pima cottons growl in Arizona. New)Mexicu. and the El Paso area'axe evaluated

with roller ginning equipment in the Las, Cruces Laboratory. The Laboratory has

also assisted the California Cotton Dinners Association, ha assessing dust levels

in gins to meet potential OSHA standards. For more background on the program of

the 148 Cruces laboratory I an providing for the record a complete copy of the

Southwestern Cotton Cinning Research Laboratory Mission statement.

I %mild like to challenge the cotton industry and others here today to

consider nes. ways of supporting the cooperative research of the Laboratory which

is of great mutual benefit to all of as.

ti
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Many of the current projects at the Lai Cruces cotton ginning laboratory
a

are oriented toward refining existing ginning technology and solving the most

immediate needs of the mute industry. While UM is pleased to have a

responsive program of this type, we also have amejor obligation to direct

iescurces to the development of new concepts and other innovations in cotton

gLanbmg. Fundamental studies to meet the needs of the industry in the next

century are appropriate to the federal role and consistent with one ARS

long -range program plan. In order for ARS to i.e6 into thed important new

areas of ginning research, the support of the intastry and university are needed

to help address the local and moat base' ate ginning problems of the cotton

ittd ry.

We IsaaL forward to working with industry and the universities to explore

possibilities of pooling our resources and strengthening our collaborative

lationshipa. This could provide Lae means for more effectively utilizing this

and simibmt facilities for the mutual benefit of all groups.

Mr.
t
Chairman this concludes my prepared statement, : will be pleased to

answer any questions you may have.

6©
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MISSION SrATIMENr

sounwswet arra; mato arsurtat LABORATORY

The mission of this research unit is to develop improved methods for ginning

'cotton in the irrigatedrilest. The minion falls within the technological

objective of developing improved methods for ginning and cleaning agricultural

fibers and preparing than for conversion into yarns, webs. and fabrics. The

mission is performed under three CRIS Work Units: 5513-205S0-002, Cotton

quility measurement and gin plant control and automation; 551340550-003,

Conditioning, cleaning, and ginning cottsns in the western area; ,andk

sso.20550 -004, Cotton gin design to'mintmize dust, noise, and energy use in

western are4Lmaeries Ginning is a process that cotton goes through after

harvest but prior to marketing the results= fiber and: seed. There is acute

need of ginning reaear± in energy, environmentalrblems, better cleaning of

cotton, particularly, removal of fine dust, and automaton with product quality

control. Ginning is one step in the total cotton system: and it reacts with

earlier steps such as harvesting and later steps as mill processing.

g........
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Dr. KENDRICK. I have with me Ed Hughs, who is research leader
of the Las Cruces Cotton Ginning Laboratory and will help me out
on any technical questions you may have later.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Doctor. We appreciate your
statement, and we would like to hear Mr. Hughs. When we get to
the question period, I am sure that you will be of great help to us.
We plan to have some questions.

The next testimony will come from Dr. William Gahr Associate Di,
rector of Resources, Community, and Economic Development Divi
sion.

Dr. GAHR. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I would like to introduce
my associate, Mr. Killian, who is accompanying us today. He was
more involved in what we did on ARS laboratories. This testimony
that we have prepared for you today is based on a report that we
issued on January 14, 1983, entitled "Federal Agricultural' Re
search Facilities Are Underused." This work did not specifically ad-
dress cotton or cotton ginning problems, but we believe that the
issues that we discussed in that report are relevant to the focus of
this hearing.

In our report we concluded that many of ARS' 148 domestic re-
search locations were not staffed to their designed capacity- a con-
dition which makes individual research projects more expensive.

According to the most current national figures available at the
time of our review, ARS had research space for about 3,275 :mien-
tints. At that time ARS had 2,403 of its own scientists using the
space, or about 73 percent of the rated capacity. In addition to that,

were also 317 nonARS scientists, or about 10 percent of the
capacity, wht .pied space. The percentage of use at u ii-

sidual facilities sack. ,"rom over 100 percent of designed capacity
to as low as 17 percent of capacity. The overall underuse has re-
suited primarily from a declining personnel ceiling as well as con-
struction of new facilities.

Notwithstanding the underuse of existing laboratories, new lab
ratories are stir. being planned. These additional facilities could
further reduce the overall rate of use because ARS" personnel cell
ing is not expected to rise in the foreseeable future.

To fully use its existing research facilities, ARS would require s
substantial increase in its annual appropriations and higher per
sonnel ...eilingsaumething that is not likely to happen, considering
today's projected Federal budget cuts and growing deficits.

ARS has closed some facilities and transferred staff to other loca-
tions to improve facility use. However, ARS toad us that this ap-
proach had not been very successful because those affected by the
closings pressured ARS to keep the facilities open. As a result,
some facilities were still operating that would have been discontin
ued with the resources redirected to higher, priority research.

ABS has tried other ways to improve facility use. It has leased or
otherwise provided research space to other Federal or State agen-
cies. Space at some locations has been more fully utilized because
of the non-ARS scientists working there. ARS stated that this shar-
ing of facilities improves communications among the scientists and
enables the sharing agencies to carry out their roles and missions
more effectively. ARS also has improved facility use with support
personnel, and at times scienqsts, hired under cooperative agree
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ments with State agricultural experiment stations or other educa-
tional institutions.

With continued ARS hiring and funding constraints, the problem
of underused Federal laboratory space for agricultural research
likely will centini,e. Bringing in State or other Federal agencies
helps improve laboratory use, but these alternativei will not likely
solve the problem. Str tes ore sometimes reluctant to use Federal
research facilities either becaule they are not designed to meet
State needs or because of differing geographic locations. Also, other
Federal agencies are faced with funding and staff limitation prob-
lems similar to those ARS faces. In the existing environment of
projectedlederal budget cuts and growing deficits, closing research
facilities and, where appropriate, consolidating their functions with
others, may be the most viable alternative available for reducing
underused capacity.

ARS does not have a comprehensive plan to reduce the number
of ARS-owned research locations. Any plan to close laboratories
will need to be well coordinated and justified to those parties
having an impact on the decision process. In developing a plan, fac-
tors such as the following need to be considered in determining
which facilities to close.

First, scientists need to interact with enough other scientists to
promote idea exchange and problem solving. During the Nepart-
ment of Agriculture's appropriation hearings for fiscal. eu 1979,
the Assistant Secretary for Conservation, Research, and . ' ..ation
stated that laboratories with fewer than 10 scientists were not a
viable critical mass in which enough scientists can interact to solve
research problems in a reasonable period of time. A 1980 House
Appropriations Committee report recognized that some research lo-
cations with fewer than 10 scientists were within or near State or
other Federal research facilities and, there fort., had a critical mass
when their resources were combined.

A second factor to consider in developing a comprehensive plan
is that fewer locations could make more efficient use of scientific
and other equipment and specialized buildings. Also, the adminis
trators of all four ARS regional research centers said that availa-
ble, tip-to-date scientific equipment was an advantage their scien-
tists had over scientists at smaller locations, unless the smaller
labs were at or very near a university. Larger facilities also are
better able to justify employing 5chnicians to operate specialized
equipment. Some scientists at small locations use research time to
develop these skills. An additional advantage of fewer research lo-
cations is that it should require fewer area offices and less adminis-
trative support and overhead.

On the °the* hand, small research locations do allow for site-spe-
cific research. There are scientific reasons for conducting research
in certain locales and not others, including. First, capacity to grow
more than one crop in a growing season, second, proximity to re-
search ; robleins, or third, ability to contain disease organisms.
These reasons may be a factor which in some cases overrides the
irteractior. and efficiency issues. In these cases, ARS could consider
using cot" .rative agreements with state, agricultural experiment
station.,, In conjunction with land -grant colleges and universities,
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to 'accomplish appropriate site specific research. ARS has used such
agreements successfully in the past.

Another factor to consider in any plans to close research labora-
for'es is that ARS would be required to move or layoff Federal em-
ployees and to pay associated costs. According to ARS Western Re-
gional Office officials, .novin, one employee costs between $12,000
and $15,000 These costs would have to be offset by the potential
sales value or alternative use of unneeded laboratories and any re-
duction in operating and maintenance costs. The costs would not
include the cost to the employee of possibly moving to a higher
cost -of living area or having to pay a higher mortgage interest rate
for a home_ It is also difficult to place a price on the cost to morale
of uprooting a scientist and family and redirecting the scientist's
career.

Such a career change, according to ARS officials, may have long-
range professionals and financial repercussions to a scientie. Be-
cause much ARS research is long term, a scientist may work for
several years to achieve publishable results. Publications are one
element that supervisors consider when deciding to promote a sci-
entist. Therefore, a scientist who starts new research as a result of
a move and experiences the expected delay before publishing the
results may not be promoted as soon as if the move did not take
place. .

Another factor to consider is the large number of scientists
reaching retirement age. A recent Senate report stated that the
average age of ARS scientists was rapidly approaching 50 years.
This could indicate that changes in research facilities and person-
nel may be more feasible in the near future.

Finally, the establishment of research priorities is an important
factor in developing a comprehensive plan.

In our report, we recommended that the Secretary of Agriculture
develop a plan to consolidate agricultural research activities at
fewer locations, thereby allowing greater scientist interaction and
more efficient use of equipment, facilities, and administrative re-
sources. We added that the plan also needs to address research pri-
orities, personal and career plans of ARS employees, the costs of

, relocating employees, and the potential sales values or other uses
of unneeded laboratories. We also recommended that the Secretary
submit the plan to the apprbpriate committees of the Congress for
their review and comments.

The Department replied that ARS was developing a strategic
plan tp use as a basis for future research management, It added
that the implementation and operational plans that support the
strategic plan should be an excellent basis fur the Secretary of Ag-
riculture to assure consolidation of research and permit greater sci-
entist interaction for more efficient use of equipment, facilities,
and administrative resources.

That concludes my stptement, Mr, Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Gahr followed
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY
EXPECTED AT 9:00 A.M. MST
FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1083

STATEMENT OF
WILLIAM C. GARR, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

RESOURCES, COMMUNITY, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

BEFORE THE
SUSCOMMITTEL ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT,

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON .SCIENCE ANO TECHNOLOGY

ON

USE OF FEDERALLY SUPPORTED RESEARCH FACILITIES

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

We are here today at the request of the Subcommittee to

discuss the 3oint use of federally supported research facilities

by industry and univeresti4s. You asked us to explore with you

how a stronger industry/university relationship would increase,

as-an example, the viability of the Agr .-zultural Research Serv-

ice's (ARS) cotton gin laboratory at New mexico State

University.

This testimony is based on our report, *Federal Agricul-

turdl Research Facilities Are Underused," issues on January 14,

1983 (GAv/RCED-83-20). Although our work did not include the

cottvo gin laboratory, we believe that the issues addressed in

our report are relevant to the focus of yOur hearing.

In our report we concludlid that many of ARS' 148 domestic

research locations were not staffed to their designed

capacity--a condition which makes individual reseaech pro3ects

more expeneiVe.
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According to ah* most current national figures available at

the time of our review, ARS had research space for about 3,27,

scientists. At that time ARS had 2,403 of its own scientists

using the space, or about 73 percent of the rated capacity.

There were also 317 non-ARS scientists, or about 10 Percent of

the rated capacity, also using the space. The percentage of use
t-
at individual facilities ried from over 100 percent of

Zawdesigned capacity to as 1 as 17 percent of capacity. The

overall underuse has resulted primarily from L eelin1n9 Person-

nel ceiling as aell as' construction of new facilities.

Notwithstanding the underuse of existing laboratories, new

laboratories are still being planned. These additional facili-

ties could further reduce the overall rate of use because ARS'

personnel ceiling is not expected to rise in the foreseeable

future.

To fully use its existing research facilities, ARS would

require a substantial increase in its annual appropriations and

higher personnel ceilings--something.that is not likely to hap-

pen consiaering today's projected Peaeral budget cuts ano grow-

ing deficits.

ARS has closed some facilities and trinsferred staff to

other locatioris to improve facility use. however, ARS told us

that this approach had not been very successful because those

affected by the closings pressured ARS to keep the facilities

open. As a result, some facilities were still operating that

would have been discontinued with the resources redirected to

higher priority research.

75
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hes has tried other ways to le, .e facility use. It has

lease* or otherwise provided research space to other Federal or

State mgenctes. Space at some locations has been more fully

utilized because of the non-ARS scientists working there. ARS

states that this snaring of facslittes improves communications

among the scientists and enables tile sharing agencies to carry

out nest roles and missions more effective/1f. ARS also has

improved facility use with support personnel, and at times

scientists, hired under cooperative agreements with State agri-
.

cultural experiment stations dr other educational institutions.

In addition, ARS has contracted out certain support serv-

ices at large research facilities so as to retain scientists and

teehnscians. These services included engineering, plant mage-

ment, janitorial, and general services.

With continued ARS hiring and funding constraints, the

problem of underused Federal laboratory apace for agricultural

research likely will continue. ,Bringing in State employees

under cooperative agreements or leaiing apace to other Federal

agencies helps Improve laboratory use, but these alternatives

will not likely solve tne problem. States are sometimes reluc-

tant to use Federal research facilities either because they are

not designed to meet State needs or because*of differing geo-

graphic locations. Also, other Federal agencies are Laced with

funding and staff limitati n problems similar to those ARS

faces. In th. oxiatuty environment'of projected Federal budget

Cuts and growing deficits, closing research facilities and,

where appropriate, consolidating their functions with others,
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may be the most viable alternat' *e available for during unaer-

used capiCity.

ARS does not have a comprehensive plan to reduce the number

of ARS-owned research locations. Any plan to close laboratories

will need to oe well coordinated and 3ustified to those parties

having an impact on the decision process. In developing a plan,

factors suer as the following need to be considered in aetermin-

ing which facilities to close.

First, scientists need to interact with enough other scien-

tists to promote idea exchange and problem solving. During the

Department of Agriculture's appropriation hearings for fiscal

year 1979, the Assistant Secretary for Conservation, Research,

and Education stated that laboratories with fewer, than 10 scien-

tists were not a viable " itical mass" in which enough scien-

tists can interact to s leye research problems in a reasonable

Period of time. A 1980 "ouse Appropriations Coniittee report

__ iirecognszed that some research locations with fewer than 10

scientists were within or near State or other Federal research

facilities ano thzrefore had a criti.cal mass when 'reel):

resources were combined.

A second factor to consider in developing a comprehensive

plan is that fewer locations could make more efficient use of

scientific and other equipment and specialized buildings. Also,

the administrators of all foar ARS regional research centers

said that available, up-to-date scientific equipment was an

advantage their scientists had over scientists ac smaller

7 7
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locations, unless the smaller labs were at ot very near a

university. Larger facilities also are better able to justify

employing technicians to operate specialized equipment. Sore,

scientists at small loC'atiens use research t.me to develop these

Allis. An additional advantage of fewer research lecatiors'is

that it should require fewer area offices and less administia-

title support and overhead.

On the other hand, small research locations do allow _or

site-specific research. There are scientific reasons for can-

ducting research in certain locales and not others. including

(1) capacity grow more than one crop in a growing season,

() proximity t research problems, or (3) ability to contain

disease organism . These reasons may be a factor which in come

cases Overrides he interaction and efficiency isst,es. In these

cases ARS could conside4 using cooperative aireements with State

agricultural experiment stations, in cog3unctiOn with land.9rant

colleges and universities, to accomplish appropriICate site-

specific research. ARS has used such agreumeys successfaly in

the past.

Another factor to consider,in any plans tsiAplese research

laboratories is that ARS would be required to move or lay off

Federal employees and to pay associated costs. Actording to ARS

Western Regional Office offl.ials, moving one employee costs

between $12,000 and $15,000. These costs would have to be off-

set by the potential sales value or alternative use of unneeded

. 78
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laboratories and any reduction in operating and maintenance

costs. The costs would not include the cost 'o the employee of

possibly moving to a higher cost-of-living area or having to pay

\k a higher mortgage interest rate for a home. It is also d;ffi-

cult to place a price on the cost to morale of uprooting a

scientist and family and redirecting the scientist's career.

Such a Career change, according to ARS officials, may have

long-range professional and'financial repercussions to a scien-

tist. Because much ARS research is long term, a scientist may

work for several years to achieve Publishable resulgs. Publica-

tions are one element that supervisors consider when dteiding to

Promote a scientist. Therefore, a scientist who starts r.tw

research as a result ofos move and experiences the expected

delay before publishing the results may not be promoted as soon

as it tae move did not take place.

anorher factor to consider ft the large number of scien-

tists reaching retirement age. A recent Senate report stated

that the average age of ARS scientists was rapidly approaching

50 yearn. This could indicate that changes in research Lacrli-

tie4 and Personnel may be more feasible in the near future.

Finally, the establishment of research.priorities is an

important factor in developing a comprehensive plan.

In our report, we recommended that the Secretary Of Agri-

culture develop a plan to consolidate agricultural research

activities at fewer locations, thereby allowing greater scien-

tist interaction and more efficient use of equipment,

74
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facilities, and aoministrative resources. We added that the

plan also seeds to address research priorities, personal and

career plan: of ARS employees, the costs of relocating

employees, and the potential sales values or other uses of

unneeded laborutories. We also recommended that the Secretary

submit the plan to the appropriate committees of the Congress

for their review and comments.

The Department replied that ARS was developing a strategic

plan.tc use as a basis for future research management. It added

that the imiementation and operatIonal plans that support the

strategic plan should be an excellent basis for the Secretary of

Agriculture to assure consolidation of research and permit

greater scientist interaction for more efficient use of equip-

ment, facilities, and administrative resources.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. My colleague

and I will be happy to respond to any questions.

Mr. SIMIN. Thautk you very much, Dr. Gahr, and I want to apolo-
gize to Mr. Killian, who is accompanying you, and I am sure will be
handy. I also want to recognize Ritchie Smith, who is with Mr. Cal.
vani, who is the next witness.

Mr. Calvani is the next witness. Ife is the chairman of the
Cotton Producers of New Mexico, New Mexico representative on
the National Cotton Council Production Steering C4mniittee.

Mr. CitIAUNI. I am Jerry Calvani, State chairman of the Las
Cruces Cotton Producers of New Mexico, on whose behalf I appear
today. The National Cotton Council Production Steering Committee
is a central organization of the U.S. cotton industry, representing
growers, ginuers, warehoubemen, cottonseed housemen, and menu
facturers from California to the Carolinas.

Cotton is a renewable resource that is important to the Nation's
agriculture and economy, compromising over 58,000 businesses
most of them small and including farms and gins. Cotton provides
nearly half a million jobs, more than one-third of the clothing for
consumers, and 20 percent of the textiles used in home furnishings.
Rai" cotton experts for substantial each year in helping recruit our
trade deficiency. Perhaps the best single entity is the $57 billion
value of cotton and cottonseed products at retail.
Mr. Chairman, cotton like the rest of agriculture is really de-

pendable upon research tb remain a viable and strong industry.
Under the effective system b., unique to the U.S. research in this

country is an efficient, proven; and complimenting melting are
indeed with- public programs management of the USDA land
Grant Uniiersity Systems. Several studies document the high
return to society in the public involvement and agriculture re-

an
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search. The rates return froth crop and livestock investment
range from 17 percent to 110 percent, averaging right at 50 per-
cent, while the annual rate on cotton is 35 percent.

In recent years, however, the public investment in cotton and
other agriculture research has lessened despite the just-cited high
payoff. for, consumers of food and fiber products,. We have been
deeply concerned about this and so has the Congress by passing of
Title 14 by quote the 1977 and.1980 artifacts.

Regional or national organizations strongfy endorse expanding a
research program. In unanimous resolution, they expressed con-
scious support for cotton programs conducted by the USDA, includ-
ing Federal funds, for cotton and cottonseed research- thatprovide
for efficient program' growth to an adequate level, recognizing that
such action is noninflaminatory and will produce public health
benefits far in excess of cost.

All segments of our industry recognize and support the need to
reduce C-,,vernrftent spending and inflation. For that reason, we
have reluctantly accepted in recent yeafs a no-growth agricultural
research budget and a continuing decline in cotton share of re-
search fundings with the expectations that funding for kz,ssentiai
product would be provided in the future. .

We believe the time has come to turn the situation around, and
beginning research must be a part of the overkill program. Keep in
mind that cotton we producers grow and harvest has virtually no
value unless it is singed. In 1982, there were over 2,200 ginning
plants in the United States. Beltwise, farmers paid over $500 mil;
lion for ginning services, accounting for about 10 percent of our
production costs for funds. In addition, current ginning and associ-
ated cleaning technologies do not fully preserve inherent fiber and
seed quality, therefore having the effect of increasing our costs.

Gins in New Mexico, the El Paso Valley of Texas, Arizona, and
California processed approximately-37 percent of the total crop last
year. A strong harvesting and ginning research- program that ad-
dresses beltwide needs is important. However, many ginning Fe-
search programs are not sufficient. The different genetic, vital gin -
nings are essential and often changing factors which must be con-
sidered in performing the precision research needed to advance the
technology in ginning. In addition, various production and harvest-

.. ing measures are employed across the belt, but these are not very
static.

However, everchanging textile processing requirements and tech-
nologies also affect ginning needs. Therefore, viable ginning re-
search programs must take into account the types of cotton being
ginned, growing conditions, and the methods and conditions bar-
veited. For maximum productiveness, laboratories should be as
near as possible to research cotton on which research is conducted.

Beltwide, we have watc.bed a number of ginning laboratories de-
crease from five to three With the closing of Oklahoma and South
Carolina facilities about IQ years ago. In 1970 told ginning scien-
tists years at all locations was 22. Now there are only 12. In 1970 a
task force of over 100 scientists from USDA site experiment sta-
tions and the often industry examined ongoing and needed re-
search programs for cotton as a whole. The study focused on re-
search conducted on Government funds by the USDA and the task
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ford in its final report concluded that harvesting, ginning, and
final preparation research was a top priority item and recommend-

.. ed a 20- percent, program increase.
In the meantime, the number of ginning laboratories is at three

USDA and has continuato decline. While we agreed to the need
to the most efficient use of research funds, we do not see the
wisdom or rationale of the ise and effectiveness or efficiency.
Clearly there is a need for eeping an adequate f ding for the
three ginning laboratories t at serve distinctly, %. rimary thrust
of the laboratory here in Las Cruces is investigatio into the tech
nology of salt ginning, cleaning, and condition of longer staple irri-
gated up from cottons typical of the West'

The facility is also the only ginhing laboratory actively ccnduct
ing the important and highly specialized ginning research for extra
long staple cottons. The ginning laboratory in Lubbock concen-
Crates on sad is typical of much of that grown ,in South Plains,
while a doable effort is directed toward a grant,goal. The -diversity
and location of the three laboratories and the association they
maintain with various State and other Federal laboratories have
created a lab working relationship.

For example, a lab here is located on the edge of New Mexico
State University campus. Such proximity is conducive to maintain-
ing it. And while it ispo important for the transfer of technology,
generatibn of new ide and professional development. You asked
us to comment on how the joint use of federally supported research
facilities might reduce the cost of running them, Mr. Hughs can
testify this laboratory has alNady established a good workinerela-
tioriship with the univety and with industry.

While the cotton industry has established an enviable record in
its financial support to research, it cannot be expected to fund a
,larger portion. Even if it could afford it the gains ultimately ,go
toit should, therefore, be clear that Gbvemment funds are both
proper and essential for cotton researching, including ginning, is
adequate to meet the needs that serve the products interest. When
increased, approximately $70,000 is needed over the pre ant budget
and we strongly urge that this amount of program increase be pro-
vided as soon as possible in an orderly fashion.

Thank you very much; Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Calvani follows:]
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Test. of Jerry Calvani
Nem 'lento Choir Producer Steeiing/Coomittee

National Cotton Council of America
before the

tobcomi tee On investigations And OversiOt
of the

lout Science And Technology Coomitrec
Las Cruces, New Mexico

Hay 13, 1981

.

I at. JmrrY Caliani, cotton greyer from Carlsbad, New Mexico and state

Chairman of IL. ?reducer Steering Committee of the National Cotton Council, on

oiliest. behalf I appear today. The Council is the central orgdaization of the
1

U. S. cotton industry, represeoring
growers, ginnera. uarohousemen, cottonseed

Crushers, nerchante, co0phatives, and manufacturers from California to the

Carotin,:

With ne is 84. J. Ritchie Smith, director
cf technical services for the

Council. We uill be glad to reeporal to any yoestions you may have after my

preseatation. We appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today.

Oven, a renewable resource, is very important to the notion's agriculture

and econoLy. Comprising over 58,000 businesses, cost of them small and

including ferns and gins, cotton provides r "arty half a million yobs, rice than

cuethird of the .clothing for consunelt and 20 petttnt of the textile` used in

home turaisiliost. Raw cotton exports are substantial each year asd help in

reducing our trn deficit. Perhaa the best single isdica.or of cotton's

imp.qtance 1. tie $53 billion value of cotton ind cottonseed products at retail.

Hr. Cheirman. eoicon, lik. the rest of American agricolinr.dis highly

dep.odeni on retedieto to ?maw a viable and strong iadurtry. Under the

effective Ilsttt ec. unique .0 the United States, research in 0146 c'untry is an

effic.ot and Froven complementary melding of private 80 uth public prot.rams,

mainly tl-oci in Li. USDA/1444 r..at university Gyttn,
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Several studies document the high returns to society from the public

invest:acne le ag re4totcb. Th, annuil\ratr of return frog crop and livestock

veleacch invertmenta ranges trot 17 percent to 110 percent. averaging rihht at

50 percent, while the annual rate en cotton id 3S percent.

In recent years, however, the public investrent to cotton and other 4
reAearth has lesdeued despite the :last cited high pootft for consumer/in'

Ledo...0

end fiber prOduCtS.

We have been deeply concerned about this decline en research as has the

Convess by irs passage of Title 14 he both the 1977 and 1901 farm actg. Ar the

gouneers annual cetriag an February, the 290 delegated selected b1 90 $4441itt

state, reg:ocal, or national organization& st,,,agly endorsed eapanded

agricultural research programs. In an unanimou.: resolution, they expressed

continuing suppott for "...appropriations for cotton research sad extension

prograLs conducted by USIA and Cotton Belt stated, including federal funds fot

cottm and cottonseed reziearch .eat provide for effleient program growth to

adequate levels, recognising that such action is not inflationary and will

produce public benefit' tar in excess of its costs.°

All ss.gmeats of our industry recognize and auprt the need to reduce

govetnent spending and inflation. For that realon, we tame reluctantly

.epted in t.eent years a "no2erowth" agricultural research budget and a

continued decline in cetton'd dilate of redestr: funding, with the eq.elation

that funding feu ces,ntia project:, duskd be prcvioed en the future. Ie believe

the tee bad cern to tutu the situatien .added, and ginninz 0,e,rch t.u.t De a

part of the ove.all pc, rw.

Ko.e in rand, Mr, Ch.ir-.0, thit th, cation e.t pttductrc grow and harvest

vitto,I1) ne Wall it If, 0.1ee.l. In Ian, over 2,200

I,' kat en tio teltei gt3tetk, paid t.vel 4$S0:0 nifiloo

for tiro.,n; ...Cc., accOaat ,,, for about 10 echts of otkr yr man cost Pcr

pnund. it addition, somata tann.nr, and 0:toti,ted eleottiat to hn toeitt not

fsliy pr Inbt<rit 1eber and :4ed quality, tbzry foac,,sa, tie effect of

1T'let lit): Our Coat.

Gee: ia glee 1le5ar4). the El fat' Val le) of Te. , Srteon.. and Cal tfuruts

prot:;ed approximately 17 percent or the total trot, iscr
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A sroog harvesting and ginning research prograd that addree...s geltvide

swede is Important. However. many ginning research problems are not nniveraal.

The different genetic, varietal and envirosmeatal conditions 1n1tiat to variays

locations are easenttal and often changing factors ',Lich must be tortbIttkratt to

performiag the precision ressarth needed to advance the tethnctlogY of Ohtani

In addstion, varioua production and harvesting methods are employed across the

Zeit, but these too are not satic. Moreover, ever changing te>tile processing

regnitementa and techoologies also affect ginnsna, needs., Therefore, viabl

ginning research programs must take imto account the ty,ses of cottcn btsng

ginned, gtowing conditionc, and the methods and Condit:one of harvest as vell,dc.

textile demands on the fsber.

For maximum effectsveness. laboratorsea should bu 09 near as possible to the

source of cottons on which research ia conducted. The benefits of local and

regional stinult ate wressureable.

gelivide, ve have wicked the nuar of oollni; 'tboratorirs dPutsce ftoa

five to three wrath the closing of the Chi.asshi, etlaboz,a and the Cies:top. South

Corolsas f:cilatls about ten years 4ZO.

In 1970, total gill070f SoleOtlut year, at 011 1.04.0700i IA., 21

there are only 12.

In 190. a Tavt. Ftr. of over 1e0 :ks,ntItt, fro. 11,th, tte c4vr)V'Pt

Ltdtino3 and the cotton ht%trf eNa-toect ong,fri A11 n.4.14.4 s<:tasch provArs

for C J. $ snot,. The study ttatuNO yr research toe.fAct.d vttll governr&nt

falo by ,sad 14.1te ,01<ultur41 c'e,rt,,at station. In its final

report. the Fak FArre crate:Ad.1 ttt hardettnt, roontne, and tsher preParatIon

Fi',arih Vas a t.p Prtortty 'Arc' and rtor-.ea a :' pkic.ftt pro,rar tntrea,e.

)1,90r.I.,4, the nur%er of onotth 'clet.t.te izt rte three Mb!' llhs ha,

contsnsei t A,ittuo. Uhil, s. 4,,rrt wxti th. a td fen the ra,t ctitctett

Af reacatch fund:. do o.t _,t tic vs...ti or t,tsvealv of .lossna adAttionat

ictluA 1;,nn:n4 1s1..r1t,rie. anlIr. Cho ,qk of inct.a.tio, efte,tsteav,.. or

efrtri,h,f.

&If .rfy, rh.r. 4 r 'Om_ Ow

throl rd an LI .st. .0 k t1 t :t t: A.Itr.itt produt ,..u1 rof the.

A prmAry t rt t 1 r 141,,r,okr: WI' in L. Mt. I' s. 11.00,tp,o3tion 17110
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the technologies of saw ginning, cleaning and conditioning the looter staple,

itrigatet upland cotton.. typical of the West, The facility is also the only

laboratory actively conducting the t eortilt sod highly sPecialired roller

ginning research for extra long staple cotton) whose U. S. production is solely

in this area.

The ginnine labors ry in Lubbock concentrates on the shorter staple.

strippet horveted varieties typical of mush of that gresn in the tooth Plains,

vhile the Stonevi lo effort iq directed tulerd the !ala groWn, picks harvested

medium staple cott,is.

Ike diversit, in locations of the rhree labortrrset and Ce a,.eociation they

v*Intata wtth venous state and other federal laboratories hoe. crested a

valuable synecmistic relationship. Tot c:.mple, On lab here is totaled on the

edge of the Me. Uexlco State University C,«put.. Such proxirity it conducive to

04tAt4littOt; the 4Cad(mIZ/rOe4rEto ene.ror.z-rt so impaiitut for the transfer of

technology, generation of BOO ideas, and professional, development.

Ms. Chairman, you acted for ua to cos:smut oat how the joint use of federally

supported research facilities might reduce the: cost of running thee. As Mr.

Hughes con testify, this laboratory has already established a good vorking

relstionshipzith the Mnivetrity and vitt 'ndustry.

While the cotton industry has established an enviable record in its

financial support of ierearch, it cannot be expo::,'I to fund a larger portion.

Even if it could af.Ord it, the gains ultiastely go ro the public rather then to.

producers or others in industty. It should therefore be cleat that conespornt

fond, are both ptoper .54 etsentisi fot cotton research, including ginning, that

Is 44eqlate to net rorcdt4 and Serve the public inter, t.

For OptIrAM ginnin6 researcb progrout at the three labs, an inerroto of

opproxmattly $'00,A00 is oceded over the PracAt budlet. We atrontly urge that

th's wx.unt of Prorrnm Intr'3 be provided as soon as posable on an Or(erly

bd.. &A, .

'Thank you Y.r. ChJIM,A for the opportunity to pr.'sent our view;.
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Mr. SKEEN-. Thank you, Mr. Calvani. We would like to start the
questions at this point and appreciate the summarization that you
folks have done with us. Congressman Durbin, would you like to
begin the questioning?

Let me explain something to you. You get assigned to these com-
mittees. Many times you don't have any background information so
you find, yourself in a position of trying to become an overnight
expert. And Diok said that the most cotton they raised in Illinois is
in pharmaceutical bottle tops.

And I said, Well, I am on tobacco and peanuts over there, and
the most tobacco we raised in New Mexico comes out of a little
round can that most university students use in that little pinch be-
tween youi: cheek and gums, or whatever they call

I would like to ask Dr. Kendrick and Mr. Hughs --I want to give
Mr. Hughs a chance to give us some kind of an assessment. By the
way, I want to announce that copies of the GAO report that we
have referred to are available outside. So any of you that would
like fo avail yourselves of those copies, please do.

Let me explain something else, too, so that we can kind of put
this in perspective. 'Ale General Accounting Office is a branch of
the legislature, the legislative branch of Government and not the
administrative or the judicial. So it is our group. This is an agency
that does the auditing work for the congress of the United States.

They do an outstanding job and also one that is not particularly
looked upon with a great deal of pleasure because they are always
the devils advocate. And in this political business, you soon realize
that once you begin to challenge the use of any Federal bureau or
agency, you are getting in deep water because it has a constituen-
cy, and starting in the Congress of the United States. They do an
outstanding job, and I would cite, tooand I am sure that Mr.
Gahr is aware of the factthe GAO did a comparison analysis for
us on the White Sands =cher placement work. We appreciate
that very much.

But they are called upon to do these kinds of jobs and they do
them very well and they do them in a very timely manner. You
don't always agree with them. but at least they do this. It provides
an opportunity to justify what we are doing with Federal funds in
various areas, and 1 think that is extr&nely important.

And I appreciate Dr. Kendrick and Mr. Hughs being here this
morning because it is an opportunity for the people who operate
bureaus to respond and give what is their view of the need. That is
what I would like to do this morning. I think that the thrust has
been that because of understaffing and so forth, the lab is under uti-
heed. And I would like to have Mr. Hughs' view on this.

You work in the lab?
Mr. HUGHS. Yes, sir. My name is Ed Hughs. I am research leader

at the laboratory. Staffingwe currently have four scientists on
the lab staff. counting myself. We do have an unfilled slot for an.-
other professional we cannot fill because of money limitations.

Let me comment a little bit. The thrust of this hearing is indus-
try-Federal-private cooperation. The way we currently cooperate
with the university is through their cotton breeding program. We
have an ongoing relationship with the university in evaluating new
strains of material ' at the zotton breeders come up with.
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They want to look at that commercial-environment type of devel
opment without actual release to the public. And we can provide
the expertise to evaluate these new varieties in large lots to give
them the feedbavk information on what they need prior to releas-
ing these varieties to commercial growers.

Recently we have been involved with the hybrid that has been
developed here by Dr. Dick Davis and the stripper Aerie varieties
of Dr. Malin. The data is.currently being put together. I think this
is important in that the cotton industry is under pressure to con
stantly reduce costs and make their process more efficient. And
these new varieties are important to the industry to be able to do
both. If a variety is released, that cannot be ginned adequately
then Lhe farmer has problems. By "ginned adequately" I mean it
cannot be ginned to get a good grads. The grade is what the farmer
is paid for. If the grade is lower than an older variety, then you
have lost money.

Sofne of the other areas that we are cooperating with industry
Mr. Calvani mentioned Cotton Inc. Cotton Inc. is currently funding
an equivalent of 2 man-years approximately of technical expertise
working on some of the problems of ginning redesign to improve
the economics of the ginning operation. We think we can cut the
verible costa of power at least in half with some of the things that
We are working on. I could go into a lot more detail. I am not sure
what you would be interested in.

Mr, SKEEN. Are you doing any work on the saline effectiveness of
cotton plants and so forth, insofar as water quality problems?

Mr. HUGHS. Where we would fit in that work would be the cotton
breeders would come up with a variety that they think has saline
tolerance. They would glow these varit .ies and we would gin them
for them and compare them to a standard, for example; Acala
1517-75 to determine ginnability and fiber quality.

Mr. SKEEN. Have you done some of this work?
Mr. HUGHS. We haven't at this point, no.
Mr. SKEEN. I know that the climate change had created a great

deal of problems in cotton growing for a few years back, and then
because of the recommendations that were made by the laboratory
itself, you developed new shorter seasonal varieties. Have you been
involved in that kind of evaluation and so forth?

Mr. HUGHS. The cotton breeders are always looking for short.
season varieties, but still want to maintain the high quality that
the Acalas are known for so we would evaluate the varieties that
come up. And the stripper Acala variety is, I think, a plus in that
direction.

Mr. Sxst.N. We would lose a great deal of productivity where we
used to make two bales to the acre. Several years running, it
dropped off to a balelees than a baleif 1 am not mistaken. Is
that right. Mr. Calvani?

Mr. CAt.vms. Yes.
Mr. SKEEN.. But the primary and the short-season variety have

come from the agricultural research stations in this area; is that
not correct?

Mr. CAINANI. Yes, that is. And with the two varieties that have
been mentionedshorter staple, shorter-season Aca la varlet ",
which is not a shorter staple. It maintains the same staple and also

a
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with the hybrids that are being developed, you are also going to be
able to do a lot of work in that area to make them a shorter season
of cotton.

Mr. SzizEis.`Is the productivity coming back up with these new
varieties?

Mr. CALVANI. Yes.
Mr. Siam But not to the point that we were enjoying for some

years back?
Mr. CALVANL Right. Where in 1964 we were enjoying!'
Mr. SKEEN. Any other reasois for that?
Mr. CALVANI. Wish we knew.
Mr. SKEEN. I think that is one of the things it points out, the im-

portance to this part of the country anyway, not just the State of
New Mexico, but other States as well, that grow up in cotton of.
having that kind of facility available to us. And I am not arguing
with the GAO report. There is also an economic basis, and I am
glad that they have made this.

I notice that in a'draft of the report that is entitled "Ginning Re-
search Recommendations" that two opticns were given for changes
to be made to the current agricultural research station cotton gin-
ning research program. The first one was to redirect the Stoneville
scientists and presumably support funds to the Las Cruces and
Lubbock ginning labs. If the first option is not reasonable, why
would phase I of the second option implement, Dr. Kendrick?

Dr. KENDRICK. Mr. Chairman, you say that was an assessment
that was asked for by the managers within the Agricultural Re-
search Srvice, and we went right to the program leaders.

Mr. SKEEN. So you responded to a direct
Dr. KENDRICK. Then the prograni managers who have brought a

response with regard to overall programs and so forth and so on
assessed t .at information. And es I stated in my testimony, yes,
what we really -many decided would be our ultimate goal of look-
ing at the possibility of no increased resources as we would move
toward a central laboratory.' And in this case, rather than begin
moving the Stoneville facility, our initial pro would b.= well,
lees consider getting on with consolidating theLubbock and the
Las Cruces program.

Remember, one of our bases fbr a central lab at Lubbockand
any time you begin to consolidate, you make some sacrifices and
some compromises. But at Lubbock we had been moving into a
total cotton production system. Down there we have agricultural
engineers involved in the production cultural practices. We have
cotton breeders. We have a base physiology program. We have
grant scientists working with 'regard to the diseases, insects, and so
forth. So the thought was OK. Go for a total program.

We believe in the three programs that we have. As you heard
Mr. Calvani testify, we have retreated from five iaboratozies. We
are down to three for a very specific purpose because we recognize
they serve a specific need. You have three different areas.

I don't think the managers of the program thought at this point
if you are going to move -on, that. it would bewe really weren't
ready at this point to say we ought to dismantle the Stoneville Lab-
oratory. It is a major research laboratory as far as replacement
costsRitchie, you can back me up or question me or this -and
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even education, but as a replaceement cost, it would be most expen-
sive.

I believe that the three laboratories hive an approximate value
of $14 million, and that facility there would be a $10 million facili-
ty to replace. Alsoand Mr. Smith may want to comment on this
there could be some resurgence of some cotton acreage in the State
with the success of the boll weevil eradication program. In the re-
cognizance, I believe you are going to see some increase in cotton
production certainly, in North Carolina and I believe in South Caro-
lina get some of those problems under way.

Also, we don't have water problems, you know, in the South and
Southeast. We have plenty of water., We ha.-e got some other prob-
lem, but we think there will need to be some ginning research for
that kind of cotton, at least in the near future., And the managers,
yes, made some decisions when we said. "Well, if we are going to
retreat to it, right now we move to try to go to build a central labo-
ratory at Lubbock and then try to modify the Stoneville program
as we could alon the way."

Mr. SKEEN. In that line, I won't jusst keep belaboring the point,
but you are talking about developing a lab, m going to 'the central-
ized concept that would be qualified. At the present time I would
like to ask Mr. Hughs which of these labs involved now is probably
the most qualified at the present time to handle that kind of test-
ing of a wide number of varieties?

Mr. HUGHS. That is a hard question to answer, and I am not sure
I am qualified. Three ginning labs serve the entire cottonbelt. I
don't know what the production will be this year, but the year
before last was like 14 million bales nationwide. Gin facilities are
not too dissimilar Eitiough the belt other than the verities them-
selves and some of the problems are different. But a lot of the basic
machinery is the same. We are the only ones that currently handle
the Pima, the extra long staple problems. I really don't feel I am
qualified to decide which lab would be best equipped. We all have
our unique advantages due to location, staff, and equipment.

Mr. SKEEN. Mr. Calvani.
Dr. KENDRICK. If I could comment. You really put Mr. Hughs on

the spot when you asked him that kind of a question because he is
a research leader, interacts with the' research leaders at these
other three laboratories, And they are personneled very clop* It
is an integrated program at these three ginning research laboto-
ries, and he has an excellent program here. And so he Is not going
to downgrade the other programs. As I said, the only thing I would
say d$ we think all three programs have a purpose, but if you move
to a consolidated plant, then it is going to be some other people
that are going to make that decision, not Mr. Hugs, because natu-
rally, he will amid the case deep. If we are going to have a central
laboratory, les have it here at Las Cruces.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you Dr. Kendrick. I didn't mean to embarrass
as one. However. I did want a response to a question from an indi-
vidual who w going to be as objective as a scientist could be, and
I think he handled it very well. I think he did an excellent job. He
told me exactly what I wanted to know, and he did it in a very ob-
jective manner. So we have tested Mr. Hughs out, and Mr. Hughs
handles his job very well. The best thing to do is to keep probing
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around because it is a tough question. And when you have regional
political differences, as we have across the board, we get asked em-
barrassing questions about why you won't give us a station, but
you are asking us to give the same ones. You ask a scientist a

i
ques-

tion. Generally, I think, what they try to answer is what s the
truth involved in the system? What is it that is going to serve us
the best? And I think Mr. Hug_hs did an excellent job, and I appre-
ciate the kind of response and I also appreciate the fact that it was
a very uncomfortable question. Rik you handled it very well and
you renew my faith in the scientific community.

Mr. Hughs, did you have another remarks?
Mr. Calvani, I have one last question and then am going to

complete this because we are going to try to move it along. By the
way, I want to ask if it would be all right, should we have any
questions that should arise, could we submit them to any of you on
the panel? That is a question I would also ask retrospectively for
the first panel. I'm sorry they are not here, but we will give them a
letter and submit the questions in writing.

Mr. Calvani, I was impressed with the fact that the research in-
volved in cotton production has, in your estimation and your asso-
ciation's estimation, accrued some $53 billion in income, and I
know we have had similar situations in the wool production pro-
grams that New Mexico State has helped us with, and with an in-
volvement of 30 years and so on. Along the lines that we have set
in this ,testimony today about cooperation, support from the private
sector, has the association thought about assessments for funds for
research coming from industry itself? If Mr. Smith would like to
answer.

Mr. CALVANI. I will turn that over and let Mr. Smith mower
that He is a little more equipped to answer that question.

Mr. SKEEN. I mean to ask for supplementation from industry
itself. I know you alluded to it in your testimony, but I would just
like to ask you flat out: }Yes there ever been?

Mr. Sairrx. Primarily through Cotton. Inc., which is a cotton-pro-
ducepfunded program based under a Federal law, the Cotton Re-
search and Promotion Act which allows a checkoff to speak of a
little over $2 per bate that goes exclusively into cotton research
and promotion and a percentage of that goes into research to sup -
lenient the basic program that is Raided with the money from

Federal and State sources.
In addition to that, through our cotton foundation, there is some-

thing like one-half a million dollars going into special projects, and
this is all supplementary and complementary to the main effort
which we think makes it more efficient and more effective. I would
point out that with the economic conditions as they are and with
most of the benefits flowing to consumers, as you gentlemen well
know, it doesn't make economic or other kind of sense for industry
people to put their own money into this kind of R&D because they
cal t retain the benefits and even get their investment back. So for
thee reason, there is a heavy reliance upon public funding and we
have been concerned over the years because of a weakness of the
Federal portion of the three-way system that has worked so well
over the yea.n in this countryprivate R&D and the State non-
Federal programs, along with Federal.
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The thing that has really declined in the last 15 ye rs has been
the Federal portion; the Federal funding of this whole system has
come down, relatively speaking, and in that period of time, the
cotton program, for example, has grown to 25 percent in the scien-
tific years. So, this is the thing we think has to be restored, if we
are going to have a continued strength in American agriculture
and make the progress that we know we have got to hav'e and in
order to have the rebources to fully utilize the facilities that are
already out here, including one here on this cathpus.

Mr. SKEEN. Let me ask: Hvv, much does the, commitment from
industry amount to now and how is it shared among those areas
that you are supporting, just basic research, not special projects?

Mr. SMITH. Through Cotton Inc.?
Mr. SKEEN. Yes, sir. How much does this amount to?
Mr.-Stann Their budget this-year is $18 million. For the last 2

or 3 years it has been close to $22 or $23 million.
Mr. SKEEN. This is on a marketing check-off?
Mr. &arm This is the dollar bale plus four-tenths of 1 percent.
Mr. DURBIN. I would like to make a statement for the record, and

that is that I mentioned this last night, and Congressman Ron
Coleman of El Paso wanted me to make it a matter of record here
that tiepins with Joe in supporting the tontinued Ilse of the facili-
ty here in Las Cruces. I hope everyone appreciates that it goes
beyond State borders, and that there are those who feel that this
laboratory plays a key role in its regional aspect. I think, also, that
the question should be asked if, in the existing facility there is an
ability for a group like Cotton Inc. to contract with the facility for
research? Is such a thing done either at Las Cruces or any other
ginning laboratory?

Mr. atm. Flughs already mentioned some of the work that
Cotton Inc. isip supporting here, and I think that is typical of so
many of theTocations.

Mr. Dunsne. I want to make sure it is clear. My impression of
Cotton Inc. was that it is primarily a marketing tool. But what I
am learning this morning is it also has some research involvement
with these laboratories directly; is that correct?

Mr. SNIITII. That is correct.
Mr. SKEEN. Does the staff have any questions? Is there anybody

in the general audience that iNould like to make a short comment?
i want to thank you gentlemen very, very, much for your contri-

bution to this hearing today, and I appreciate the long distance
that some of you had to travel, and also the candor of your re-
sponges and the objectivity with which you have handled it.

Thank you very much.
Now we will have a short recess, and then Ifthink we will start

the third panel in about TO minutes because e& are rather pressed
for time. So let's take about a 10-minute break.

(A brief recess was taken at 12 noon.]
Mr.. SKEEN. The third panel in our hearing today is on the Rio

Grende Research Corridor tha., we 1.1re heard about in our discus-
sions. The third panel will discuss the glans for the Rio Grande Re-
search Corridor and the technoloo . The first panelist is Mr. Wil-
liam Snyder, who is the director of nuclear fuel cycle programs at
the Sandia National Laieoratory to Albuquerque, N, Mex. The
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second panelist is Dr. Harci ld Daw, associate academic vice presi-
dent at New Mexico State University at Las Cruces. The third pan-
elist is Dr. Koert Lessman, who is the director of the New Mexico
Agriculture Experiment Station, New Mexico State 'University
here in Las Cruces, and the last panelist is Mr. William Dutton,
director of the Industrial Development Bc. xi in Las Cruces. We
will start with you, Mr. Snyder. 0

VSTATEMENT OF A. WILLIAM SNYDER, DIRECTOR, NUCLEAR FUEL
CtCLE PROGRAMS. SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORY, ALBU-
QUERQUE, N. MEX.; DR. HAROLD DAW, ASSOCIATE ACADEMIC
VICE PRESIDENT, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY. LAS
CRUCES. N. MEX.; DR. KOERT LESSMAN, DIRECTOR. NEW
MEXICO AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION, NEW MEXICO
STATE UNIVERSITY. LAS CRUCES. N. MEX.; AND WILLIAM
DIMON. DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BOARD. LAS
CRUCES. N. MEX.

Mr. SNYDER. Thank you Congressman Skeen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Snyder follows:)

-r
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Testimonz

before the

InVestioationi and Oversight Subcommittee

of the

U. S. House Of Represearatives

Committee on Science and Technology

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. I am

A. Ito. (Sill) Snyder. My professional position is Director or

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Programs at Sandia National Laboratories in

Albuquerque. New Mexico. For approximately the past year I

have chaired the Study Group of the Governor's Committee on

1
Technical excellence. Tha Stu)'ilu Group authored the report.

"Enhancing New Mexico's Lea 1 ership in High Technology Industry

Development." I appear before this Subcommittee. grateful for

the invitation and driven by a strong personal commitment to do

what I can to mobilize the private, scare. and federal assets

in New Mexico for the purpose of developing quality industry.

quality employment. and an improved economic quality of life.

New Mexico has an opportunity. with a nearly unique set Of

assets. to be a test bed for organizational innovation to

reverse the past regrettable trends which have erected barriers

. thwarting the contributions of governmental science and tech-

nology to U. S. products.

I acknowledge the Subcommittee's objectives in examining

the pint use of federally supported research facilities by

industry and universities, namely. (1) to realife the rax

payer's costs of running rho federally supported research

facilities. (2) to benefit the transfer of technology, and (3)

to increase innovation and productivity. Dowevei. I perceive

the situation in Which some of these objeutives could be
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achieved while at the sale time further aggravating the under-

lying cause of the erosion of the U.S.'s Preeminence in

spawning new IOCRRO109Y that leads to the innovation and design

of new products. The cause Of that erosion. in my opinion. is

the ever increasing federalization of the direction of research.

and development. The way in which research and development has

been institutionalized in the period of the past'two decades

has (1) compelled the universities to compete under terns and

conditione which are a contradiction to the proper and histor-

ical roles of uhiVersiries. (2) it has impeded induitries, rea-

sonable access to new technology derived from n4ionallY sup-

ported research and development. and (3) it has increasingly

subjugated federal laboratOriee to the role of-performing

narrowly structured tasks epecified by central authorities

whoee performance 4.2 measured by the frequency of attaining

predictable outcomes. Research thee directed, with priority

on high certainty of outcome. is no-risk research, 0 contradic-

tion :n terms. Universities. industries with research

functions. and federal laboratories. the wellsprings of U. S.

technological development and product innovation. have been

increasingly straitjacketed by the central institutioealitatiort--

of research and development.

Returning to the objective of Joidt uie of federally sup-

ported research facilities to reduce the tax PaYer'e costs of

running the facilities. I seriously doubt that many industries

will be motivated to contribute to the costs of running

federally supported research facilities so long as the

authority for the detailed direction of the uses of the

facilities are vested in central authorities whose performance

's measured against criteria which subordinate the effective

application of the facility to the nails and purposes of

9
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industry. Indnitty's justifiably jaundiced view of how too

many federal facilities are now operated will not prompt many

industry offers to iiharkatne costs.

Thus f perceive that the Sabboemittee's goals should be

reordered in priority. The keystone goad 1;hould be to enhance.

the collaborations-and mutually reinforcing productivity of

universities, indgetrieS, and federal installations. The

barriers to such collaboration and mutual productivity should

be greatly minimized. result/lag in a U. S. triad for technolog-

ical superterity in worltmartets. Immediate emphasis should

be placed on a plan to change the institutionalization of

research and development to a form in which the authority for

the direction of research and de4elopment is vested in those

who will be held accountable for the technical quality.

quantity. and impact of research. and development results-. The

currently exaggerated federaiizatioh of research and ,/

development has created the need for explicit technology

transfer. Change the institutional arrangement. Ind the

transfer of technology couldoccur effectively and implicitly.

Change the institutional arrangement and another artifact of

the federalization of research and development. namely.

---federally supported facilities needing industry contributions

to reduce the tax payer's burden, could"be solved. It's a

symptom of the federalization of research and development that

industrial and governmental research and develovnent are

regarded as distinct and nearly mutually exclusive functions.

Clouding the distinctions by having industry contribute to the
,/

operating; costs of federally supported facilities treats the

wiliness but does not remove the cause.

r
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Raving argued my perception of the underlying problem which

is retarding innovation and productivity. I want to examine the

proposal of using New Mexico as a test bed for organizational

innovation in order to return the U.S. to a condition of

mutually reinforcing Innovation and productivity by state

and/or spgional coalitions of industries. universities. and

rederalgrinstallations. This proposal embodies the the which

permeates the Study Group teport and the Rio Grande Research

Corridor concept. The success of the endeavor to enhance New

Mexico's high technology industry development is keyed'to the

ability and willingness of industries. universities. and

federal installations in New Mexico to work in concert to

create :,/ipw industries which are indigenous to New Mexico.

beFause they are based on technology which is preeminent in New

Mexico. The motivation of the three groups of participants to

work in such mutuallp rechforcing roles will be greatly

entwined if the direction of research and development stems

from the member participants and reflects local and regional

conditions. Cent41 traction. in contrast. Is damaging to

such coalitions fotismtual productivity. Hence. it is damaging

to technology transfer. Hence. it is an lapediftent to in-

'duel:ries making any but token contributions to support the

operations of federally supported research facilities.

Models for such regionalization. or state-level. cealirigns.

can be offered. I know of none which havp been tried. Some

might allege that the North Carolina ResearFh Tringle is an

example of such a coalition; however. I observe that eventhough

the Research Triangle has been a very notable success. it

leaves mutually reinforcing innovations and productivity to a

passive process of technology transfer. I envision in

24-902. 0-&1--.7
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contest a coalition which provides an actixi`ttansfet of

technology and an active entrepreneurial function. State

govetnmental .dePattmenis tot economic development have tried to

fill such a need. I don't perceive that these attempts hive

b2en no,ablyosuccessful. In all such examples, the federally

supported research facilities stand apart from the regional

universities and industries. Should we cons4der. for example.

a not - for - profit. joint subsidiary. in form; involving

industries. universities. and contractors of government-owned.

contractor-operated federal supported geseatch facilities to

fosier Iltuai effectiveness? 4fpose this question to motivate

thinking along new directions to succeed whets current attempts

are failing. I can give "ten seasons" which will be offered.

whY this PioPoSal isn't workable. I'submit. however. that the

key to success Is in finding "one season" why an idea can be 4.

made to mote.' The J. S. is highly 9r-eductive in technological

innovation; we are. !layover. in dire need of organizational

innovation to.save us from the shortcomings of out current

iiietitutionalization of research and development Nash is

denying the U. S. its potential advantages in world markets.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very niuch, Mr. Snyder.
The next pee§enter is Dr. Harold Dew.
Dr. DAw. Hon. Joe Skeen and Hon. Richard Durbin, I am de-

lighted to havcethe opportunity to present testimony before you rel-.
ative to the subject of this hearing having to do with the joint use
of Merally supported research facilities and matters related there-
to I do want to thank you, Representative Skeen, for having read
in President Thomas' statement welcoming you to New Mexico
State.

Mr. Seised. We thank him for the statement, too.
Dr. DAW. First of all, I would like to point out that New Mexico

State University is currently ninth in the Nation of University De-
partment of Defense contractors and, therefore, NMSU has a keen
mterest in interactions between the universities and the Federal

-Government It is est'oated that our research and public service
budget for next year Al be at $75 million level. For us, researc
important business. I am attaching a copy of a research statement
on New Mexico State University and will not cover it in my verbal
Presentation.

Our research and public service budget comes, for the most part,
from Federal and private sources with a smaller amount from
State appropriations. Thus our interactions with the Federal Gov -
ernment and the private sector is extensive. There are a number of
examples on the campus of where this interaction has borne sub-
stantial fruit. Before covering those, however, let me point out that
Senate bill 338, Modifying the Federal Purchasing Act, would pre-
dude any sole sourcing between the Government and universities.
We think this is serious as it relates to research and recommend
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that such changes in the Federal Purchasing Act. give recognition
to the particular nature of research so that the Federal Govern.
ment night continue to sole source with universities.

Let me give you some examples of interactions between the uni-
versities and Government and industry which have shown substan-
tial promise. A number of ,,ears ago the Air Force had an aeromed-
ical laboratory at Holloman Air Force Base. About 1970, the Mr
Force was instructed.to divest itself of such research activity and
the aeromedical laboratory became the International Center for
Environmental Safety under Albany Medical College in New York.
In 1980, New Mexico State University acquired this. center from
Albany This center is now known as the Primate Research Insti-
tute of New Mexico State University located on Holleman -Air
Force Base and uses buildings which were surplus or excess to the
needs of the air base. The cooperation between NMSU and the Air
Force has been most cordial ,A number of the chimpanzees at the
center still belong to the Air Force, currently about 70. We manage
390 chimpanzees nationwide and have 245 onsite. In addition, we
have about 300 monkeys. In addition, we brought in $600,000 this
quarter and expect $2 million next year from industry. We receive
about $700,000 from the Federal Government, particulary the Food
and Drug Administration. These animals and this institute have
been vital in the area of hepatitis research, are contributing to the
herpes simplex Ii problem, and may possibly become involved with
AIDS.

A year ago, the congressional delegation was instrumental in
providing $500,000 for the care and maintenance of these animals
and we are how asking for $500,000 more to see that this national
resource is tiroperly cared for. If we move to handle AIDS, we will
be seeking an additional $2 million. Our relations with the AO
Force have been extremely good and it is, as I mentioned, giving an
important additional adjunct to New Mexico State University re-
sear-h The Primate Research Institute has beeii responsible for
bringing a new tro*cology company to Las Cruces.

A second area of major effect relative to a joint university gov-
emment relation leading to industry has been our geothermal pro-
gram Funding for geothermal research and geothermal surveys of
New Mexico was provided by the Department of Energy as well as
by our State government. This research was directed from New
Mexico State Uriiyersity. The result of the research established
that the entire east mesa stretching for nearly 40 miles from the
TexasNew Mexico border to Radium Springs in Dona Ana County
has substantial direct use geothermal energy. Temperatures range
from 214 degrees Fahrenheit down to something in the neighbor-
hood of il8 degrees Fahrenheit. Much of the resource is at about
1,000 feet, but some locations have almost eprface exposure.

The campus geothermal system itself has the capability of sup-
plying 10 million Btu's per hour to the campus hot water heating
system The campus installation and necessary research was car-
ried out with both Department of lnergy funds and State funds. A
number of meetings have been held bringing together community
people, industrial people, and geothermal owners to bring about
the development of a greenhouse and food processing industry in
this area of the State.
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Recently the Federal regUlations dealing with geothermal .were
modified so that zreenhouse and food processing application may
be located-on ELI'vf lan4 adja:ent to the geothermal energy source.
This extends the previous tegulation which would allow electrical
generation at the geothermal site. This is a very important devel-
opment relative to commercialization of the discovered geothermal
energy.

A new incentive has been established in New Mexico which will
have important consequences. This is the Rio Grande research cor-
rido4.

The corridor has been described /der of the Sandia
Corp and New Mexico State University, as indicated; is participat-
ing in this corridor, anchoring its southern end,- and will create two
centers of excellence, one in computer applications and a second in
genetic engineering.

Let me say a few words about each of these centers and the pro-
cedures we are now going through to bring these centers about. We
wish these centers to be truly world class. As we move forward to

,hire directors for each of these programs, we are inquiring of the
best people we can identify to give us advice on our proposed direc-
tions.

We expect to form advisory committees drawing from the leaders
in academia, the leaders in Government, and the leaders in indus-
try to give continuing direction and to evaluate the progress we
make. This will require extensive cooperation from the private
sector but, in addition, would not have. been possible and will not
be possible without the strong support of flu. technical community
currently in the State, namely, Los Alamos, Sandia, the Air Force
Weapons Lab, the White Sands Missile Range, the NASA facility,
TDRSS, and so on. And as these centers of excellence are built, all
of these entities will benefit from the capability that is established
here. In addition, we are hoping that it will have &major effect on
the relocation or expansion of companies in the high tech area into
the State. Tip Computer Apialicatiens Center will draw on the ex-
pertise already existing on thT campus in computer vision, robotics,
artificial intelligence, computer-aided design, and so forth. The Ge-
netic Engineering Center will focus mainly on the plant area and
those aspects of plant genetics related to our semiarid environ-
ment. Here also we have a substantial base on which to build. In
both areas, the focus will be on excellence.

As we tuove ahead in these areas and particularly in computer
ap itions, it will be yak to tie the State's computer areas 4to-
get.ier We expect to participate in bringing this about. It is antici-
pated that a communications trunk will be created which will tie
together the university, governthental laboratory, and industrial
concerns along the research corridor. This will be a at step for-
ward if the various entities and their computers can be tied togeth-
er for transmittal of data and exchange of data and for video trans-
mission to provide for conferencing, for instructional programs, and,
so forth, I might mention a number of companies have been instru-
mental in bringing this about. by donating equipment, and we very
much appreciate that. And I am not sure whether I will read their
names "nto the record or not. I should comment .in relation to the
matte of excellence at universities which was considered extreme.
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ly important by the adds, committee has come under some attack
on occasion by people within the State. Bill Dutton, who you will/ hear from later, called me' about an article by Lawrence Ingtassia
in the Wall Street Jeurital on Thursday, May 12and I will not
read that now since he is going to read thatbut it is exciting, rel-
alive to how companies are viewing the importance of excellence in
universities talative to their programs.

The existerice of the Southwest Residential Experiment Station,
dealing with residentiaj photovoltaics, supported by DOE, is likely
to have major consequences for the 'growth of the photovoltaic in-
dustry in the State of New Mexico. I think there* no doubt that
the cost of phcitov taics will come down, and as the cost comes
down and becomes competitive with other forms of electricity, we
will see many, many new innovative uses occurring. dome of these
uses will be the kinds of things one might anticipate, such as pho-
tovoltaics on houses to generate part of the electricity. But I think
one will then begins to see photovoltaics providing pow r to loca-
tions that currently cannot afford power tind to new kind of indus
try developing in locations on.. had not anticipated .. tre. If the
cost could be lOwered enough, photovoltaics could t .,;-'' olve a seri-
ous problem for farmers in reducing the costof pu p g irrigation
water. It could mean the salvation to some farm g areas which
may have to cease farming simply because of energy costs.

Along with all of the benefits we enjoy relative to government
regulations, there are some problems that arise. Universities are
continually under attack to reduce the indirect, cost expense, and I
might here add that indirect costs are real costs. They are not
direct charges simply because the variety of these chargeq makes it
more convenient to lump them together as indirect cost? The Na-
tional Institutes of Health would like to just arbitrarily reduce in-
direct cost 10 percent, not a wise thing to do. The Government con-
tinually passes regulations which raise the indirect o;).sW.-An exam-
ple is regulations dealing with disposal of chemical waste. NMSU
has put into the program for handling chemical waste in the last 2
years $193,000. During this time, we have shipped to a location in
east Texas, because there is no repository, 2,700 pounds of chemi-
cals. We currently have on hand 7;200 pounds of chemicals. If one
totals these together and divides by the amount of money that we
have put into the chemicals, one can see that for the handling of
routine chemicals at the university, the cost of taking, care of the

-wast.e-se-fm-isthe-same order tif -eicialff.iFe as the cost of the
chemicals in the first place. f

I think it is highly unportant that we establish, between the uni-
versities, the Federal Government, and industry, a sense of trust of
each other_ The matter of accountability may have gong too far. In
attempts to see that no abuse occurs, we have hampered much of
the truly creative research, and we need to return somewhat to the
matter of trust and then take action on the violators rather than
passing new rules which hamper the overall work.

We are excited abut the future, and we also believe that there
are some functions oT government which are essential. The careof
aged parents can be returned to the family, but research is not one
of the matters that can be left to State and local governments ,or
families The States are barely able to fund research in a minor
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way, and research which leads jo new inventions, to new industry,
to incr"asfng our competitive position with Other countries, largely
must be supported by the Federal Government, Some research sup-
port to universities can come from industry. It would be greatly ac-.
-celerated by increased tax benefits for induqtrial support of re-
search at universities. But.the Government has difficulty dealing
with keeping, things proprietary for industry, and furthermore,

- such proprietary matters; while not impossible for universities,
impose 'on universities particular constraints. So while it may be
important to iperease the degree to which industry supports re-
search within %riversides, it is also vitally , important to remember
that most of the truly innovative, creative kinds of.psearch)msic
researchwill have not come from universities and will have to bet
nationally. supported because of the cost it is this basic research'
which provides the truly new initiatives for future technological
and social progress.

Thank you.
(The preparedrstaterrieht of Dr. Daw follows:)
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Committee on Science and Technology
Investigations and oversight Subcommittee

TESTIMONY FOR FIELD ERARINO
May 13, 1903
by Dr. Harold A. Day

o

Honorable Joe Skeen, I am delighted to,bave the opportunity to present
testimony Ware you relative to the subject of this hearing having to do
with the joint use of iedetal supported research f--.111ties and matters
related thereto. First of all, would likb to point out that New Mexico
State University cerrehtly.is ran d 9th in tlje nation of university
Department of Defense contractors a Iherefote SIM has a keen interest in
interactions between the universitie nd the federal goverment. It is

. estimated that our research and public rvice budget for next year will be
at thh $75 million level. For me, rester h is important business. 1 an
attaching a copy of a research stipment on Nov Mexico State Univeraty and
will not cover it in my vvtbal pt.:mutation..

Our research and public service budget comes, for the stoat part, from federal
and private sources with a smeller amount from State' appropriations. Thus '

are interactions with the federal goyernmont and the private sector is
utensil... There area *umber of examples on the campus of whete this
interact on has borne substantial fruit, Before covering those, however, let.
me point out that Senate Bill 338, Modifying the Federal %tabula& Act,
would preclude any sole sourcing between the govengment and universities. We
think this is serious se relates to resaatch and recommend that such changes
re the federal purchasing act: give recognition to the patticulnr nature of
research so that the federal government -ight continuo to sole source with
universities.

Let me give you some examples of interactions between the universities and
government and industry which have shown substantial promise. A number of
years ago the Air Force had a acromedical laboratory at Holleman Air roue -

Base. About 1970, the Air Force was instructed to devest itself of such
research activity and the aftomedical laboratory becalm the International
Center of Envireemental -Safety under Albany Medical College in New York. In

1980 New Mexico State Univcielty acquired this center from Albany This center
is now known sa,the Primate Research Institute bf New Mexico State University
and is located on Heileman Air Force Base and uses buildings which vete
surplus or excess to the nerds reale air base. The cooperation between NMSU
end the Air Voice has been most cordial. A number of the chimpanzees at the
center still belong to the Air Force, currently about 70. 'We manage 390
thimpanrees nationwide and have 245 on site. in addition we have about 300
monklee.__In addition, we brought la-4600,000-this-quarter--endexpeet--
$2.000,000 next year from industry. We receive about $700.000 from the
federal government, particularly the food and Drug Admipletracien. There
animals and thisscenter have been vital in the area of hepatitis reseal and
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are contributing to the herpes simplex TI problem and may peasibly become
involved rich AIDS.

A year ago the Congressional delegation etas instrumental in providing
$500,000 for the care and aoletenanceof these animals and we are now asking
for $500,000 pore to see :hat this neRional resource is properly cared for.
If we move to handle AIDS, we will be seeking an additional S2 million. Our
relations with the Air Force havC am extremely good and id Vs, as I
mentioned, giving in important additional adjunct to New Mexico State
University research. the Primate Research Institute has been responsible for.
bringing a new toxicology company to Las Cruces.

*

A second area of major effect relative to a joint university goverment
relation leading to industry has been our geothermal program. Funding for
geothermal research and geothermal surveys of New Mexico vas provided by the
Department of teeny es well as by,our,State government. This research vas
directed iron New Mexico State University. The result of the research
established that tht entire east mesa stretching for nearly 40 miles from the
Texas-Nov Menke border to Radium Springs in Dom Am County has substantial
direct use gegthermal energy. Temperat6res range iron 214'F down to
something in the neighbothood of 11B'F. 4144h of the resource is at about
1,000 feet but sone locations have almostzliurFacc exposure.

The campus geothermal system itself has the capability of supplying 10
million btu per hour to the campus hot water heating system. The campus
instellationaad necessary research was carried out with betb Department of
Energy funds and State funds. A nether of meetings have been held bringing
together comabnity people, industrial people and geothermal owners to bring
about the development of a greenhouse and food pUbeessing industry in this
urea of the State.

Recently'the federal resulatioas derliog with geothermal were modified so
that greenhouse and food processing application may be located on BIN land
adjacene to the geothermal energy source. This extends the previous
regulation which would allow electrical generation at the geothermal site.
This is a very important development relative to commercialization of the
discovered geothermal energy.

A new incentive has been established in New Mexico which will have important
consequences. This is the Rio Grande kesearch Corridor. The.corridor has
been described by Dill Snyder of the Sandia Corporation and New Mexico Stag
University, as indicated, is participating is this corridor anchoring its
southern end and will create two centers of excellence, one in computer /
applications antra second in genetic engineering.

Ay,

Lee me sly a few words about each hi these centers and the procedures we are
now going through to bring eltese tenters about. lie wish these centers to be
truly world class. As we move forward to hire directors for each of these
program, we are inquiring of the beat people we know, who are the best
people they know. We are expecting to bring several consultants from monk
tho-testpeupte-ve can idenrify-txreriet us advice on our proposed directions,

' Ve expect to form advisory committees drawing from the leaders in academia,
the leaders in government, and the leaders in industry to give continuing
direction and to evaluate the progress we make. This will require extensive

" 1 1 4
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o
cooperation iron the private sector but in addition would not have been
possible and will not be possible without the attong support of the technical

ottunity currently in the Steve, namely Los AlaMes, Sandia, the Air Force
Neapons Labt the White Sands Missile Ranee, the NASA facility, IDItSS. and so
on, And as these centers of excellence arc built, all of these entities will
benefit from the capability that is establishtd here. in addition, we are
hoping that it will have major effect on the relocation or expansion of
companies in the high tech area into the State. The computer applications
center will draw on rhe expettisialready existing on the campus in computer
vision, robotics, artificial intelligence, computer aided design, etc. The
genetic engineering center will focus mainly on the plant area and those
aspects of plant genetics related to our semiarid environment. here also we
have a substantial base on shit!) to build. In both areas the focus will bse
on exc./Fence.

41w, I.

As we wire ahead in terse steno, and particularly In computer 111,010 ono.
It will be vital to tic rhe state's computer areas together. We ex ct to

-.participate in bringing this about. It is anticipated that a co nientans
'trunk will be created which will tie together the university, g ernmental
iaborarory. and industrial concerns along the research torrid.!. This will
be a great step fotward if the various entlefes. and their miters, can be
tied together for transmittal of data and exchange of dat and fot video
transmisainn to provide for conferencing, for Instructi al programs, etc.

The exlatente of the Southwest Residential Expense Station, dealing with
residential photbvoltales, suppOtted by DOE, is I ely to have major
consequences for the growth of the photovoltaic dustry in the State of
New Mexico. It think there is no doubt that t e cost of photovoltaic will
come down, and as thekoat coast: down and b ones competitive with other
forms of electricity we will see many, as new innovative uses occurring.
Sort of these uses will be the kinds of Inge one might anticipate, such as
photovoltaice on houses to generate p: t of the electricity. But I think one

'will then begin to'see photovoltaic providing power to locations that
currently cannot afford power. an to new Limit§ of industry developing In

locations one had not anticipate before. If the cost could he Uttered
enough, photovoltalcs could en solve a serious problem for farmers in
reducing of the cost of pumping of irrigation Water. It zooid mean rhe
salvation to some farming areas which may have TO.Cease farming Simply
because of energy costs.

Along with all of the benefits we enjoy relative to gOvegneemtal regulations,

there Are some ptoblems that arise. Universities ere continually under
attack to reduce the indirett cost expense and I might here add that indirect

costs are real costs. They are not direct charged simply because of the
vayiery of these tharges'makes it more tonvenient a lump them together as
indirect )ts. Ite National Institutes of Health would like to just

"arbitror ,.)r reduce indirect cost 10 percent. Not n vise thing to do, The
government continually passes regulations which raise the indirect costa` An
example Is regulations death's with dispoSal of chemical waste. NNSV has put
Into the program for handling themical waste In the last 2 ystas $193.000.
During this time we have shipped to a location in easr Taxes. because there_
isno local tdpository, 2,700 lbs. of chiMiCals:. We currently have OA hand.
7,200 lbs. of chemicals, If one totals these together and divides by the
amount of money that we have put into the chemicals, one can sec that for the
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handliaef routine chemicals at the university. the tost of taking care of
the maste. so faro is the same order of expeodirare as the. st of the
themicalt in the first place. ' o

. #

I think it is highly laponfant that we establighlbetueenathe universities and
the fedePal govegnment and industry a setSedof trust of each other that the
matter of accoudibility may have gone too Yak', that in attempts to see that

no abuse'occurs.ue hest hampered much of the truly treatise research and
that we need to return somewhat toothe natter of trust and then take action
On the violators rather than passing new tulee which bonnet the overall work.

elWe are ',sated about the future. and u also believe that there are some
functions of governmeut which are e catial. The care of aged parents can be
returned eo-tbe family, but restw ch is not one of the *asters that ten left
to State and local- governments or familidi: 'fhb states are barely able to

fund research in a mil t.way and research which,leads to new inventions, to
new industry, to increasing nit competitive position with her countries.

fotle

largely must be supported by the.federel goveranent. Some support

to universities tan acne from industry. It wok! be grea y accelerated by
increased tax benefits for industrial rapport erresearth at universities,
14 the government has difficulty deallaJwith keeping things proptietarY for
industry. and furthermore auth proprietary ratters, while or ispoistble for

(universities, impose-on university particular constraints. So while it may

be important to increase the degree.tewbith industry supports research
,. within universities. it is also vitally important to temember that post of

the truly ienovalve. creative kinds of restart* basic _esearch. will have

ro come from nal rsities.aand will have to be nationally supported because

of the eost. it is this basic researth which prov,ides the truly new

initiatives for future te4nologteel and social progress. #

p

Thank you.

Harold A. Dow
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4 ' PESEARMAT NEW MEXICO STATE U#VERSITI

New Mexico State University is New Mexico's land-grant university,
and its oldest ins(itptio of higher education. It cutrently enroll.
12,500 students of nhi 1,625 arc at the graduate level. The school
prides itself in ex len9eoirt teaching as well as excellencein
research. `

.

1 ,
t

. 40,-1-- -r
. - ,

Poctorel degrees are grated in 19 areas. the Ph.D. is awarded in
Igtonomyt astrOnony; biology, chemistry: confuter science, mathematics,

, physicsitsycholov. civil engincerAng. electrical Anginearing,
. mechanical engineering opnseling and guidance, curriculumand

instruction, education management and development, animal science, and
range science. The d orate of education is awarded in the three
educational areas as well as the'Ph.D; Since 1960 over 600 doctoral
degree imve.been awarded. TheEducatinPal Specialties degree is offered

gl
in f areas. liasterti degrees are awarded in 39 areas and the
base aureate is Awarded in 93 areas.

.
iNewAR

*

ico State University anchors the southern end If the
Rio Grande lesearch-Corridor and has been designated and funded by the
State of New Mexico to develop two centers of technical excellence, one
center in hkarea of computer sOplicbtiens and a second center in the
area of genetic engineering.for semiarid environments. Thiccorridor .

will be a part of a Statiwide prograntubiCh.lbill draw on the.strengih,
already existing in the universities, testing federal laboratpries and
other fadilities, e.g. Sandia National Laboratory, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range, NASA White Sands Facility,
Telemetti Data belay Satellite qyta6m. to make the at* Grande Valley a
major hightechnology region. r

Resetrch has played an increasingly important isle at MU.
Expenditure for research and public servie most of'which ialresearch)
for 1981-82 was.85S.sallios in a total ma.a campus budget of $l35
million. The'dbllar value of current contracts-in foste.,a number of
contraces'foretitiple years, is on she order of 8150 mill on. The
estimated ran h and public service for 1983-84 is $75 million.

TheaNew Mexico has supplipd $2 million per year for theStatC1
i

last 6 yearX for equipment purchases in'the science and engineering i ..

areas. This has permitted the inatitvtion to upgrade its capabilitici in
a tubber of rose. * - , . ,

The university has computer support as follows: universitywide, an
Amdahl 470 V5 and am Amdahl 470 V6; enginacting, 2 VAX 11-780's; the
Physical Science Laboratory. an IBM 4161 apd a VAX 11-780; physics, a

i

PDP 11-60. Other departments have a number of miscellaneous computers.
Hoch oL 14NSU's computing is online a6d a total of 660 terminals are
available. In addition, ter 360 micros are in use

4 A

New Mexico State jniversity carries out its research missionthrough .

research eentets, stations, instimpteard laboraty.iktotganite8 around ,

particular areas.

PIP
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The Agricultural F periment Station conducts a program of besic and
applied research over 'a broad aren from rural living to consumer health

and nutrition. 10 addi ion to the main campus operation, eight research
farms and two ganchos are maintained.

1.
Many educational service and devoiopment.entities are contained in

.
the Educational Research Center. Among them aie: thq hen Loarping
Center, the:Bilieguai-Bicultural Ed4ation Unit, ERICI.CRESS, the
University of yyomjng's Infant Stimulation lkogrnm, the Preschool for the
Gifted, three fniegrated preschools of handicapped with non-handicapped
children, the belf-Assesseent'Reapanding Project and the Expandipg
Educational Opportunities for Rural Youth Project.

6. W4i, '
"The tenter.fer Business Services provides business and economic

'research services to the public and private sectors. The center also
provides tanagetterx services. . Its research capabilities are in the areas
of behavioraI and managerial science, busines systems. economic and
soap' systems, manpower, matketing and'regional planning,
A

Thi Engineering ReSearth Center coordinates and promotes scholarly
._,.

research in chemical, civil, electrical and computer, industrial, and
mechanical engineering. Although its current contract and grant
attivitiee address over two dozen individual researchNeopicc. there are
(out firticularycenters with significant coneentrationspf faculty

e research strengths. These are the Center for aiocherticalsEngineering
o
emeee;;ch. the Center, for Transporracjon Research. the Center., for

Etee onic Vision and Rea:vent.. and the Center for Thermal Engineering'
Research. In the past several years, outsidf support of engineering

. research has grown at it average of 14 percent annually, with about 70
percf1t of the funds frov federn1;government sources. Close ties exist
betweeh the College of Engineering research faculty 10 mew M mite's
federal laboratories. I. .

The Arta and Sciences Research Center promotes and pree4dps support
fot the bOadest spectrum of research and scholarly activAty within.the
university. In addition to the typical and more traditlonai scholatly
activities in the fine acts, humanities and social and,physical science.,
there are strong researtb programs in such nreas as lope term ecologiqal
research, computer applications, aviation research, geophysics, applied
mathematics, and environmental research.

41

.

The Water Resources Research Institute was established to hring a
cnntentrated Statewide research effort to boar on the State's complex
water and environmental problems. While its headeuatters are located on
the ttSU campus, the research activities arc conduited at 04,1, of thi -

1

State univarties. ,

A
t )

The 1i.YSU Coopetative Extension Service is a vehicle to deliver

seatth remits to every county in the State. Wilechenthe need is in
,.. e area of ood and nutrition, agricultural and ILI/080A managttient.

, gineering,lor a myriad of ocher activities, NMSU is there to logve you,

4
.

% .o .

The New'Mexico Solar Energy Institute has moved to 'ower.barrlera
a d enthance;incentives to using the sun as a substitute foX depletable
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fossil fuels. A proposed State solar plan has been drafted which
envisions construction of some moo houses by 1985 with solar beat or
hot water.

The Southwest Residential Experiment Station, a part of the Solar
Energ, Institute and one of 3 such stations in the U.S., is located on
the campus. This station does research on residential photovoltaics.
Wine U.S. companies '.eve prototype structures under test at the present
time at this faeil yt

The Energy Institute ar NNSU,has-promoted research in the field of
alternate energy throughout the State. Its current efforts are mainly
centered in the.geothermal area. This Research covers the State but has
been partitularly successful in Dona Ana County of southern New Mexico
where NNW is located. /

The Primate Research Institute of New Mexico State University is
t located at Nolloifin Air Force Base just outside of Alamogordo,
New Mexico. It has the largest captive breeding colony of chimpanzees in
1 the world, as well at s large numbeof rhesus monkeys and other primates
;and lesser animals. It does extensive research in hepatitis toxicology,
metabolic chemistry, and etc. It doeserk both for governmental and
private agenciek.....

The C nter for International Programs receives major attention at
WU. Th t institution is the lead university, in cooperation with the
Consortia fur International Development, consisting of 11 western
universiti i, on projects in Egypt (major cereal grain), Taman (secondary
Igricultural education), and recently added Honduras (farming sysltems).

The Physical Science Laboratory is an important adjunct to NNSU.
The work in this laboratory is primarily related to DOD and NASA.
Becsusm of this work, NMSU ranks 9rh in the nation of university DOD
contractors. The laboratory is capable of large electronic systems
integration such as land based and mobile sea ranges, laser data
gathering systems, and satellite communication systems.

$,
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For: field Hearing
May 13, 1983

Commirreeon Science and Technology
Investigations and aVersight subcommittee

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Dr. Harold Day is currently an Associate Academic Vice President at
New Mexio State University and coordinates research activities at the
university. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Utah in 1956 in the
area of physics and in the process did graduate work both at the University
vf Utah and Johns Hopkins University. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi
Kappa Phi, and Sigma Xi. He holds the Robert Andrews Millikin'Award for
creative teaching in physics. He has been at New Mexico State University
since 1954, serving in that time as a member of the physics faculry, held of
the physics department, acting ofid associate dean of arts and sciences, and a
vice presidenr. He has published a number of papers and has invenred several
piepes of physics instructional apparatus which are narionaily marketed.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Dr. Dm: The next presentation is from
Dr. Leaman.

Mr. LESSh*N. Congressman Skeen, Congressman Durbin, I am
certainty pleased to be a participant in these hearings today I am
going to a little bit from my written statement, and I hoper
that it assist you in what we consider to be some of our uni-
queness .

We in agricultural research have a history, we think, if not a
way of life, of joint use of facilities, even cooperation with ranchers,
growers, and so forth We have a history of cooperation with other
scientific groups, and we expect that this capability and the experi-
ence that we have will be invaluable as concepts like the Rio
Grande Corridors me into our midst. So I would like to just briefly
go over some of experiences with you and talk a little bit about
where we think our government may play a role in the future of
this cooperative type of work.

We go back, of course, in agricultural research, to 1887 when
Congress spurred research for bettering agricultural methods
through the enactment and expansion of the Hatch Act, providing
Federal funds for support to the agricultural experiment stations
And I would be remiss if I didn't say it's certainty my belief that
it's the envy of the world. Other countries seek our guidance in
this and use of our systems. It's a good system.

Over the years, we have had what we consider some outstanding
cooperative efforts with Federal facilities and some private facili-
ties. I can't mention them all, but I am going to touch on a few of
these.

One of theseit stands out quite vividly my mindis the Jon
nada Experimental Range, which is adjacent to the New Mexico
State Umvensity College Ranch. The Cotton Ginning Laboratory
also was alluded to. I tin) only rushis.g over that as we,go through
this. And then we ha4e something quite new to this, and that's our
tissue culture laboratory for New Mexico.,,
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Briefly, tha,Jomada Experimental Range is, of course, a Federal
installation,m'and it is to some of us quite a beautiful setting; to
others, 1 don't think we truly appreciate it It is at the southern
entrance to the Jornada Del Muerto in southern New Mexico. To-
gether, the two research areas cover about 104,000 acres of New
Mexicerangeland.

Soil and climate are so typical of some 30 million acres of semi-
desert range in the Southwest, or an areaoif you like, about the
size of the whole State of New York. We are talking about an ap-
preciable area in which we are attempting research methods to uti-
lize this effectively.

To give you a feeling, from the Midwest, Congressman Durban, I
acre of cultivated pastures in the State of Illinois would feed a crit-
ter for a full season. Mere in our area, an average acre may keep
her fed 1 or 2 days. So, we have particular challenges and capabili-
ties.

Since 1927, researchers at the Jornada and the college ranch
have worked together in an effort to find solutions to problems
facing southwestern ranchers. Currently, this involves seven Jor-
nada range scientists and a multidisciplinary team of about 17 uhi-
versity research scientists.

Recent cooperative studies have focused on range improvements
and animal management. Range scientists are using mechanical
and chemical controls on brush and looking at the long-term im-
pacts of grazing on grasses over the past 50 years. Animal scien-
tists are investigating various aspects of sheep production, beef
crossbreeding, and the effects of using irradiated sewage sludge as
potential feed supplement for livestock. This would be significant if
we are able to harvest and put them to use. We also think that
these long-term 'grazing impacts of over 50 years are of significance
and must be continued.

The semiarid ranges have attracted scientists and students from
many disciplines and from most world grazing areas. The disci-
plines include animal and range scientista,_botanists, zoologists, soil
microbiologists, entomologists, wildlife scieatista, soil scientists, and

aphers.
ge°rer.arly 400 publications have rearited directly from Jornada and
college ranch research activities, a. about 75 of the and disserta-
tions have come from student projects. Private industry has recog-
nized the importance of unique research potentials on the Jornada
Experimental Range and the college ranch and has contributed
funds and materials to aid in the research effort.

The Southwest Cotton Ginning Research Laboratory is one of
three cotton ginning research laboratories in the United States. It
is the only laboratory in the Southwest, and the only one equipped
with a roller gin for processing long-staple Pima cotton. As such,
the laboratory serves a four-State southwestern area cotton indus-
try with an annual upland cotton production value of $2.8 billion
and on annual Pima cotton production value of $54 million.

Researchers at the laboratory have been key support people in
several important research breakthroughs in cotton production and
marketing, including testing of the Acala variety of cotton, which
is the foundation variety for the superior yielding and quality
cotton grown throughout the Southwest. 1 wanted to mention its
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value to our breeding program in which they have played a role in
nning our new varieties, and particularly now with the new

hybrid cotton that's coming.
I would be remiss if I did not mention to you that your New

Mexico State University is the first one to develop a hybrid cotton.
We have a few piddly things to overcome, but the previous tests
and so forth have shown approximately a 30-percent yield produc-
tion. We are talking about one bale versus two bales. We feel there
is an impact. So, we next may move into the tissue culture pro-
gram that we have going and how it may fit into the process of the
Rio Grande corridor and the plant genetics laboratory that Dr.
Daw has mentioned.

The tissue culture lab at New Mexico Is a research facility re-
searched by a Federal researcher and a university researcher, is a
joint venture of Federal and State Governments and private indus-
try in terms of funding. That has been a project in wh.71 industry
has contributed support funds, the Federal Government has con-
tributed scientific help and funds ancrthe State, to make it passible
to have a tissue culture facility.

Both are developing culturing techi4ques for haploid plant pro-
duction. This i6 one of the major techniques that we have. If this is
sucessful in the plant breeding world. we should be able to cut the
time to produce a haploid about 50 percent. So, these are some of
the far-reaching objectives of this kitui of capability.

addition, we truly believe that the tissJe culture facility that
we now have has been a factor in New Mexico State being chosen
for the Rio Grande corridor, and we fully believe that near to -hour,
expertise can effectively participate in this program. In fact, at this
point we have had several contacts already, which are probably
premature, from private industry to participate in this lab capabili-
ty.

We are quite excited about that. Now, however, I must mention
that these efforts over the years have cost us some money. We
always seem to get around to money when we want to talk about
research and other programs, and I rwed to point out to you the
involvement of the United States, the Federal Government, and
the State-Federal partnership in all of these kinds of things. They
are important because their dependability lends stability to the ex-
periment station research program.

Most projects are of 3 to 10 years' duration. We believe this Fed-
eral support is a major factor in the past successes of agricultural
research in the United States, and I fully expect it to become even
mq.ertritical in the future. As private industry becomes Involved,
taiist have something to bounce some of their more short-term
research needs off cf a dependable program of continuity and visi-
bility in order to relate to the concept of the Rio Grande corridor, I
feel certain.

Unfortunately, experiment stations--not only ours, but across
the Nationare experiencing a destabaizing trend in funding.
They have shown little change since 1967 in terms of real dollarso
In current dollars it appears that zooperative research has in-
creased more than tenfold since 1960. \

In 1967 dollars, we adjust them for inflation appropi iation8 from
1960 to 1967 increased nationwide from 'about 30 mdlinn to about
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65 million or 1% million per year. Since 1967 the increase has
been about $3 million per year or almost level. is is becoming a
major factor in maintaining the research capability and the food
and fiber production capability in our country.

Our experiment station here in New Mexico has experienced an
actual decline in constant dollars of the hnOrtant Federal formula
funds allocated to us since the 1976-77 fiscal year. In comparison
with other sources of funds, our State appropriations in constant
dollars increased 23 percent over a 6year period to the current
fiscal year Other grants increased 108 percent., and Federal formu-
la funds declined 38 percent..

Our scientists in agriculture are competitive and seeking funding
from other sources, and I believe sincerely they ire very good. This
is evidence to the stability of the.,e programs. We have dune well in
seeking support from other sourcesmostly short-termother
gifts, contributions, sales, and Federal grantsthe total of which
increased 119 percent.

Finally, I would just like to conclude my comments by saying
that we hope that stabilization of Federal funds, followed by mod-
erate increases in uninflated dollars, will permit us to continue our
cooperative contribution to agricultiii:e7 a food and fiber machine
that is the envy of the world. With industry becoming. more and
more interested in joining . to the battle, we think t.hat
don will become even more critical.

I thank you.
[Thei prepared statement of Dr. Lessman follows:}

:.N.
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Trsrrta nY KORRT J LESSMAN BEFORE THE SUBCONILUTTEE ON IN VESTIOATIoNS AND
OVERSIGHT, ME HousE °mini= ON Soon= AND TECHNOLOGY, U.S. Bowls or
REPREBENTATIVES, MAY r, 1983

.102NT USE OF FEDERALLY SUPPORTED RESEARCE FACIUTIES EY INDUSTRIES

AND UNIVERSITIES -- THE NEW MEXICO EXPERIENCE

Xoertj. Lessoon

In 1887, the U.S. Congress sphrred research for better agricultural

methods by enacting the Retch Act, providing federal funds for support

A>
of the agricultural experiment stations. Two yeprs later, thesRew Mexico

flie
Territorial Legislature eltablished whop is nov the New Mexico State

University and the Agricultural Experisent Station. Over the years, there

have been many outstanding cooperatiVe efforts between U.S. Department of
"..,

gricelrure researchers stationed in new Mexico and the New Mosizo agri-

cultural researchers. Four programs will be described.

The 'tornado Experiontal Rnge is a federal installation and is /*

'11jacent to the Rev Mexico State University College Ranch. They lie st

southern entrance to rhp Jornada del Mnerto in southern New Mexico.

Toge her. the two research areas cover about 104,000 acres of New Mexico

rangelagd. The makeup of range vegetation, soil and climate are typical

of some 30 million acres of maddest= range is the Southwest, er en area

about the site of the state of Weir York. 4

According to Fred N. Area, retired range scieetist of rhejorhada

Experimental Range, cultivated pastures is the Midwest and Sestiqfy, Env

enough forage to keep one cow well -fed all summer. However. an average

acre on the Jornada will keep her fed for only one or two dayg.

Since 1927, researchers at the Jornada and the College Ranch have

worked together in an effort to find solutions to problem facing sough -

western ranchers. Currently, this involves seven Jorneda range scientists

and a multidisciplinary team of about 11 university tesearch ecteetists.

Recent cooperative studies have focused on range laptovestents and

114



animal management. Range scientists are using mechanical and chemical

controls on brush and looking at the long-term impacts of grazing on

grasses over the past SO Years. animal scientists are investigating

various aspects of sheep production beef crossbreeding and the effects

of using irradiated sewage sludge as feed. Projects examining diet

quality and the feasibility of drylotting cattle fot.pare of each year

are being conducted.

The semi-arid ranges Save attracted scientists and students from 1%

sassy disciplines .11 from tat world grazing areas. The disciplines

include animal and ranee sci ntists, botanists, real ..ists. soil micro

biologists, entomologists, w Idlife scientists. soil scientists and

geographers. Rearly 400 pub ications save resulted directly from Jornada

and College Ranch research activities. and about 75,thesca and dissertations

have cons from sfudenr projects.

Over the years. private industry has recognised the importance of

O

unique research potentials on the Jornada ExPerimentel Rangc and the

College Ranch, and has contributed funds and materials to aid in the

research effort.

The Southwest Cotton Cloning Research Laboratory is one of three

cotton ginning research laboratories in the United Stares. It le.the only

""laboratory in the Southwest, and the only one emuipped with a roller gin

for processing long-etaple Pima cotton. As sdcb, the laboratory serves

a four -state southwestern area cotton industry with an annual upland
40

cotton production value of S'.0 billion and an annual Pima cotton production
I

value of .$54 million.

'Researchers at the laboratory have been key support people in several

Important research 6teakZthroughs in cotton production end marketing,

including testing of the Acala variety of cotton, which is the foundation
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4 variety for the superiot wielding and lualitY cotton AVM throughout

the Southwest.

Cotton breeders use the laboratory to test ginning and !leer quality

of experimental strains, hybrids and varieties of cotton which will be used
Sn

in seed increasing programs for newly-released varieties. Controlled

conditions available only »t a reseatch laboratory assure that Purity of

seed is maintained during the ginning process.

A unique program at the laboratory toncerns investigations of safety

Nora in gins. One aspect of the program is extensive reseatch to develop

methods of reducing cperating itissions. It is the only gin in the nation

with this major emphasis.

Industry. through such groups 48 Cotton Incorporated. partictpatxt

directly in activities at the laboratory by contributing $40,000 worth of

people. materials and facilities to solve particularly diffcu1t industry

problems. The Agrithltural Experiment Station vent SI in each SIO and one

scientist in each seven in a retent year on cotton research to benefit the

cotton industry of the Southwest. of which the laboratOry is a part.

New Mexico State University is one &the major centers for plant breeding

research in the desert Southwest. Existing research trt-areas of convvional

Plant breeding. culture tissue techniques and molecular genetics provide a

base for a proposed plant Genetics Laboratory t3 be staffed by leading federal

and university scientists.

The laboratory has a specific tharge to address desert adaptations of

Plants for agricultural production. In *rest in the proposed research should

be great elate much of the world's Land ea is _c and or semi-arid tlimates.

Initial plans for the laboratory include a ccre group of researchers

who will have individual. and cooperAtive projects involving basac and

*4
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applied gentile research. The current. important economic crop plant (et

produced in'Wew Mexice will receive specific attention. These include

vegetables. range Plants and field crops. OtiNr Plants 0111 ol studied

for information. and 'lasts with Potential for development as new crops

under desert Productiot conditions will be evaluated.

The laboratory will interface with an already established tissue

culture laboratory. to be discussed later in this rftert.

It Se expected that the Piaui Genetics Laboratory will dIrectlY

','bolster and expAd the Sew Mexico agricultUral economy and will Likely

attract investment from the private sector which is already investing

more than $1 billion in pleat genetic engineering research in the U.S.0-

in universities and private laboratories.

The tiasuecalture laboratory New Mexico State University. a

research facility staffed by s federal researcher and a university raseareher,

is a joltA'Venture of federal and state,governmeets and private induetty
0

in terms of funding.

The federal and state funds provided for the facility and employment

of two scientists. while industry funds provided for equipment.

Although they work vitt different plants and on different projects.

the scientists are able to collaborate in some cellular genetic engineering

areas.

For example. both are developing culturing wind:vies for haploid

plant production. If successful, haploid pleat production could shottea

breeding time in conventional plant Improvement programs b' as much as

50 percent;

The work these researcheft art doing is expected to bocce:* an integral

part of a proposed Flint Genetits Laboratory, a center of technic.al excel-

lance in the Rio Grande tCorridor.
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These efforts as well is a large variety of other activities carried

on by the Experiment Station have not been accomplished without coot. Par-

ticularly important to the hxpeciment Station have been the formula fund

appropriations of the U.S. Dapactment of Agriculture and state appropriations

for the Eallerinenc Station. They ace important because their dependability

lends stability co the Experiment Station's research program. Nose projetre

arm of three to ten years &with*. Without dependable formula funds, pro-.

Jetts would haveto be frasmenced to shorter'ttma periods; with more rapid

turnover in scientific personnel, unpredictable variations in funding.

untertaloty, and unavoidable losses in research efficiency. We are appre-

dative orthis support and believe that it 10 a major factor in the peat

aloft's., of agricultural:research in the United States.

Unfortunately, the agriculcutal experiment stations are experiencing

a destabilizing trend in funding. Nationally, cooperative agricultural

research funding has shown little actual change since 1967 in terms of real

dollars. in current dollars it appears chat cooperative research has increased

more than ten-fold since 1960. However in 1967 dollars, appropriations since

1960 have increased nationwide from about $30 million to about $65 million,

or $1.3 million per year. Since 1967, the increase has been about $0.3

million per year. or almost level.'s

Our Experiment Station has experienced an actual decline in constant

dollars of the important federal formula funds 4.1bcated to 08 since the

1976-77 fiscal year. in comparison with other sources of funds, cur state
ti

appropriations in colorant dollars increased 23 percent over a six-year

Period to the current fiscal year. other grants increased 108 percent, and

federal formula funds declined 38 percent. We have done well in elgio$

aupporr from oche sources mostly abort-term other gifra, contrikiltions,

sales lad federal grants -- the total of which increased 119 percent.

We hope that stabilization of federal funds, followed by moderate

Increases in uainflaced dollars will permit us to continue our cooporativi

contribution to agriculture, a food and fiber machine that is the envy of

the world.

118 .
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..Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Dr. Lessman.
Let me interrupt here and give Congressman Durbin ta chance to

have a say here. He hasgot to get on down the road, so I just want
him to know how much I appreciate his being here today.

Mr. DUBIN. This has been a good hearing, and I'm sorry I can't
stay for the close. I do have to leave to "make it back to Springfield,
Ill , this evening. Unfortunately, I have to leave a little early to do
it.

There is one thing that is really disquieting, and that is the fact
that we felt in the Midwest that we were losing industry to the
Sim Beltor what some critics call the Rust Belt. To learn today
that you are actively seeking through your corridor to attract,
really puts the fear of God in us in the Midwest. So I am running
back home to redouble our efforts, to make sure we keep what we
have and try to attract new industry. But I do appreciate very
much all the testimony today.

Joe, you have had a great hearing and I appreciate the opportu-
nity to be here with you and also to get over here and see thesimi-
versity. I thank all of you for participating.

Mr. SKEEN. if you will let us have the excess water that you
have, we will leave the industry and the rest of it with you.

The next presentation is by ,William Dutton.
Mr. DUTTON. Thank you, Congressman Skeen. I am very happy

to be here. I am going to spare you all the details of my written
4ocumentation, but I would like to add some of the highlights.

The Industrial Revolution came about partly because of the abili-
ty of elements when combined to achieve geometic increases in effi-
ciency, and it is interesting to note that in my field of industrial
development, and technical development, this same phe-
nomenon is reflected. Imiovation, discovery, and high technological
companies tend to act like magnets other high-Lech companies.

The fundamental importance-of technological change and innova-
tion to economic growth and prosperity is widely acknowledged by
economists and other observers of economic development, Unfortu-
nately, overall efforts in research and development in the United
Statesin both the public and private sectorshave not kept pace
with the innovation taking place in foreign, countries, especially
Japan and Germany.

As a result; the products of many American industries are no
longer competitive in world markets. Its interesting to note that
the Japanese industrial success is widely attributed to government,
university, and private industry cooperating in the field of research
and development, leading to new products.

Utilization of new technology* and innovation in industry and the
development of future oriented industries is of special importance
to New Meacico because of our State's current heavy reliance on ex-
tractive industry and agriculture. These industries, by their very
nature, are cyclical, making New Mexico vulnerable to national re-
cessions, as our current high rate of unemployment will attest.

I believe the answer to some of these problems are three famous
centers of high technology in this country, so famous that even the
newspapers and economic developers are aware of them. That's
Route 128, Boston, the Silicone Viilley, and the Research Triangle
Park.
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I believe the Rio Grande Reharch Corridor most closely track
the Research Triangle Park, and it may be helpful to have somi
background on this what is probably the most successful venture
of its kind in the country. Until the late fifties, North Carolina
economy had .been dominated by agriculture and a few low-paying,
low technolog) industries, such as tourism, textiles, tobacco, furni
tureond bricks.

At that time, the then Gov. Luther Hodges and a few State lead-
ers from the business and financial community began to take steps
to alter this picture, and the development of two closely linked in-
stitutionsthe Research Triangle Institute and the Research Tri
angle Parkwas the result of the efforts.

Research Triangle Institute is a nonprofit research institute
which performs contract research for various State and Federal
gu%ernmental departments, private industry, industrial and trade
associations, and other organizations such as the National Science
Foundation. It was patterned after the previous successful models
of the Stanford Research Ipstitute and Battelle Memorial Institute.

Research Triangle Institute was incorporated in late 1938 and is
a joint affiliate of three universitiesDuke University, the Unive
sity of North Carolina, and "North Carolina State University. These
*4; hUVlb NO% that ,the whole of benefits derived by combining their
research resources into one entity would be greater than the sum
of their individual parts, and they began the following spring with
a small staff in rented space.

In fact, in 1960 they had contract revenues of $280,000 and '64
employees. By 1978 they had revenues of $30 million and over 1,000
employees.

Incidentally, the dominant source of these revenues is the Feder.
al Government, either directly from Federal departments and
agencies or from funds granted to local and State governments,
with the balance coming in about equal portions from industry and
the State of North Carolina.

hi the early years, contributions from private sources and con-
tract revenue were insufficient for their operations, and the State
granted subsidies in the forth of grants from the State of North
Carolina and the Research Triangle Foundation, which was the de-
veloper and operator of Research Triangle Park, where required.
However, since its third year, it has been selfsustaining.

Research Triangle Institute, or RT1, conducts research basically
for several major, groups, and they are social sciences, statistical
sciences, engineering, chemistry and life sciences, and environmen
tel. sciences.

One of the unique features of the institute is this joint ownership
1* and working relationship between the three universities prey'
uusly mentioned. Representatives from the Universities sit on the
board and many senior staff members of 11/TI hold professorships
and teachinf appointments at the universit . Mutual effort to sup-
port the universities and the institute is ewed as the most pro-

.. ductive feature of the success of this instit te.
Over its 20-year life, the institute has provided extensive service

to North Carolina government and industry ,in such fields as statip
tkal analypes, sample surveys, environrnental impact studies, air

_and 1ater quality studied, energy man7gement planning, and tech

IczA
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nical assistance to industry. They are also emphasizing such areas
as reg oval planning, economic analysis and forecasting, and re
source development for the State gpvemment.

Meanwhile, Research Triangle Park has enjoyed a liaraliel pat-
tern of growth and successpThe 5,000-acre park is located in the

(middle of a triangle formed by the cities of Durham, Chapel Hill,
and Raleigh. The site was selected because of its easy accessibility
to the three universities located within these cities and because it
was on hard, level land which was unsuitable for agriculture.

Like the Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park
was the development of the late Gov. Luther Hodges and other
civic-minded leading citizens of North Carolina. The park is operat-
ed by a nonprofit organization, but is self-supporting and derives
its income from the sale and lease of parkland to research organi-
zations which then build laboratories and other facilities on the
sites.

In some cases, company headquarters have ben built in conjunc-
tion with the research facilities. Being a nonProTit organization, the
foundation returns its so-called profits from the sale and leas% of
propertied to the three universities in the form of scholarships.

The park has gained occcupants at th rate of about one per year
when the project received a Major boos with the addition of IBM
and the National Institute for Enviro mental Health Sciences in
1965. The arrival of,IBM, which is thipark's largest employer with
3,500 empl els, is regarded as the cornerstone of the parks sue-
cess. .

The park approximately one-third" occupied and has 30 occu-
pants representing both private industry and the Federal Govern-
ment, as well as the extensive facilides occupied by Research Tri-
angle Institute.

The park employs approximately 11,000 people with a combined
payroll of $245 million annually. And about 1,000 employees are
being added annually and they believe that they will reach an em-
ployment level of 30,000 When the park is filly occupied.

Three reasons are generally cited for the success of Research Tri-
angle Park. First, its accessibility and cooperative attitude of the
triangle universities, which, allows a free and open intdraction be-
tween the schools and the companies and agencies. Second, North

. Carolina has a wide variety of cultural and recreational resources
and a mild and pleasant climate which permits their year-round
enjoyment.

Finally, they took great care to creep* and maintain a pleasant
rural, campuslike atmosphere.

Research Triangle Park is the largest and probably the best
known facility of its kind in the United States and can be consid-
ered a success by almost any standard. In my opinion, however, be-
cause

di
New Mexico has all these aspects, there is no reason why the

Rio Grande Research Corridor as a similar program will not work
in New Mexco.

Dr. Daw referred to the Thursday article in the Wall Street Jour-
nal. I would not like to read it., but in essence it says that a compa-
ny called Microelectronics & Computer Technology Corp. is looking
for a new site, and there are four finalistsAtlanta, San Diego,
Boston, and Austin or Research 'Triangle Parkand why 'are over
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16,000 economic development agencies going after this, is because
o they are going to spend as much as $100 million alear and employ
some 400 engineers and computer scientists.

Hitting thf highlights of the article, they baiically point out that
what the company is looking for is, first of all, a pleasant place to
be and a reasonable place to do business, but more importantly, its
access to first-cleat universities and the pool of talent that they
graduate, as well as the research, and development facilities that
they have been offered by. working with industry.

Mr. SKFEN. Could nu submit that for the record, and let's have
itkenterftin the record in its entirety?

t -Mr. DUTTON. Certainty. 1.

(i'he.prepared statement of Mr. Dutton follows:)

41.
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STATEMENT FOR THE HOOCCOMHITTEE

ON SCIENCE G TECHNOLOGY

The ability of various elements in 'the Periodic tabI to achieve r ,.metric

increases in efficiency by combining with heat and/or Pressure. is reflected in

the entire Phenomenon of technological development. Invention and discovers

breedS new invsntion and discovery. Innovation, in no mull way, has enabled,

the country to enjoy the htalth and Prosperitymwe enjoy todiy.

Portions the automobile is the best example of the dynamics of innovation

and technological devreopment. This invention. which provides us with unprece-

dented mobility .44 convenience, would still be a rich mares joy without the

somultancous development in such diverse fields as civil and mechanical engineer

ing, metallurgy, the invention of the pneumatic dire. the assembly line, and

numerous other innovations.

The fundamental Importance of teLhnologftat change and innovation to economic

growth and Prosperity is widelt atknopdged by economists and other observers of

economic development. 'Unfortunately, overall effort, in research and development,

in the United States. in both the Public and private sectors, have not kept pace

with the innovation taking Place In foreign countries, ospeclally.JaPan and
..4

Germany. As a result, the Products of many Arertcan Industries are no longer

competitive in world markets'

The utilization of new technologi and innovation in industry, and the devel-

opmeni of future oriented industries is of special importance to New Mexico,"

because or the State's heavy reliance on extractive industry and agriculture.

These Industries. by their very nature, are cyclical, making New Mexico vulnerable

to national recessions -- as our current high rate of unemployment will attest.

124
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It was to answer these problems tha4 the concept of the Rio Grande Research

Corridor was developed.

Patterned after Research Triangle Park. It is our belief that the federal

laboratories, the universities, and private industry can inneract to create the

future oriented industries that New Mexico's future prosperity will depend upon.

Some background on what is probably the most successful venture of this

kind (Research Triangle) may-be instructive.

Until the late 1950's, North Carolina's economy had been dominated by agri-

culture and a few low - Paying, low-technology industries, such as tourism, textiles.

tobacco. furniture, and bricks. At that time, the then Governor Luther lio.ges

and a few state leadem9iIrom the business and financial community began to take

steps to alter this Picture.- The development of two closely linked Institutions.

Research Triangle Institute, and Research Triangle Park, was the reslt of these

efforts.

mdly

Research Tr;angle Institute (Nil) is a non-profit research institute which

performs contract research for various state and federal governmental departments.

Private Industry, Industrial and trade associations, end other organizations such

as the Malone Science foundation. RT1 was patterned after the previously

successful models oethe Stanford Research Institute and Battelle Memorial

Institute.

RA was incorporated in late 1958. it is a jbiet affiliate of three univer-

sities -- Duke University, The University of North tarollne. and North !arolina

State University. These schools saw that the "whole" of benefits derived by com-

bining their research resources into one entity would be greater than the "sum"

(
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of their indivjduai parts.
RTI began operations the following spring with a

small staff in rented space.

twenty years. .1c is now housed in twelve buildings on TOO acres in the Research

Triangle Park and employs a staff of approximately 1.000 people.

RTI has enjoyed considerable success and grnwrh and success in the ensuing

the folidding table highlights the growth of RTI up to 1976.*

.

-----------
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Contract

Year smiles, Employees,

1960 S 260,000 _ 54

1965 $ Lf00.000 463

1970 11
$ 7.500.000 384

1975 516,200,000
..

650
....

1976 $17,50u,000 734
IP

1977 $26,000,000 830

1978 530,000,000 . 1,000

The dominant source of these revenues is the Federal Gover.eent, either

directly from federal departments and agencies or fro funds granted to local

and state garments, with the balance coming in about equal portions from in-

dustry and the State of North Carolina.

In its early years, contributions from private sources and contract revenue

proved insufficient to sustain RTI operations, and subsidies in the form of

grants from the State of North Carolina and the Research Triangle foundation

tthe develoPer.and operator of Research Triangle Park) were required. however,

*Source: RTI 20th Year of Operetta/is Remert:
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since 0962, Its :bird yearlef
operation. RTI has been self-supporting.

Rti has continued to enjoy support from state
government, however, In the

form of both grants to purchase equipment and In contracts to conduct research
for various state departments and agencies.

Molotov' equipped and staffed
to conduct research in e wide range of scien-

tific. engineering and social fields, three-quarters
of RTI's research is in

areas scwcerned with health,
education. energy, environmentel,

economic, and
other vc,letal problems.

RTI research efforts are conducted by four
multidisciplinary groups: Social

Sciences; statistical sciences'
chemistry and life sciences; and energy, engineer-

ing, and environmental
sciences. A Persia, sample

Enlneration of RTI's research
'activities is as foliews,

1. Social Sciences

Assessments of educational progress
Health care planning and educotion
Population growth and distribution
Drug and alcohol abuse
Crime and delinquency
Consumer behavior

2. Statistical Setences

'ouputer applications

Sampling research and design
Statistical methodology and analysis
Survey operations

3. Chemistry and Life Sciences

Reproduction and fertility
Drug delivery systems
Drug abuse

cancer chemotherapy
Water desalination
Toxicology

4. Energy, Engineering,
and Environmental Sciences

127
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Solar cells
Energy ionservation
Radiation tolerance

Satellite oceanography
Occupational hazards

Civil defense

The foregoing, a very mnall sampling, still gives en Indication of the

broad capability and interests developed by RTI and its staff.

One of the unique features of Research Triangle Institute is its joint

ownership by, and working relationship with Duke University, the University of

North Carolina. and North Carolina State University.

Representatives from the universities sit on the RTI Board of Governors.

and many senior staff members of RTI hold adjunct profo.sorships or teaching

appointments at the universities.

In some joint research projects. part of the work may be performed by RTI

and part at a university. In other cases. university professors and scientists

act as consultants to ATI staff.

This mutual effort and support is viewed as most productive in the opinion

of both parties.

Over Its twentyyear life, RTI has provided extensive service to North

Carolina government and industry, including statistical analyses, sample surveys,

environmental impact studies, air and water quality studies, energy management

planning. and tegOnIcai assistance to Industry.

RTI has Placed special emphasis on such areas as regional Piann tg, economic

analysis and forecasting, and resource avelopment In its research projects con-

ducted for state government.

4 as
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Other research Includes the construction of a state econometrle.model and

devising state development strategic..

The establishment of Institute policy and Overall managerial control rests

with RTi's Board o444ernors. This 27 member board consists of thirteen repro

sentetivms trout the universities, th 'men members from the busineSs and profeS-'
o

Siena} communities. of the state. and the president of Research Triangle Institute.

tleamwhile, Research Triangle Pals has enjoyed a parallel pattern of growth

and Success. The 5,000 Pius acre park is located In the middle of a "triangle"

formed by the cities of Durham, Chapel Hill, and Raleigh. The site was selected

because of its easy accessibility to the thr6 universities located within these

cities, and becauSe the land,was "hardscrabble" woodland unsuitable for agrisuf-

ture.

like the Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park was the crea-

tion of the late Governor Luther Hodges and other civic minded leading citizens

of North Garviloa. The park is operated by a non-profit o.ganization,.the

Research Triangle Foundation_ The Foundation is self-supporting and derive< Its

intole from the sale or lease of park land to research organizations which then

build laboratories and other facilities on the sites. In some cases. company 4-

headgvarters have been built in conjunction with the research facilitiv.. Being

a non - profit organization, the Foundation returns its "profits" from the sale and

lease of Properties to the three universities In the form of scholarships.

In Deceober of 195$, the foundation was formed to take over the assets and

opmrations of the pie, from the priva:o group which had originally ral;ed the

fynds to purcnast options on the property. The first 4,000 acres were acquired

fur les"; than $300 per acre. N3w, land prises in the park ere around $15,030

24400
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.. pc acre. -----
The Feuer:Utica donated land t. Research Triangle Institute, and in 1959

the institute and Chemstrand Research Center (now Monsanto Triangle Park

Development Center) became the park's first occupants.

The park gained occupants at the rate of abiciut one per year when the Pro-

out received a major boost with the addition of 1801 and The National Institute

far Environmental Health Sciences in 1965. The arrival of IN. which is the

Park's ia.ge9t employer with 3,500 enpleYees. is regarded as the cornerstone of

the park's success.

The park is approximately one-third occupied and has 30 occuPants represent-

ing both private industry and the,Federal government. as well as the extensive

facilities occupied by Research Triangle Institute. Among the Private corpora-

tions ave. 1811. Troxier Laboratories, Burroughs-Wellcome. TRW. Won Carbide.

Mead Technology Laboratories. and Northern Telecom*. The Federal Government is

represented by agencies such as the National Institute for Environmental Health

S.ence.. the EPA. the National Center for Health Statistics, the Army Research

Off.ce. and the U. S. Forestry Service.

-
The Park employs approximately 14,000 'mole with a combined Payroll of

S245 million annually. Around 1,000 employees are being added annually, and the

foundation believes that total employment will reach 30,000 when the park Is fully

occupied, .

Three reasons are generally cited for the success of Research Triangle Park.

First its the acceSsibliity and cooperative attitude of the triangle universities.

whi..h allows a free and open interaction between the school> and the ceepaales

130
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and agencies. Secondly, North Carolina has a wide variety of cultural and

recreational resources, and a mild and'Olcatent climate which permits their

year round enjoyment. Finally. the Foundation has taken great care to create

and maintaln'the park's pleasant rural c.mpuslike atmosphere.

Occupants of the park are permitted to build on only 152 of the land they

own or.lease. This provides plenty of green space between facilities. Only a

minimal amount of manufactdring is allowed in the park. 151$ Is permitted to

assemble and test terminals, but most manufacturing is restricted to a Peripheral

area outside the Park.
0

Research Triangle Park is the largest1and probably the best known facility

of its kind in the United States and can be considered a success by almost any
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Mr. SKEEN. I would like to ask the staff if they have anyqu
th.pub Unit they watatikrta ask ottlitcpanetal this-time.

Mr. NiCktOLAS. Dr. Daw, there is a point in your statement
toward the end where you mention or discuss the hazardous wasto
problem at the university, how to dispose of chemicals that are
used at the university for research purposes, I gather. Hazardous
waste has been a problem that has taken a great deal of attention
in Congress because of the:examples ever the years of problems of
hazardous waste that we're, all quite familiar with.

And I wasn't quite clear 'from our testimony how you think this
problem might better be handled, given the potential problem that
exists when hazardous wastes are 'hot properly disposed of and
given the lack of knowledge about, generally, the effects of hazard
ous wastes.

Dr. DAw I am 'not opposed to proper care of hazardous wastes.
MOIL I understand, will be the that institution In the country to
have part B go to public hearing. So in terms of what others. have
done, we have -moved a long ways ahead. I think that one of the
problems that we experienced in t' area was that the regulations
were put in without the necessary infrastructure to carry it out,

ithat is, there were not transportation companies to haul it, there
were not adequate sites to receive and take care of it. But the regu-
lations were imposed ahead of that. New Mexico State University,
with its modest amount of chemicals, was cited by the ERPA for
failing to comply with the regulations in eight areas.

We disagree with those.- But they, in fact, proposed to levy fines
of 825,000 per count on the eight counts per day. lAultiply that out,
and in the time that it has taken us to settle that matter with the
EPA, it would have taken our entire university budget to solve
them.

Furthermore, the regulations, I think, are not writtenthey are
writtRn in a sense with large industries in mind, which have large
quantities of chemicals, sort of a single waste strain, that is, this
company produces that hazardous waste,

Universities produce literally hundreds of hazardous wastean
ounce of this, a bottle of thatand they each have to be accounted
for separately. And it really makes it a very difficult sort of thing.
The reason that I brought that one up is because it drives the indi.
rect costs up. Those things fit into the indirect costs.

We can'doithem and we have been doing that and filling out the
and doing the shipping, but when this one says, "Hew come

your indirect cost is risilw?. We want to hold them down," our
reply is that they go up because of the 'regulations which are
weighed on es. I trust that answers your question.

Mr- SKEEN I want to say that it's been very illuminating, and I
gather, from the sense of what this panel talked about., it sort of
puts a downside somewhat to the ebullience that we had from an
'earlier panel group that everything was nice add rosy, if you have
the kind of cooperation and the combined use of laboratory facili-
ties between the laboratory itself, the universities, and the private
sector. And I appreciate that very much.

You know, in 1980 we tried to enact changes in the patent law to
provide a smoother transition of technology transfer. And, Mr.
Snyder, I think that you mentioned that, along with the use of the

X33
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word "implicit technology transfer." What more can we do as far
ssgoitemment_laslwa hesitant or I am hesi-
tantto wade into an area wheretlitc-Fili Government has
either been overregulated, overfocused on what the Government
can do, and how they should be making the decision, or overfunded
or underfunded, depending on what the cause may be.

I appreciate Dr. Dew and Dr. Lessman talking about, "we never
have enough funding." If you had said that you had enough fund -
ing, I would have fainted dead away.

Mi. Snyder, would you expand on that just a little bit?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes. I think I want to emphasize two points. Ttie

first point is this coupling between accountability and authority.
What has happened with the increased central federalization of
R&D is the retention at the Washington level in the authority for
the directing of the research and, nonetheless, holding the universi-
ties -and even the national laboratories accountable for the credit.

Any experienced manager realizes that when you separate au-
tlx6riry and accountability, it is an unnegotiabte situation, particu-
larly when the authority- -that is, the individualthat are holding
the authority are gaged against a criteria performance which is not
one and the same of the criteria performance of those who are
being held accountable. .

That, in my judgment, is a fundamental problem in Federal re-
search direction, particularly in the sort of contrary sciences, the
modern sciences, in which high technology industry development is
depending. The universities see it and they complain about it. The
industries that contract to do work for the Government see it and
complain about it. We in the national laboratories see it and com-
plain about it and it does not change.

The second point I want to dwell on is that having spent 301rears
in a national laboratory, I, quite frankly, am appalled, in spite of
the legislation and in spite of. the intensity of the Federal level, of
the ability to move technology out of the laboratorynational labo-
ratories, Federal laboratoriesinto the private sector in a manner
in which products can be made that are competitive nationally and
internationally.

There are just a host of impediments with the universities con-
tracting. They are the sole sourceeof problems. In the context of
patents we have attempted to deal with that. In the context of a
grossly overabused word called conflict of interest, which has taken
to an exaggerated length, we have problems getting technology into
the hands of the private sector.

In New Mexico recently, there was a model that I think ought to
be examined very closely. We can set the stage for a whole revolu-
tion in this area, in my opinion. The model was the transfer of the
technology for the insulin pump to the private sector. The Partici-
pants of that were Sandia National Laboratory, the University of
New Mexico, and the private firm that is going to package and pro-
duce and market thq insulin pump.

It is a model agreement where there is mutual benefit for all,
each retaining its own desired role, its historical role, and a role in
which it functions best.

But there is a ruination in terms of research funds in front of us.
It is a model that ought to be studied very carefully and even
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charged one to perceive. It corrects a two-decade problem we have
in this country, in my opinion, in which industry and government
are perceived as totally different states.

bablyand forth across that interface because
if you have ever tried to transfer technology, if you have an idea, if
you have a research product, it takes a year to two years of legal
machinations, of having endless numbers of briefings for every
single individual who might have even the slightest interest of
making apathy from it. It's an incredibly tortuous path to move
ideas from the Federal laboratory into the private sector.

As long as we move in that direction in this country, we are
going to have a terrible time competing with what is called Japan
Inc., in which industry, government, and universities work jointly
in the same laboratory and the same idea and with only modest
attention to who makes the profit because the profit ultimately.
comes back as revenue into the tax dollars which support the uni-
versities, etc.

I think we have come in a terribly degrading direction in this
country with our science and technology policy and with our exag-
gerated emphasis of conflict.

Mr. Snarl. Mr. Snyder, could we have from you, or could you
make it available to us,for our record, a copy of that insulin agree-
ment, if there is any background information you might have?

Mr. SNYDER. I will have the people at the University of New
Mexico, Sandia, and the private firm, I will give you examples of
those agreements in anticipation. I think it is a real model. I think
we need to go much further in that direction.

-Mr. SKEEN. Dr. Leaman, I notice on your chart that there is a
drop of some 30 percent in Federal funding for the agriculture ex-
perimental station?

Dr. LESSMAN. Yes, sir. That is in adjusted dollars.
Mr. SKEEN. I want to thank Dr. Gray over there for his great as-

Sistance.
Rave you had to consciously take a lot of time and effort to seek

grants from other sources and so forth? Is that part of your pro-
gram?

Dr. LES8MAN. that is what is being shOwn up there, as our
increase in other social funding. In nonadjilsted dollars since 1978,
that increase, has been 600 percent.

Mr. SKEEN. So it has been a conscious effort on your part?
. Dr. LESS N. On our scientists.

Mr. SKEEN: When they could be working on other projects and so
forth, but they have had to get into fundraising?

Dr. LEE MAN. You are right on it. Too much' energy.
Mr 'SK I just wanted to make sure we didn't miss the point. I

want to thank you all very much.. And I'm sorry about the time
restraints, but I do appreciate it and all the testimony.

Again, i' any questions come up, we would like to submit them,
in writing 1 we may. You have made great contributions, and I ap-
preciate it ery much and so does the rest of the staff and commit-
tee.

Thank you.
We have Claire S. Newcomer, who is from the Office of the

Assistant Sec ry for Land. and Water Resources, U.S. Depart-

%1 4-
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ment of the Interior, Dr. George O'C or, who is acting direttrz of
the New Mexico Water Resources arch Institute, NMSU; and
James Whitford, who is city manager of Roswell, N. Mex. Ms. New
corner, would you go ahead and_give your testimony?

STATEMENTS OF CLAIRE NEWCOMER, OFFICE Of TliE ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY FOR LAND AND WATER RESOURCES, DEPART.
blENT OF INTERIOR, WASHINGTON, D.C.; DR. GEORGE °TON-
NOR, ACTING DIRECTOR, NEW MEXICO WATER RESOURCES RE.
SEARCH INSTITME, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY, LAS
CRUCES, N. MEX.; AND JAMES WHITFORD, CITY MANAGER, ROS-
WELL, N. MEX.

Ms. NEWCOMER. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-
porturuty to be here today. I know that Garrey Carruthers, Ass*-

, ant Secretary for Land and Water Resources, my boss, is a good
friend of yburs. Unforturiately., he had another hearing commit
ment in Washington, which gives me an opportunity to visit Las
Cruces, a place I have heaid often about from verid different
New Mexicans I have the pleasure of working with.

Let me just briefly summarize my statement. This administra-
tion's policy is to form new partnerships whereby Federal and non-
Federal entities share responsibilities for water resources research
and information, gathering. States have the primary authority and
responsibility for water resources management, and we look to
them to play a lead role in developing the information upon which
to base water management decisitins.

However 'this does not mean that the Federal Government
should abandon its investment in water research, but rather, focus
funding to those areas that are clearly in the national interest

Early in this administration, we saw the need to carefully review
the water research programs of the department for the purpose of
identifying ways to encourage new partnerships in joint research
undertakings. We questioned- the need for a continued Federal tole
in this line of research and development- since the private sector I
has already. moved into commercialization of the technology and
would themselves be the principal benefactors of further research.

Therefore, we moved to adopt the policy of negotiating the .--ais-
fer of our two experimental desalting test facilities to the nonFed
eral sector. The goal of epcouraging and providing for joint ven
tures such as these cannot be achieved by. maintaining the status
quo.

For example, research funding for the water resources research
institute program is restricted to university participants. Industry
is precluded from participating. In the Bureau of Reclamation's na-
tion ally competitive grant program for water research, its unusual
to have joint industry; academic projects proposed for funding

Howe% er, there are some good examples. For example, here. ins-
tew Mexico where we do have strong university/State ties, the
State of New Mexico provides significant wear research funds ta
universities through the New Mexico Water Resour.-.te Re4earch

. Institute. We are really pleased, also, to note that the State legisla
ture has taken steps to fund saline water iesearch by the Newt
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Mexico Water Resources Research Institute, to be conducted in as-
sociation with the Roswell Test Facility.

Now I would like to just briefly focus op our efforts to turn over
the Roswell Test Facility's operation. In June of last year we pub-
lished a notice in the Commerce Business Daily seeking expres
sions of interest in operaing the facilities.

Of course, Roswell se, mitted a response to our announcement.
Shortly thereafter, we began to negotiate with them on takeover.
On January 12cearlier this yearGarrey Carruthers came to Ros-
well and signed a use agreement which transferred operation and
mainterilance responsibility for the test facility to the city.

The city is required to operate the facility predominantly for
matey resources research and maintain the property without any
continued financial support from our department. They assumed
full responsibilityarid Mr. Whitford, I am sure, can bring you up
to date on their negotiations. I should also just note briefly that we
signed a similar agreement in January with' Wrightsville Beach of
North Carolina, and they took over the facility.April 1.

Just in conclusion, I think we -storongly support joint water re-
sources research partnerships. We have long held that those closest,
to water problems of this country are hi the best position to devel-
op appropriate solutions to these problems, given the unique
nature of each State. Joint Ventures such as are developing here in
New Mexico ar Wrightsville Beach join researchers and the
users of research resu e kind of partnership where each
benefit. WA get solutions developea, Arch has more immediate
applicability since the-beneficiaries are brows 1,,ger to the re-
earch process, the municipality is operating and mainta he
facilities at no cost to the government and the country has
strengthened its technical capability.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Newcomer follows:]
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Statement of Claire S. Newcomer, Staff Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary for Land and Water Resources

U.S. Department of the Interior
Before the House Committee on Science and Technology.

Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
Las Cruces. New Mexico

May 13, 190

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you Wiley to examine the joint used

federally- supported research facilities by industry and universities with the goal of

reducing the cost to taxpayers and enhancing technology transfer, Unfortunateiy.

Assistant Secretary Garrey Carruthers was not able to be with y211 today btcause .
. . -

he is testifying at a Congressional hearing in Washington. I know he would prefer

to be here in Las Cruces. but it gives me the opportunity to visit his home base- -

a place he brags about endlessly.

r

'This Administration's policy as to form new partnerships whereby Federal and

non-Federal entities share responsibilities for water resources research and Informa-

tion gathering. States have the primary authors., ind responsibility for water

resources management and we took to them to play a lead role in developing the

information upon which to bise water management decisions. This does not mean

that the Federal Government ,hould abandon its investment in water research but

rather, focus funding to those areas that are clearly in the National interest.

in the area of water research. Federal funds were used over the past 20 years to

stimulate research among States, usually working through State universities and

industry to solve common probloms. Both State governments end industry have

benctitted from the extensive and useful information that was generated. The

"i 1. r 1
r
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time has come. however. for the non-Federal sector to assume greater responsibi-

lity for financing research of direct benefit and interest to them.

Early in this Adreittistraticn. we saw the need to carefully review the water research

Programs of the Department for the purpose of identifying ways to encourage new
__

partnerships ir. feint research undertakings. We discovered. for example, that the

Federal research and development investment in desalting had sufficiently advanced

this technology to the point where It was already commerctally available on a broad

scale and being utilized not only in the United States but around the world. We

questioned the need for a continued Federal role in this line of research and develop-

ment since the private sector had already gicmd into commercialization of the

technology and would thereselves.,be the prii1.,
1 .. _. i.ir lteztro.ars.k,______

We thus adopted the policy of negotiating the transfer of our two experimental desalting.
,

facilities to the non-Federal Seder We saw in both cas .8 an opportunity to expand

desalting researeb into areas such as utilization a brackish waters in plant
0 '

production and fohndustrial purposes if corrosion problems could be resolved.

The Department shares the Concern of the Committee that this Nation must build

stronger partnerships between government, industry and the academie community.

Of roughly $60 million spent annually by the Department on water related research.

approximately $6 million is directly available to universities through the Water
- t

Resources Research institute program administered by the Office of Water Policy.

Another $4-5 million is available on a competitive basis to any qualified individual

of organization through the Bureau of Reclamation for National water research
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and development in the areas of water reuse. wet r conserrarion and use efficiency..

brackish water utilization. groundwater managem t, and saline water conversion.

Under current authority, we nave little flexibib to administratively bt.r.d into

these two programs incentives to foster juin t part ersiiips between government.

industry. and academia.

Consistent with our policy of State primacy in wafer management. we belies, tha

our research policy should be dire.ted at the lot wing goals. (l) enhance di/

capability of the States to manage I, titer, (2) en/ourage State. local and pcivaate

investment in water related research, and

capability to solve water problems of the

The secoridilTlEie Tutus of these

status quo.,

h

/

build a collective Nationi technical

uture,

/
rings. cannot be actneyed by maintaining the

For example. researc funding for the Instituteprogram is restriled

1
/

a

to University, participants . Indu try i.. precluded from participating. In the

nationally competitive program administered by the Bureau of Reclamat3;.4. it is
...

upusual to have pint industry/academic projects proposed for funding. There

have been . however, notable instant... of strong University; State ties, a good

example le here in New Mexico. The Sta.. ...: ..ew Mexico provides significant

water research funds to universities through the New Mexico Water Resources

Research Institute. This arrangement probably grew out of a recognition by the

State to address its own critical water scarcity problet.s rather than being prompted

by Federal incentives. ii.te are also pleased to note that the legislatuse of the State of

New Mexico has already taken peal uve steps to fund saline water research by the

New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute.** be CO Aucted in association -nth

e

r
.. , : .. ,
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the Roswell Test Facility. The Administration applauds this effort by the State to

assumeitc rightful control over the water research program.

I would nowlike to focus on our efforts to turn over operation of the Roswell Desalina-

tion Test Facility to the City of Roswell. New Mexico. City Manager Jim Whitford

will be able to bring the committee up-to-date on their efforts to secure research

contractors at the site.

Let me outline the sequence of events that led to transfer of the two research facilities:

1. The Department. pursuant to the conference report accompanying

the Fiscal Year 1982 interior and Related Agencies Appropriations

Act. Public Law 97-100. submitted to Congress on February 16. 1982,

a comprzherisive transition plan for the saline %%Ater program and

two desalination test facilities, located in Wrightsville Reach. North

Carolina (WBTF), and Roswell. New '..exieo (R17). The Appropriations

Committees agreed that industry should begin to assume the program

for research and development in water reuse and desalination. Two

options were cited to the conference report. (1) facilitate further use of

the facilities for their intended purpose or. (2) dismantle them so the

property could be put to other beneficial use. The report to Congress

recommended that the Department solicit proposals from industry,

industry-university. non-profit organi tenons and frOm any other

qualified entity to operate the RTF and WBTF. Highest priority would

be given for continuation of some or all of the intended purposes of

the facilities with the second priority making the properties available

141
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to State and local government for other beneficial uses.
8

2. A notice was published in the Commerce Business Daily on June 28,

1982, seeking expressions of interest in operating the facilities.

3. T-Iii leity Or Roswell, wITE"fhs sup unrChaves-Cntlissirritewidenrcir.

the town of Wrightsville Beach, and the Lague Center for Corrosion

Technology. Inc., submitted responses to the announcement. The

Department judged the City of Roswell to be the best qualified entity

to assume responsibility for the RTF and the town of Wrightsville Beach,

with the LaQue Center as research partner and subcontractor, to

oper..t, the WBTF. Shortly thereafter. the Department commenced

negotiations with both municipalities.. _ __.

4. On January 12. 1983. Assistant Secretary Garrey Carruthers signed

a use agreement in Roswell fransferring operation and mainteAance

responsibility for the RTF to the City. The agreement expires

December 31. 1983. The City is required to operate the faciiity

predominantly for water resources rescar'eh and maintain the property

without any continued financial support from the Department. The

City assumed full responsibility for facility operations on March 1, 1983.

after a brief transition pertaciThe_City_negatiatmtslirtgAY_with______ _

private industry.t, conduct research at the site.

5. Un January 25, 1983, an agreement was reached with the town of

Wrightsville Beach with the town assuming a similar reeponsibility

. 1 .

; 4... 3.
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for the WBTF., Under this agreement, the town may also lease unused
toffice and warehouse space for other pqblic A:Melons provided such
use does not interfere with operation of the plant is a research
facility. The agreement with the town was based on baiting the town

--e-hreViiiicoi-iiiticontract with the LaRue Center for Corrosion Technology,
a division of the international Nickel Company. LaRue would provide
qualified technical e:rsonne to oversee research and development
activities. The LaRue Center notified the town on March 15. 1983,
that they did not wish to continue this effort- The agreement allows
tlt tort 60-days to arid a suecessor subcontractor.

'In conclusion, we strongly support joint water resources research partnerships
- -between-bite anclIcia` -governments,

and the academic community. We
have long held that those closest to water problems of this country are in the best
position todevelop aPprepeste solutfons to ".mse problems given the unique nature
of each State. Ventures such as are developing here in Hew Mexico and at Wrightsville
Beach join researchers and the users of research results Into the kind of partner-
ship where each benefit. Appropriate solutions are developed, the research has
immediate applicabilliy, and the country is strengthened in its technics) capability.
We applaud these efforts

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much.
Dr. O'Connor.
Dr: O'CONNOR. Thank you, Mr. Skeen. '
Mr. Chairman, I am the acting director of the New Mexico

Water Resources Research Institute, and I arcs here today to ad-
dress the issue of joint utilization of funding, of people, and of facil
Ries and how this cooperation relates to water research. I will
begin with a short description of the institutes mission and its role
in administering water resources research..

I would like to have the first slide, please.
[Slide.] .

The institute's mission is threefold. Its primary goal is to encour-
age and sponsor water resources research. The institute's aim also
is to make water research information availlible through several
technology transfer mediums such as conferences and publications
No less important is the institute's role in encouraging the training
of water scientists.

Historically, the bulk of our funding has come from Federal
sources. However, as the Federal investment in water research has
diminished, the institute has been able to attract increased support
from State and private sources. It is not uncommon for each of
these-seetors--to-woperatively- uruLa-singlaxesearch_pzejeci-Sexer:. _
al institute projects have received support from Federal agencies
such as the National Science Foundation, the Bureau of Reciama
tion, and the Environmental Protection Agency.

In addition to the State's annual allotment program, funding
also has come from State-supported agencies, including the Inter-
state Stream Commission, the New Mexico Department of Game
and Fish, and the New Mexico Department of Forestry. Private
agencies such as the High Plains Associates, Synfuel Convertor,
and Ionics, Inc. also have made considerable investment in our
water research program.

A prime example of funding cooperation involving desalting dem-
onstrations illustrates the benefits of both cooperative funding and
technology transfer. Supported by the WRRI, the Office of Water
Research and Technology, the New Mexico Interstate Stream Corn
mission, mid Ionics, Inc., researchers built a mobile desalting van
to demonstrate onsite reverse osmosis and electrodialysis tech
niques in desalting water for public supply.

Because the van was taken into the communities, residents could
judge for themselves how well the techniques worked in solving
their particular water problems. The communities also were given
an idea of how much the desalting wail% cost.

The institute, for all its ambitions, is not one of the big spenders
in research. We rarely allot fnore than $25,000 per year for one
project. This money often matches or supplements funding from
other sources. We encourage researchers to use this as seed money
to attract other prqject sponsors. -

A WRRI salt grass research project, for example, started as a
small 1 ear project funded through the instituteabout $13,000, I
think. Then, because the preliminary results proved promising, the
project received a Federal/State cooperative matching grant for
greenhouse testing. Because those testa showed that salt grass has
high productivity under the light and salinity conditions expected

1.
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e field, the project has received long-term support for field re-
sear

An 3ther research project that could follow the same trend is one
dealin,g with the onsite analysis of metals in water. The institute
funded the initial research and is now asking for Fedeial coopera-
tion for further development. And because the project has direct
application for industry, we hope industry will support the final
stage, implementing the technique in plant design.

Water resources research is also a valuable training ground for
young scientists. The link Irtween the educational system and in-
dustry is crucial to future scientific and industrial productivity. For
this reason, student employment is encouraged in every institute
research project

In the past 10 years, an average of 90 students a year have
worked on institute - sponsored research projects.

The...educational process of preparing students for careers in sci-
ence and technology enhances the effectiveness of the Federal re-
search dollar.

Another facet of the institutes research program is water re-
sources information. The Annual New Mexico Water Conference is
our most public outlet for water resources informatinno2Or,"4-
years,- the- institatuo-er 'the "reciiiiitheilaition advisory com-
mitteehas chosen a specific New Mexico water problem as the
conference theme.

This year the institute cooperated with the New Mexico Environ-
mental Improvement Division and the U.S. Geological Survey in
presenting a day-and-a-half conference on water quality, and you
can tell by the turnout, it was a popular topic.

The institute has no in-house research staff. Instead, we draw
from a statewide pool of scientific talent and facilities at the
States universities. Through this cooperation, the institute makes
the maximum use of the taxpayers' education and research dollar.
An example of an institute-sponsored project whitlx has a high-
value return for very little investment is a w er harvesting

at New Mexico State University's plains branch agricultur-
al xperiment station.

if this case,-the institute is sponsoring research vital to our mis-
sion in an area where research results are highly visible to the ag-
ricultural community. We can reap these benefits in part because
we are using the existing facilities and the researcher supported by
Federal and State funds.

An example, of joint use of Federal facilities for water research
has inved cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Jomada 1;xperimental Range near Las Cruces. This research is in-
volved In the description of the movement of various solutes, in-
cluding hazardous wastes, through soils in a semi-arid environ-
ment.

Most recently the institute was successful in being named by the
State Legislature to administer a $500,000 research project involv-
ing the direct use of saline water. The institute will cooperate with
private industry and the City of Roswell on this multidisciplinary
2-year project involving the Roswell desalting test facility. You will
hear more about this Cooperative effort from the next speaker, Ros-
well City Manager Jim Whitford.
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The institute has learned valuable lessons in ts cooperation with
otheroutside funding agencies. We know that coo ration

agencies as well as.private industry enhances ability to carry,
out research op critical water problems. Above we know that
the institute's ability to carry out its research m 'on depends on
the high quality of the scientists who pexticipate z our research
p

e statement-of Dr. O'Connor follate:3
ro .
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STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE A. O'CONNOR

ACTING DIRECTIP OF THE NEW NIXICO WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE

BEFORE THE INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE OF

THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

W 4IUEE Olt SCIENCE AND

MAY 13, 1903

Good morning. I am George A. O'Connor, acting director of the New

Mexico Water Resources Research Institute. I am here today to address

the issue of Joint utiliZation of funding, of people and of facilities,

and how this cooperation relates to water research. I will beg h a

__short description of the lastitute's mission and its role in

administering water resources research.

The institute's mission is toree-f614. Its primary goal is to

encourage and sponso" water resources research. The institute's aim also

is to make water research information available through several

technology transfer mediums such as.conferences and publicattens. No

less important is the institute; role in encouraging the training of

young scientists.

When the Water Resources Research Institute was established in 1963,

it was deCided that the instftut4 would not support an in-house research

staff. Instead, the institute was to play an administrative coordinating

role in the state's water research program.

d
That decision has proved

ga

crucial' to the institute's ability to

respond to Hew Hexico'S water problems. Because we are not bound to

specific research disciplines, we have the flexibility to adjust our
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research thrust to meet essehtfal needs. Just as important these days is

our ability to adjuIt to sudden funding changes.

This freedom has made us more sensitive to the availability of

scientific and funding resources. It also has made us more agressilte in

attracting those'resources to our research program.

Historically, the bulk of our funding has come from federal iources.

However, as the federal investment in water research has diminished, the

institute has been able to attract increased support from state and

private sources. It is not uncommon for each of these sectors to

cooperatively fund a single research preject.

Several institute projects haie received support from federal

agencies such as the.National Science Foundation, the Bureau 0

Reclamatior and the Environmental Protection Agency.
.4

In addition to the state's annual allotment program, funding also has

come from 4tate- supported agencies, including the Interstate Stream

Commission, the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish and the New Mexico

department Forestry. Private agencies such as the High Plains

Associates, S fuels Convertor, and lonts, Inc., also have made

considerabl investment in pur water research program.

A prime example of funding cooperation involving desalting-

delbnstrations illustrates the benefits of both cooperative funding and

technology transfer. Supported by the 101R1, the Office of Water Research

and Technology, the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission and Ionics,

Inc:.; researchers built a mobile desalting van to demonstrate on -site

reverse osmosis and electrodialysis techniques in desalting water for

public supply.

48
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Because the van was taken into the communities silents could judge

for themselves how well the techniques worked in solving their particular

water problems. The communities also were given an idea of how much the

. -

desalting would cost.

The institute, for all its ambitions, is pot one of the big spenders

in research. We rarety.allot more than $25,00$ per year for one

project. This money often matches or supplemen(s funding from other

sources. We encourage researchers to use this as "seed money" to attract

'other project sponsors.

A WRRlr salt grass research project. for,nxample, started as a small

one-year projectfundedthroughthe institute.. Then, becault the

preliminary, results proxed0Oromising. the project received a federali_

state cooperative matching grant for greenhouse testing. Because those

tests showed that salt grass has high productivity under the light and

salinity conditions expected in the field, the project has received

long!term support for field research.

Another research project that could follow the same trend is one

dealing with the on-site analysis of"metals in water. The institute

funded the initial research and is now asking for federal Cooperation for

further development: 4nd because the project has direct application for

industry, we hope
,

industry will support the final stage, implementing the

technique in plant design\

The institute's research program, becau:e it involves both the

\

scientists and the facilities of New Mexico's educational institutions,

indirectly influences the state's educational Programs. For 'instance,

our research mission attracts certain disciplines. In turn, researchers

fri

.0)
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in these_disciplines,are attracted to a university in part because of

the opportunity for research.

A direct result of institute-sponsored research on currictaum it Vie

inclusion of about three undergraduate or graduate courses each year in

water-related areas.

Miter resources research is also a valuable training ground for young

scientists. The link between the educational system and,industry is

crucial to future scientific and industrial productivil. For this

reason, student employment is encouraged in.every institute research

project. In the past 10 years, an average of 90 students a year have

worked on institute-sponsored research proJects.
. _.__ .

The educational process of preparing students for careers in science

and technology enhances the iffectNeness of the federal research

dollar. These students will someday contribute to the nation's Pool of

trained scientists from which industry and research can,draw in

maintaining high quality programs.

Another facet of the institute's research program is water resources

information. Thg,Angual New Nalco Water Conference is our most public

outlet for water resources information. For 20 years, the institute, on

the recomnendation of its advisory committee, has chosen a specific Mew

Mexico water problem as the conference theme. This year, the institute

cooperated with the New Mexico Environmental Improveme6. 3ivisiOn and the

U.S. Geological Survey in presenting day-and-a-half conference on water

quality.

The annual eirence, as a public forum, also allows the citizens of

New Mexico to express their views on water issues. This public

150) .4
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participation helps the institute focus its program on areas of the

. greatest need.

The institute also'publishes the research results of every project IA

administers. These publications area valuable source information for .

> other researchers, water resources :agencies, 'extension agents and lter

users. The institute also houses some 4,000 volumts'in its water

resources library.'

The institute's statewide research role provides Ina tie access to .

the scientific talent, and facilities of the state's universities.

Through this cooperation, the institute makes the maximum use of the
.

taxpayors' education arl research dollar.

An example of an institute.sDonsored project which has a high.value

return for ver,, little invesvaelt is a water harvesting project at New

Mexico State University's Plains Branch Agricutural Experimert Station.

In this case, the institute is sponsoring research vital to o'er

mission in an area where research results are highly visible to the

agricultural community. lie can reap these benefits le part because we

are using the existing facilities and the researcher support$4 by federal

and state funds.

An example of joint use of federal facilities for water research has

involved v. eration with the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Jornada

Experimental Range near Las Cruces. Thix research is involved in the

desziption of the movement of various solutes, including hazardous

,wastes, through soils in a semi-arid environment.

Most recently, the institute was successful in being named by the

State Legislature to administer a $500,000 research project involving the

direct use of saline water. The institute will cooperate with private
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Industry and the City of Roswell on thfi multidisciplinary two-year

project involving the Roswell Oesalting'test facility. You will hear

more about this cooperative effort from the next speaker, Roswell City

Manager Jim *Word.

The institute has learned valuable lessons in, its cooperation with

outside funding agencies.4 We know that cooperation w:th other agencies

as well as private industry enhances our ability to carry out research on

critical,watir problems. Abnie all, we tnow that the institute's ability

to carry out its research mission depends on the high quality of the

scientists who participate in our research Program.

Mr. SKEEN. Thank you very much, Dr. O'Connor.
We have James Whitford, who is the City Manager of Roswell.
Mr. Wm Porto. In the interest of brevity and clarity, I hope you

won't mind too much if I summarize my written statement.
As Claire mentioned a re-w minutes ago, the Rqswell test facility

ccnstitutes what we hope to be a highly successful cooperative ar-
ranger.ent between the public sector and the private sector, but I
think I would be remiss in not pointing out that this has been a
cooperative arrangement slice the inception of the program in the
early 1960's.

The State of New Mexico and the city of Roswell acquired some
real estate on which the Roswe'l test facility was developed, and
conveyed it to the Department of the Interior at no cost.

Additionally. the city of Roswell constructed a water line from
the city approximately 7 miles to the east to service the facility.
The city has been selling to the facility water from its system and
purchasing from the fr ;ility the potable water that was developed
there through various processes under experimentation.

Additionally, the city has benefited by the payroll and by the in-
fusion of private researchers into the oommurity over the yist 20
yers. At one time, the facility was producing as much as 750,000
g kil3ns per day, which is no small amount in Roswell, where the
average usage runs about 15 million gallons a day.

Since !nu are personally very well aware of the facility, Con-
gressman Skeen, I will not mention the physical characteristics of
the facility beyond saying that it is a multi-million-dollar facility,
and )hysic plait .contains several buildings and several stor-
age tWiltP all of which are available for research.

During the 20-years before the facility was transferred to the city
of Roswell, it figured very prominently in the testing' of water for
processes for desalinating water. Vapor compression-distillation
process, reverse osmosis desalination, electrodialysis, and eutetic
freezing pilot processes were all experimented with at the Roswell
test facility.

In mid1982, faced with Federal budget cutbacks and an ad.i"nis.
tratior4 intent on replacing Federal with other initiative, the de-

4 6
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partment sought to transfer the Roswell test facility to a qualified,
outside operator, and there being none forthcoming from the pri-
vate sector, the city of Roswell stepped in to preserve the facility
for water research and community development.

Since the cooperative agreement was signed in January and the
city assumed full operational respcosibility, the city has been ac-
tively promoting the use of the facility to both public and the pri-
vate sectors. So far we have been successful in recruitingif I may
use the word. FilmTec Corp... nd ionics, Inc., are two examples.

As George O'Connor said, the New Mexico Legislature, this ses-
sion, appropriated the amount of $500,000 to the New Mexico
Water Resources Research Institute to conduct over the next 2
years research on salt-tolerant crops, greenhouse and hydroponic
processes, and aquaculture. How does the cityor should I say why
does the city want to participate in this type of an operation? How
do we envision he cooperation and what benefit do we expect to
receive in the next several years?

First, the area of research. if I could allude to the research and
facilities plan of New Mexico State 'University, it identifies water
as one of the resources that will require reallocation to.meet tht
State's future needs. The plan points out that .the population is
growing at more than double the national rate and that agriculture
presently consumes 72 percent of the State's total available water.

if water is going to be diverted to urban use, agriculture is
going to suffer This is not just a problem with New Mexico. It's a
problem with the Southwest.

And as you know, being on the Committee on Science and Tech-
nology, it's a problem that is increasing in this Nation and extends
beyond our borders to other nations.

One solution would be to develop alternative sources of water.
Desalination offers a bright prospect for obtaining potable supplies
from the now unusable, vast quantities of saline sea and ground
water. As you know, Representative Skeen, there is a vast quantity
of ground water in the Roswell area. Private industry can use the
Roswell test facility to develop the processes, if needed, to make
this bright prospect a reality.

Presently, the FilmTec Corp. of Minneapolis is conducting a re-
verse osmosis elenients test program at the facility. Rohm and
Haas will soon be conducting similar experimentation, and Ionics,
Inc., wants to test an electrodialysis process there.

A second solution would be +0 substitute saline waters for fresh
in selected farming practicesand this is where the research that
is going to be conducted by.the Water Resources Research Institute
comes in, The WRRi intends to demonstrate feasibility of salt-toler-
ant crops and intends to work with corporations and to some
extent agriculture. This work is going to build on some promising
work that was begun in California, but hopefully individualize it
for the New Mexico environment.

1 should mention one thing with respect to research. This year
the Congress appropriated $6 million for water research, and I un-
derstand that the administration, already appearing before Repre-
sentative Yates. has indicated that it sees no reason for funding
saline water research next year.
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As a manager now of a facility that is,"to some extent, dependent
upon that type of water research, but more importantly, I think as
a citizen of an area of the Nation which is very fast approstchir.g a
crisis in waterthe west Texas area the southeastern New Mexico
areaI would certainly encourage the Congress to take a very
good, long look at that recommendation.

The city of Roswell test facility is capaVe of producing a very
high quality water through various experimental processes, The
Roswell test facility is capable of producing extremely high quality
water with as little as 200 parts per million of total dissolved
solids.

This high quality water can act as an inducement to industries
that would use this water in their processes, for example, the
chemical indu 'ry, pht.Lofinishing, and certain high-tech industries
in the electronics field. So we see that possibly we can get ths, plant
up and running and producing enough water through the experi-
mentation that is going on there.

The high-quality water itself may be considered a byproduct to
attract industry to the area. And, third, the potential for this is far
into the future because desalination is not cost-effective, but were
it to be made cost-effective hopefully through some of the processes
experimented on at the Roswell test facility, the Roswell test facili-
ty serve as a aigniticant source of supplemental water to the
city's water system. I hope that I have been able V) convey to you
huw this investment by Federal, State, and local government and
private industry in one cooperative program can be capable of
mutual benefit.

Hopefully, working together, we will be able to optimize this pro-
gram, enabling the Roswell test facility to reach its full research,
industrial, and municipal potential. The city of Roswell is not now
just a participant but the driving force behind this program be-
cause it believes that full participadon of various public and pri-
vate entities, even though their objectives rriay be diverse and
sometimes conflicting.

The United States for many, fears played a major role. It has
now assumed diminished responilbility. I encourage you to insure
that it does not absolve itself of all responsibility in the area of
water research.

Thank you.
The prepared statement of Mr. Whitford follows:]

srAzEmENT OP JAmrs B. WiiITFORR, Ja., 1101,WELL CM MANAGER, SEVCRE THE INVES
MATIONS AND OVERSIGHT SVOCOMMIME OF VIE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
Teuismocir, U.S. House or REPRESENTATIVES, LAE CRUCES FIELD lingntrus, LA0
CRUCES. N. MEX., MAY 13. 1983

I welcome the opportunity to diKuss with you this morning a program whili has
great potential for becoming r highly successful t,00perative arrangement among
federal, state and loci governments, and private industry in the shared use of re-
search facilities. This program is the Roswell Test Facility WO, a multi-million
dollar water research muter located approximately seven mitai east of Roswell,
New Mexico.

Although the City of Roswell and the Unite.' States entered into formal agree-
ment pertaining to the RTF only earlier this year, cooperation among governenenta
and the private sector has existed since the very inception of the program. back in
11.162: The State of New Mexico and the City of Roswell acquired the real estate req-
e.stte tar the Roswell Test Fe(31,tY, and conveyed same to the United States at no

iC
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cost The improvements were constructed, equipped and staffed by the U.S. Depart-
meat of the Interior The City extended water lines approximately seven miles
beyond its limits to service the RTF, again at no cost to the United States. The De-
partment purchased system water from the City, and the City in turn purchased
from the Department potable product water from the desalting processes tested at
the RTF These processes were developed by private industry, often through federal
funding assistance Many of these processes now provide or supplement community
water supplies at home and abroad, and otherwise contribute to technological capa-
bilities In the IOM's,. the Department discontinued direct operation of the RTF. A
private-sector oontractor was brought in, I understand at a savings to the Depart-
ment. Throughout the years, the Roswell community benefited from th jobs and
from the product water The infusion into the local economy amounted venal
hundred thousand dollars per year At one time, almost 750,000 gallons of g qual-
ity water was supplied each day to the City's water system, no small quantity in
arid eastern New Mexico.

Before commenting on the present, it might be helpful if I briefly describe the
Roswell Test Facility. It was constructed twenty-one years ago to develop saline
water conversion technology and for other related research. The physical plant is
extensive, situated on more than twelve acres. Main facilities indudb an expansive
office building containing a well-equipped I boratory; two larger experimentation
centers having several test pads and water lending equipment, and a number of
large water storage tanks. During the past o decades, the Roswell Test Facility
has figured prominently in this nation's efforts toward researching brine and brack-
ish water purification, and investigating the operational costs and benefits of var-
ious desalting processes and products. Its major contributions include testing:

Vapor compression-distillation process vapor raising under pressure and heat
the water to temp to change from liquid to gasvacuum causes water to vaporize at
e lower temperaturecalcium ionization.

Reverse osmosis desalination process- .nolecules of pure waterfilter gets rid of
organic matter through activated charcoal first bladder out of deer.

Electrodialysis processelectrical charge that will attract positive ionssodium,
calcium; negativechlorine.

Eutetic freezing pilot processpure water will freeze at higher temp 30' than salt
water.

Fach of these experimental conversion Processes has used different equipment to
remove the total dissolved solids from the water.

In mid-1982, faced with federal budget cutbacks and an Administration intent on
replacing federal with other initiative, the Department of the Interior sought to
transfer the RTF to a qualified, outside operator. When it became apparent that
none would be forthcoming from the private sector, the City of Roswell stepped in to
preserve the RTF as a valuable resource for water research and community develop-
ment A cooperative agreement was negotiated between the City and the Depart-
ment, and the City assuned operational responsibility on March 1, 1983. Under this
agreement, the Department closely monitors the C'r's performance, and the Feder-
al and City Governments equally share user fees. The City is able to assess charges
to users to defray its cost of operation. Public and private entities are availing them-
selves of this research center Among those presently using or expected to soon use
the RTF are New Mexico State University, New Mexico Water Resources Research
I stitute. FilmTec Corporation. Battelle Laboratories, and Ionics, Incorporated. Leg -
is tion has been introduced in the Congress to transfer the Roswell 'rest Facility to
the ay This legislation stipulates that the City will tontine to operate the RTF for
Ovate research through 1987 P.owever, as the city is seeking to preserve the RTF as
a w ter research center, it can now not foresee abandoning that purpose at any
time in the future, unless the associated cost should become prohibitive. Regardless,
the United States is enticed that federal objectives will continue to be met For at
least five years more without direct federal fending involvement.

Row does the City envision the public and private sectors benefiting through con-
tinued cooperation in maintaining the Roswell Test Facility? Let me bo specific.

Research
The tive-y.ar augmented research and faciaties plan of New Mexico State Univer-

sity identifies water as one of the resources that will require reallocation to meet
this state's future needs. The plan points out thnt New Mexico's population is grow-
ing at more than double the national rate, and that apiculture, presently consumes
72 percent of the state' total available water. Clearly, if water is going to be divert.
ed to urban use, agriculture is going to-suffer.

el
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Is this a problem of just New Mexico? Unfortunately, it is not. You as members of
the Committee on Science and Technology well realize that this is an increasing
problem of national magnitude, and one that extends beyond our borders to many
areas of the world.

One solution is to develop alternative sources of water. Desalination offers a
bright prospect for obtaining potable supplies from the now unusable, vast quanti
ties of saline sea and ground water. Private industry can use the Roswell Test Fa
cility to develop the processes needed to make this bright prospect a reality Pres-
ently, the FilmTec Corporation of Minneapolis is conducting a reverse osmosis elegy
menu; test program at the RTF. Rohm and Haas will soon be conducting similar
experimentation, and Ionics, Inc. wants to test an electrodialysis process there

Another solution would be to substitute saline waters for fresh in selected farm-
ing practices, with an eye toward conserving high-quality water for other uses. This
year the New Mexico State Legislature appropriated 6500,000 00 to New Mexico
State University to use the RTF to demonstrate the feasibility of salt-tolerant mope,
greenhouse and hydroponic processes, and aquaculture. The work will build on
promising research results from California, but will be custom-tailored to the unique
features of New Mexico's climate and ground water.

With respect to research, the Congress this year appropriated $6 million for water
research. Certainly, some of this funded research can and will be done at the Ros-
welt Test Facility. I understand, however, that the Administration is recommending
no federal funding for sailor water research next year. I am of the opinion that that
recommendation is short sighted, if not irresponsible. I say this not just as a man
ager responsible for a facility dependent upon water research, but as a citiien cogni-
zant of the coming water crisis in southern New Mexico, west Texas and many
other areas of our nation.

Industry
As mentionedpreviously, the RTF is capable of producing extremely high-quality

water with as little as 2M parts per million of total dissolved solids One of the
City's primary objectives with respect to preserving the RTF is to make this high.
quality water available prospective industries whose production is dependent on a
supply of such water. The electronics, chemical and photo-finishing industries are
three that could be attracted to Roswell for this high-quallty water The expanded
' ndustrial base would help create jobs in the community. Light industry would
(wooden the area's primarily agricultural tax base and increase revenues for City
operations, including the RTF.

Municipal
The City of Roswell could anticipate a future major expansion of the RTF to pro-

vide potable water for the municipal water system. Although not practical today,
further research -- possibly even research done right in Roswellmay result in a
cost-effective process.

I hope that I have been able to convey to you how investment by federal, state
and local governments, and private industry in one cooperative program, the Ros-
well Test Facility, can be capable of mutual benefit. Hopefully, working together, we
Witt be able to optimize this program, enabling the RTF to reach its hill research,
industrial and municipal potential. The City of Roswell is not now just a partici-
pant, but the driving force behind this program, because it believes that Ml poten-
tial can be achieved only through the participation of various public and private en-
tities, even though their objectives may be diverse and sometimes conflicting The
United States for many years played the major role. It has now assumed diminished
responsibility. I encourage you to insure that it does not absolve itself of all respon-
sibility.

Thank you for taking the time to come to New Mexico for my input,

Mr. SKEEN. We would like to ask a few questions, and I would
like to start off. I was very interested in the cost feasibility.'How
much is the city of Roswellsince tracking over this project, has it
cost a great deal in subsidization, the operation of the plan, or has
it been a fair exchange? Are you approaching any kind of an eco-
nomic stability or equality in the exchange?

Mr. WHITFORD. We assumed in looking at going into the coopera-
tive, it would take us 2 years of actual promoting plan in order to
reach a break-even standpoint. We are open, Ling a facility now on
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a much-reduced rate from what the Federal Government was oper-
ating it on. Realistically, the facility has not been in full operation
for the past 2 years so we have to begin to promote the program
again. So far weagain, we are operating with a reduced staff and
with reduced capability, but we anticipate this year of being able to
recruit approximately 59 percent of our cost.

When I say cost, I mean direct costs associated with the oper-
ation of the facility. There are indirect benefits which the commie.
nity has received and as a result of the operation of the facility,
namely, the private research that is done there brings people to
our communitythey stay in motels, they eat in restaurantsand
the community overall benefits.

Mr. SKEEN. Secondary economic benefits.
Mr. NICHOLAS, I wanted to explore that a little further because it

seems that Roswell has been pretty farsighted and you see the po-
tential in this kind of facility not only, I assume, in a civic sense of
what it does for Roswell, but also in economic terms. I don't sus-
pect that you went into this thinking that the facility was going to
fail and was going to cost the taxpayers of Roswell a great deal of
money.

As we talk about new ventures with industry and universities
and the public sector, why do you think the private sector was not
interested in taking over this facility? Did they not see the poten-
tial? Was it too long term? What are some of the factors that you
think led to Roswell taking over the facility?

Mr. WHITFORD. Let me tell you why we are optimistic first, and
we may be too optimistic. Only time will tell. In 196'l, Glover Air
Force Base, which was the mainstay of Roswell's economy was
closed, and at that time the city took the main portion of that
former SAC base, which at one time employed up to 20,000 people,
and turned it into an industrial park.

Today we have 100 percent occupancy of that industrial park. So
with that kind of experience in mind, I guess it does cause us to be
somewhat optimistichopefully not overly optimistic. I really don't
know why private industry is not interested in assuming operation-
al responsibility for the test facility.

The only rationale that I can offer is the fact that private indus-
to, has been heavily subsidized in this area for so long that when it
Was no longer subsidized, it could not see any benefit associated
with continuation.

Of course, private industry would not recruit the secondary bene-
fits that the city of Roswell would.

Mr. NICHOLAS. It would seem to me that the exent that the re-
search that is undertaken here results in cheaper costs for water
at least there is certainly that potentialto the extent that it re-
sults in jiatented processes, that they are able to sell elsewhere.

Mr. Witrrsoen, Let me tell you how the feasibility worked in the
past. Primarily, the Federal Government capped and any research
facility came in and tested at no cost to himself. Now we are impos-
ing a cost. Possibly without the secondary benefits, private industry
could not anticipate profit under that situation.

Mr. NICHOLAS. Ms. Newcomer, does the Department of Interior
view these sort of joint venures as something that is desirable,
something they would like to move towards, or do they see them in
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a different fashion? What I'm really thinking about is the state-
ment in your testimony that under current authority, the private
sector is not eligible to apply for funding.

Under current authority, we have little feasibility administra-
tively to build between Government, Industry, and university. I am
wondering if the Department of Interior views these joint ventures
or partnerships as desirable, what, if any, recommendations would
you have to the subcommittee as to how we cold help facilitate
this?

Ms. NEWCOMER. I think that we do. I think these two examples
just show that we have statutory requirements. We do have some
problems being flexible. We use the Cooperative Agreement Act of
1977-78 as_the nnovative vehicle to try to develop such a partner-
ship. So I think we couldZiontinice-to-166k kir-different vehicles so
that we can move in this direction. We definitely do support that.

Mr. NICHOLAS. So those are not necessarily legislative impedi
mune. They're more development of programs because the Cooper-
stive Grants and Cooperative Agreement Act is applicable to all
Federal agencies?

Ms. NEWCOMER. Exactly.
Mr. SKEEN. Ms. Newcomer, I would like to alsothere were two

parallel situation with desalination or with water quality research
programs, one being in New Mexico. What was the determination
made in the North Carolina case? Did the Department of Interior
make some arrangement with the local entity, or what nas hap-
pened?

Ms. NEWCOAER. Y. s. I should have gone into a little more detail,
but we signed it in January, a similar agreement with the town of
Wrightsville Beach to operate and maintain a reality as the re-
search facility. And, one of the only major differences is that the
town there also saw a need to have community services housed in
the facility, so they are currently leasing part of that space for
town purposes. They are also under a similar agreement and have
taken over operation of the facility as it occurs.

Mr. SKEEN. It's going along all right at this point?
MS. NEWCOMER. Yes.
Mr. SKEEN. I think it was very interesting that the Interior ap-

propriations had made that statement. I had not heard that out of
any funding they have for water research programs, none of it
should go to desalination programs. I'm a little puzzled by that
Jim, could you expand on that? I also happen to have the GAO
report that says desalination programs will not solve it, but it can
help.

Mr. WHITFORD. There are a lot of municipalities where it does
solve the water problem right now. What I mean there, Congress-
man, was that I understood that the administration had told the
House Appropriations Subcomittee that it did solve a need for con
tamed funding for saline water research. It has been very support-
ive of saline and all research in the past.

Mr. SKEEN. As far as speaking for the House, that's really a
strung leg up because we have to figut him off in some other situa-
tions. Maybe we can strike a kind of a balance here. But I was a
little bit shocked. I had not heard that statement coming in that
committee or from the administration. I am pleased that you have
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given us some insight. You are picking up more information than
we are getting in that particular area.

Mr. WHITFORD. Possibly Claire could expand on that.
Ms. NEWCOMER. The request for fiscal year 1984 is for zero fund-

ing for saline water research.
Mr. SKEEN. I can understand because I think, too, that the De-

partment of the Interior had degided that there should not be an
overall Federal water policy as such, and that some be developeciat
the State levels, which I can agree with. So I think that possibly,
viewed from that standpoint or from that stance, the administra-
tion feels that it should not be funding these kinds of programs.

But I think that they are kind of shortsighted as ter as basic re-
search in desalination because it does not only affect the Western
States, it is now having an effect on Midwestern and Eastern
States as their water quality has dropped substantially. I think it is
a grave concern.

Does anyone else have any questions or any statements?
'Mr. 'FABER. My name is Joseph Taber. I am director of the New

Mexico Petroleum Recovery Research Center. And when I received
the phone call about this hearing, I said, "I would like to make a
very brief statement because I feel the petroleum center is an ex-
cellent example of this joint Binding for research-facilities."

The petroleum center was started by the State of New Mexico
and then was supported rather substantially and still is by the Fed-
eral Government. Bu; more recently, the research is being con.in-
ued more, Laid more support from industry, and the point I am
trying to make is that industry would not have come forth with
this support and they wouldn't be sharing in research results were
it not for the support by the Federal Government.

And, of course, the additional support and continuing support by
the State. So these three entitiesand we are part of New Mexico
Techare working together very effectively, and I think it's a good
example of how this system does work and is continuing to work.

Mr, SKEEN, Thank you very much. If you have a prepared state-
ment that you would like to have put in the record, we would be
delighted to make it a part of the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Taber follows:)
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Mr. Chairman. my 41114 is JosePh Taber. and 1 appreciate the opportunity

to make this brief statement at your Field HeatinS on the loint Use of

Federally Supported Research Facilities. We terl..that New McSico's Petroleum

Recosety Research Centre (PBC/ is an excellent vramPle of

(1) the joint sharing of ttsearch tamilities, and

(2) the benefit,: of cooperative funding by Federal State

and other sources.
4

the Petroleum Center was started entirely with State funds. then

4npPorted substantiallY by Federal grants or contracts. and now, the

induserial sector fa coming forth with signiticant /Indian to support those

projects which have attracted favorable attention on the State. National,

and International level.

At the Petroleum Center there are 3S full-time People at work on the

various laboratory project,. plus 2.$ students ersPlovrd oa 4 patt-time basis.

.11V4t of these Yorke., are pai4"bv a eigrur of State. Federal and industrial

fonds.

Significant tethnological 'Seance; have Cot! from the Intensive

labot4torY werk'ot the Petroleum Cntvr. Included are Woman Morrow's work

on the (actors which affect permeabititles of tight gas sands and IDAVV

Martini: improvements in the polymers used for waterflooding. Although

these improvements in water-soluble Par:tern were malt with Federal funding.

SOme Ladettrlal oeganitations now provide support (or core develoFmont woe}..

. A, we all know.. carbon dioxide Is a valuable resouece% Mew Mexico.

and the CenIet may be best known for the extenlive.work by John Heller and

1.Jrnn Orr on the bee of carbon dioxide for oil recovery. A good eisinple.

is rile technological breakthrough by Lynn Ores research group which invented

znr 4P7arato tor olitainIng the engineetiug luforratlon needed on the crude

oil-carbon dioxide qmtures when Planning a CO2 flood on an 011 (luld-

Their achievement obtains more information in only one-tenth the tins

needed for ,uch wort in he Past. This device, alone with other wor's on

CO, tlooding nets ottvntion Iron oil companies in the 4nited

States and thread. avd r,41ty irate suit .nginesr.. lnd to tv40

about this hizh t'rhnalagy development in lew 'axieo.
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Even !hough most of the federal funding was awarded for the laboratorY

developments. the Petroleumgentot staff has been working very hard to

transter its technoloa to the oil and gas fields in the State. Time

permits the mention of only two of these projeets.

One Prolecr Involved both laboratory and field work in cooPeration

with Hates:co to improve the injection rate in the Hobbs waterflood.

Calculations from the lab teats indicated that the infectivity should be

improved by 20i with the proper chemical and solvent treatment. The actual

treatment of the two test wells did even better than that and rile infectivity

has continued to stay high. As a tesult of the treatment. the operator

can inject more water at lovvt Ptessutes than before.'

The most successful field trial was an enhanced gas recovery project

conducted with Yates Purroteun in the Ft:me-Penn formation neat Attests.

This teseconsisted of a massive bydrauli. ftacture Job to break the rock

allowing better gas flow into the veil. weer which 70.000 gallons of liquid

tuz were added to help clean our the ftacturts. After several weeks. the

well belched up :mutt and fracturing liquids, and then the gas Production

.tarted to ciinb. JITiPore the treatment. the well Produced146ly 295.000

standard cubic ft /day of gas; and after treatment. it coached as high as

819.000 cubic ft/day - almost a 3-told inctease. Currently. it has leveled

ott a. about 800.000. and so economic payout for thin large project tequircd

only about 9 months.

The Point is. that this vigotouv research end development program woad

not exist wete it nor for the initial suppottof the State and Federal

Go+mrnMeqt*. Thos. the joint sharing of Federal. State and industrial

resources can result in a large benefit to eery Clritcniu of the Stare and

the Nation.

Thank you. St. Chairesn, tot the opportunity to make thin sr:Ai:went.

3
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Mr. SKEEN. Mr. Goodrich.
Mr. GOODRICH. Jim Goodrich again, on another subject. I won't

introduce myself, but I am going to put some extended remarks in
writing to you afterward. I am feasibility, consultant. I am on two
committees of the Ame-ican Society of Civil Engineers, Water Re-
sources Plannning, ana Management Division. These two comm-
mittees are the Research and Information Committee and the Sys-
tems Committee.

On the Research and Information Committee, we determine
areas in whif'h researcleun water and water resources is needed.
There are some new areassome six or eight new areasthat we
have determined in the last year. I won't go into what they are.
But we also provide assistance, when asked for in some cases; vol-
untary in other cases, to our congressional delegations. Mostly that
information is furnished through our key contract program in
Washington. Frank Musics down there is the channel.

But specifically on the things that have come up here in this
hearing, research is not finished on desalination and renovation of
water. The need is increasing rather than decreasing, even with
the results that we have had on desalinationstudies. I don't want
to take up more of your time, but I will give you some extended
remarks.

Mr. SKEEN. Mr. Goodrich, I just want to thank you because you
have evidently put a lot of thought into the two subjects that you
have dealt with today, and we appreciate that. And if you would
submit anything that you have in writing, we would be very appre-
ciative and delighted to make it a part of the record.

[The prepared stagmecktyl Mr. Goodrich follows:]
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Page 2
Conttnnatton of rvitarIce of LN., L. foodrich,* IT. at Field Rearing. 5-11-83

(functions shall be): To . . .

:mate a closely keam-working group the individual members of which
have .s.ensive knowledge. talents. and expertise in several to many diverse
melds and disciplines. and uhe can perform synergetically and cooperatively
to produce creative and feasible solutions for, and transfer technology to.
AMA's clients and ceoperatingsInstitutionsi

b. Obtain mutual exchanges of information and ideas, among members of the
team and also between the team and the client or other sources, especially
concerning cutrent and projected state-nf-the-art know-how and can-do expertise.

c. Constitute a virtual interface, suirtentially closing the time and
distance gap to communiNion, between elements of the Industry-goverment-
academe tried.

d. °roviSt a "hands-on" opportunity to members of the team to gain so- called
°industrial experience" before actually working LA an Industrial environment.

t. intoner the perforan., capability and virtuosity of all participants
on the tear.. and upgrading and updating their individual comprehension.

AMA's structure. organization and methodology are derived fron the
evotetion,of program and project control and exewton at idsit.. Sands Mastic
Range and the professional Practice of myself..Jarks L. Goodrich, Professional
Leftover and Feasibility Coosultant, as to specialization for more than 25sycars.

De°0%stration of achicv.rent of purposes and functions objectives. just
-eatict4 for MORA. was accomplished. unintentionally, be the Physical Science
Latorato, of Kew Mexico State University (Clinton P. Anderson Physical Science
LA'Joratorg) in the handling and performance study and report on RATSCAT
'EST PACiiiTV. analysis of established concepts and recommendations for siting.
in which I participated as a cone ltant to PSL.

The :Uinta! feasiilite 'tudv was made during April and MAy of 1982. for
a tacility required to become operational at a very early date end requiring
,:eyeral construction features that currently were stressing or beeoqd the then
stalv-of-trart in at least two engtneering disciplines. PSL performed its
mtssiop fo nvnalectron Cotpoiation on request of the United States Air Forte.

f
To accomplish the mittion PSL put together an ad hoc tear cOmpriSC of

et la.01, P'il ,taff tvisolnel, a proitct manager, general engineer, cons ruction
elv)rwee, dicital mapping, radio frequency antennae. graduate student engineer,

hedrolpe-geolete and cectract ad:tints:tattoo specialists; together with PSL
-es.olticf. pc tninferic., feasibil4tv 4 pLanning(ARDRA), human systems research.

.. gedesg 4 cartotr.phv, ehetegra7vtry t surveying, and soils test laboratory.

2, (Continued -on Pate 3)
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Page 3
t.usto.uati.0 rc-aria of Let, C. docirish Z. at Flatt Mearine. $.13033

Protect basic randatoin wnsfructioa design criteria caned let u rirrer
finp.b flat caintainahle ,Urfa I1,ttl,r dir.notons of 1-sile Ic.ngth by 100 feet
Idrh, laterally Ievel but longitudinally not nece.sarile tcyeitcould be .loped),

tolerance 44, required to be: as 40O4 or tfimV than the best existio,,

State higtmay constructlon necification surface tolerance specification, shich
ts 1/8" plane difference maSured ovtr a 10 foot spun. the mirror surface in
repaired to reflect radar frequencies ranging iron kilohertz to gigabertr.,
an Yr-urging new Voilt10100. :4111N4 Lliff-bt4cor, controls adapted to :,tern and
hot,...As paver. (Nike,. it possible to 'aka the precision conutruction pertorrance.
ttrt sill sett the strinaent requtry-cnts of thin pret.:t. Laser-beacon control:.

l r.-.r been fulls coesercialized but are custom adapted to payers and land
istlitrs bY R60 enterprilc, Spectral Phvsics, Rav Bulger, 547$ Rellenburger

Oavton, Ohio 0,2, and Another address in California. Finding Litt., nee

loPtinarien restudy(' us that Agriculture has been searching for better ways to

iceu.1 Large areas of land. On gat.ca. Oart sere other highly challenging nee&
colr wry net by innovation.

We have been .ecaa -Inv tire.. - "tut where and she is there a need for
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Public Law 96-480
96th Congress

An Act

To promote United States technological innovatton fo, the ach.evement of national Aci
economic. environmental, end social goals, and for other purposes IS. 1250)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assentbled, That this Act may be
cited as the "Stevenson-Wydier Technology Innovation Act of 1980".
src. 2. FINDINGS,

The Congress finds and declares that
(1) Technology and industrial innovation are central to the

economic, environmental, and social well-being of citizens of the
United States.

(2) Technology and industrial innovation offer an improved
standard of living, increased public and private sector product iv
ity. creation of new industries and employment opportunities,

' improved public services and enhanced competitiveness of
United States products in world markets.

(3) Many new discoveries and advinces in science occur in
universities and Federal laboratories. while the application of
this new knowledge to commercial and useful 'albite purposes
depends largely upon actions by business and labor. Cooperation
among academia, Federal laboratories, labor. and industry, in
such forms as technology transfer, personnel exchange, joint'
research projects, and others, should be renewed, expanded, and
strengthened.

(4) Small businesses have performed an important role in
advancing industrial and t' --logical innovation.

(5) Industrial and te eical innovation in -Inked
States may be lagging wht... compared to historical pa _as and
other industrialized nations.

(6) Increased industrial and technological innovation would
r_uuce trade deficits, stabilize the dollar, increase productivity
gains, increase employment, and stabilize prices.

(7) Government antitrust, economic, trade, patent, procure-
ment, regulatory, research and development, :end tax policies
have significant impacts upon industrial innovation a n d develop-
ment of technology, but there is insufficient knowledge of their
effects in particular sectors of the economy.

(8) No comprehensive national policy exists to enhance tecluit,-
logical innovation for commercial and public purposes: There is a
need for-such a policy, inclu ding a strong nntional policy support-
ing domestic technology transfer and utilization of the science
and technology resources of the Federal Government.

(9) It is in the national interest to promote the adaptation of
technological innovations to State and local government uses,
Technological innovations can improve services, reduce their
costs, and increase productivity in State and local governments.

(10) The Federal laboratories and other performers of federally
funded research and development frequently provide scientific

74.11% 0 9$ 0170
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and technological developments of potential use to State and
local governments and private industry. These developments
should be made accessible to these governments and industry.
There is 'a need to provide means of access and to give adequate
personnel and Invading support to these means.

(11) The Nation should give fuller tecogn'tion to individuals
and companies which have made outstanding contributions to
the promotion of technology or technological manpower for the
improvement of the economic, environmental, or social well-
being of the United States.

15 I 'SC 370.3 SRC. a. PURPOSE.

It is the purpose of this Act to improve the economic, environ men-
tal, and social well.being of the United States by

(I) establishing organizations in the executive branch to study
and stimulate technology;

(2) promoting technology development through the establish-
ment of centers for industrial technology;

(3) stimulating improved utilization of federally funded tech-
nology developments by State and local governments and the
private sector;

1) providing encouragement for the development oft 1.nol-
)gy through the recognition of Individuals and companies which
haw made outstanding contributions in technology; and

(5) encom aging the exchange of scientific and technical person-
nel among academia, industry, and Federal laboratories.

lc 17SC 37t3..1 SEC. I. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, the
term

(1) "Office" means the Office of Industrial Technology estab-
lished undersection 5 of this Act.

(2) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Commerce.
(3) "Director" means the Director of the Office of Industrial

Technology, appointed pursuant to section 5 of this Act.
(1) "Centers" means the Centers for Industrial Technology

established under section 6 or section 8 of this Act.
(5) "Nonprofit institution" means an organization owned and

eperated exclusively for scientific or educational purposes, no
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual.

(6) 'Board" means the National Industrial Technology Board
established pursuant to section 10.

(7) "Federal laboratory" means any laboratory, any federally
funded research and development center, or any i Inter *stab.
lished under section 6 or section 8 of this Act that is owned and
(aided by the Federal Government, whether operated by the
Government or by a contractor.

(8) "Supporting agency" means either the Department of
Commerce or the National Science Foundation, as appropriate.

.f sre.3. COMMERCE AND TECIINOLOGICAL INNOVATION,

v_ tn+qug. (al IN GENERAL T r/he Secreto shall establiskand niairthkin. an
Off,,, A Ireleetrial TechnoIogy.ta accordance with the provisions,

3 3 L.:W.:1761 findiagS, and pUrpteei of this Act.
(b) Mace role Pmeident shall appoint, by and with time advice

and consent of the Senete, a Director of the Office, who shall be
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compensated at the rate provided for level V of tha Executive
Schedule an section .5316 of title 5, United States Code.

(c) DuTias. The Secretary, through the Director, on a continuing
, basis. shall- -

(1i determine the relationships of' technological developments
and international technology transfers to the output, employ-
ment, productivity, and world trade performance of United
States and foreign industrial sectors;

(2) determine the influence of economic, labor and other
conditions, industrial structure and management, and govern-
ment policies on technological developments in particular indus-
trial sectors worldwide;

(3) identify technological needs, problems, and opportunities
within and across industrial sectors that, if addressed, could
make a significant contribution' to the economy of the United
States;

(4) assess whether the capital, technical and other resources
being allocated to domestic industrial sectors which are likely to
generate new technologies are adequate to meet private and
social demands for goods and services and to promote productiv-
ity and economic growth;

(5) propose and support studies and policy experiments. in
cooperation with other Federal agencies, to determine the effec-
tiveness of measures with the potential of advancing United
States technological innovation;

(6) provide that cooperative efforts to stimulate industrial
innovation be undertaken betteeen the Director and other offi-
cials in the Department of Commerce responsible for such areas
as trade and economic assistance;

(7) consider government measures with 'the potential of
advancing United States technological innovation and exploiting
innovations of foreign origin; and

(8) publish the results of studie4 and policy experiments.
Reroirr The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Presi-

dent and Congress within 3 years after the date of enactment of this
Act, a report on thltprogress, findings. and conclusions of activities
conducted pursuant to sections 6, 6, 8, 11. 12, and 13 of this Act and
recommendations for possible modifications thereof.
SEC. 6 CE%TERg FOR INDVSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY. t5 USC 3165.

tai Est AilLISIIMENT he Secretary shall provide assistance for the
establiihment of Centers for industrial Technology. Such Centers
shall be affiliated with any university, or other nonprofit Institution,
or group thereof, that applies for and is awarded a grant or enters
into a cooperative agreement under this section. The objective of the
Centers is to unhurt.** technological innovation through

(I) the participation of individuals from industry and universi-
des in cooperative technological innovation activities;

(2) the development of the generic research base, important for
technological advance and innovative aetivity, in which indi-
vidual firms have little incentive to invest, but which may have
significant economic or strategic importance, such as montane
turfing technology;

(3) the education and training of individuals in the technologi-
cal innovation process;

(4) the improvement of mechanisms for the dissemination of
sczentifIc, engineering, and technical ihformation among univer-
sities and industry;

Report to
Proudent and
Congress
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(5) the utilization of the capability and expertise, where appro
pri ate, that e xists in Federal laboratories; an d

(6) the development ofcontinuingfinancial support from other
mission agencies, from State and local government, and from
industry and universities through, among other means, fees,
licenses, and royalties."

(b) Actrvims.The activities of the Centers shall include, but`
need not be limited to

(1) research supportive of technological and industrial innova-
tion including cooperative industry.tudversity'basie and applied
research;

(2)assistance to individuals and small businesses in thegenera-
tion, evaluation and development of technological ideas support.
ive of industrial innovation and new business ventures;

(3) technical assistance and advisory services to industry,
particularly small businesses; and

(4)curnculum development, training, and instruction in inven
lion, entrepreneurship, and industrial innovation.

Each Center need not undertake all of the activities under this
subsection.

(c) Aaqumems rrs.- »Prior to establishing a Center, the Secretary
shall find that

(1) consideration li been given to the potential contribution
of the activities pro ed under the Center to productivity,
em loyment, and eon° is competitiveness of the United States;

( a high likelihood e i is of continuing participation, advice,
financial support, and other contributions from the privets
sector; .

(3) thehost University or other nonprofit institution has a plan
for the management and evaluation of the activities proposed
within the paulcu tar Center, including:

(A) the agreement between the parties as to the allocation
of patent rights on a nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or
exclusive license basis to and inventions conceived or made
under the auspices of the Center; and

(B) the consideration of means to place the Center, to the
maximum extent feasible, one a self-sustaining basis;

(e) suitable consideration has been given to the university's or
other nonprofit institution's capabilities and geographical lees.
tion;an d

(5) consideration has been given to any effects upon competi-
tion of the activities proposed under the Center.

(d) PLANNING Gnmers.The Secretary is authorized to make
avadoble non renewable planning grants to universities or nonprofit
insautions for the purpose of developing a plan required under
subsection (cX3).

(e) RIDMARCH AND DEVELOPMENT Uniazatota.(1) lb promote
technological innovation and commercialization of research and
development efferts, each Center has the option of acquiring title to
any invention conceived or made under the auspices of the Center
that

t
was supported at least in part by Federal funds: Provided;Provided;

Tha
(A) the Center reports the invention to the supporting agency

together with a list of each country in which the Center elects to
file a patent application on the invention;

(B) said option shall be exercised at the time of disclosure of
invention or within such time thereafter as may be provided in
the grant or cooperative agreement;
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(C) the Center intends to promote the commercialization of the
invention and file a United States patent application;

(0) royalties be used for compensation of the inventor or for
educational or research activities of the Center;

(El the Center make periodic reports to the supporting agency,
and the supporting agency may treat information contained in
such reports as pnvileged and confidential technical, commer-
clot, and financial information and not subject to disclosures
under the Freedom of Information Act; and

(F) any Federal department or agency shall have the royalty.
free right to practice, or on its behalf, the
invention forgovernmental pu r es.

The supporting agency shall have th right to acquire title to any
patent on an invention in any country in which the Center elects not
to file a patent application or fails to file within a reasonable time.

(2) Where a Center has retained title to an Invention under
paragraph (11of this subsection the supporting agency shall have the
right to require the Center or its licensee to grant a nonexclusive,
partially exclusive, or exclusive license to a responsible applicant or
applicants, upon tcrins that are reasonable under the circumstances,
if the supporting agency determines, after public notice and opportu-
nity for hearing, that such action is necessary

(A) because the Center or licensee has not taken and is not
expected to take timely and effective action to achieve practical
application of the invention;

(11) to meet health, safety, environmental, or national security
needs tihich are not reasonably satisfied by the contractor or
licensee; or

(C) because the granting of exclusive rights in the invention
has tended substantially to lessen competition or to result in
undue market concentration in the United States in any line of
commerce to which the technology relates,

fat Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, institu-
tion, or other entity adversely affected by a supporting agency
determination made under paragraph (2) of-this subsection may, at
any time within 60 days after the determination is issued, file a
petition to the United States Court of Claims which shall have
jurisdiction to determine that matter de novo and to affirm, reverse,
or modify as appropriate, the determination of the supporting
agency.

If) ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION.The supporting agency may re-
quest the Attorney General's opinion whether the proposed joint
research activities of a Center would violate any of the antitrust laws.
The AttorneP,General shall advise the supporting agency of his
determination and the reasons for it within 120 days after receipt of
such request.

SEC. 7. GR11+111 AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS. 15 USC 3706

(a) IN GENERAL. --The Secretary may make grants and enter into
cooperative agreements according to the provisions of this section in
order to assist any activity consistent with this Act, including
activities performed by individuals. The total amount of any such
grant or cooperative agreement may not exceed 75 percent of the
total cost of the program.

lb Esanattin AND PROCEntinc.Any person or institution may

urn
to the Secretary for a grant or cooperntive agreement available

under this section. Application shall be made in such form and
mannor, and with such content and other submissions, as the Direc-

Supporting
agency been
rights
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for shall prescribe. The Secretary shall act upon each such applica-
Gun within 90 days after the date on which all required information is
received.

(c)Tratis AND CONDIT'S:1Na.
(I) Any grant made, or cooperative agreement entered into,

under this section shall be subject to the limitations and Provi-
sions set forth in paragraph 102) of this subsection, and to such
other terms, conditions, and requirements as the Secretary
deems necessary or appropriate.

(2) Any person who receives or utilizes any proceeds of any
grant made or cooperative agreement entered into under this
section shall keep such records as the Secretary shall by reels-
tion prescribe as being necessary and appropriate to facilitate
effective audit and evaluation, including records which fully
disclose the amount pad disposition by such recipient of such
proceeds, the total cost of the program or project in connection
with which such proceeds were used, and the amount, if tiny, of
such costs which was provided through other sou =v.

tosk..r.ie SEC. S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION CENTERS FOR INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY.

(3) Es-/AnUSIIMENT AND Pnovisious.The National Science Foun-
dation shall provide assistance for the establishment of Centers for
Industrial Technology. Such Centers shall be affiliated with a univer-
sity, or other nonprofit institution, or a group thereof. The objective
of the Centers is to enhance technological innovation as rrrovided in
section 6bil thrqugh the conduct of activities as provided in section
6(b). The provisions of sections 6(e) and 6(0 shall apply to Centers
established under this section.

(b) NANNING GRANT3.The J4ational Science Foundation is
authorized to make available nonrenewable planning grants to
universities or nonprofit institutions for the purpose of developing
the plan, as described under section S(cM).

(c) TERMS AND COMMT40/48.Grants, contracts, and cooperative
agreements entered into by the National Science Foundation in
execution of the powers and duties of the National Science Founda-
tion under this Act shall be governed by the National Science
Foundation Act of 1960 and other pertinent Acts.
EEC. 9. ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS.

(a) COMM/MON.The Secretary and the National Science Foun-
dation shall, on a continuing basis, obtain the advice and cooperation
of departments and agencies whose missions I.Ontribute to or are
affected by the programs eatahlished under this Act, Including the
development of an agenda for research and policy experimentation.
These departments and agencies shall include but not be limited to
the Departments of Defense, Enemy, Education, Health and Human
Services, Housing and Urban Development. the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Small Business Administration, Council of Economic Advisers, Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality, and Office of Science and Technology
Policy.

COOPERATION.It is the sense of the Congress that departments
and agencies, including the Federal laboratories, whose missions are
affected by, or could contribute to, the programs established under
this Acts should, within the limits of budgetary authorizations and
appropriations,support or participate In activities o_r projects aither-
ized by this Act.

42 USC 1851
note
IS USC 3708
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(e) ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORIZATION.--
(I) Departments and agencies described in subsection (b) are

authorized to participate in, contribute to, and serve as resources
for the Centersand for any other activities authorized under this
Act.

(2) The Secretary and the National Science Foundation are
authorized to receive moneys and to receive other forms of
assistance from other departments or agencies to support activi-
ties of the Centers and any other activities authorized under this
Act.

(d) COOPERATIVE EFFORTS.The Secretary and the National Bei-
epee Foundation shall, on a continuing basis, provide each other the
opportunity to comment on any proposed program of tic' lvity under
section 6, 8, or 13 of this Act before funds are committed to such
program in order to mount complementary efforts and avoid
duplication.
SEC. 10. NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY BOARD. 15 USC J705.

(a) ESTAtiuSIIMENT.The re shall be established a committee to be
known as the National Industrial Technology Board.

(b)Dutiss.The Board shall take such steps as may be necessary to
review annually the activities of the Office and advise thefiecretary
and the Director with respect to

(1) the formulation and conduct of activities under section 5 of
this title;

(2) the designation and operation of Centers and their pro
grams under section 6 of this Act including assistance in estab-
fishing priorities;

an
(3)
d

the preparation of the report required under section 5(d);

(4)sueh other matters as the Secretary or Director refers to the
Board. including the establishment of Centers under section 8 of

. this Act, for review and advice.
The Director shall make available to the Board such information,
personnel. and administrative services and assistance as it may
reasonably require to carry out its duties. The National Science
Foundation shall make available to the Board such information and
assistance' as it may reasonably require to carry out its duties.

(c) Nish tatitstur. TERMS, AND POWE RS.
(1) The Board shall consist of 15 voting members who shall be

appointed by the Secretary. The Director shall serve as a nonvot-
ing member of the Board. The members of the Board shall be
individuals who, by reason of knowledge, experience. or training
are especially qualified in one or more of the disciplines and
Ileitis dealing with technology. labor, and industrial innovation
or who are affected by technological innovation. The majority of
the members of the Board shall be individuals from industry and
business.

(2) The term of office of a voting member of the Board shall be 3
years, except that of the original nppointees. five shall be
appointed for a term of 1 year, five shall be appointed for a term
of 2 years, and five shall be appointed for a term of 3 years.

(3) Any individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before
the expiration of the term for which his or her predecessor was
appointed shall be appointed only for the remainder of such
term No individual may be appointed as a voting member after
serving more than two full terms as such a member.

173
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(4) The Board shall Med a voting member to serve as the
Chairperson and another voting member to serve as the Vice
Chairperson. The Vice.Chsirperson shall perform the fbnctions
of the Chairperson in the absence or incapacity of the
Chair _person.

(5) Voting members of the Board may receive compensation at
a daily rate for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5432

14 Fit 69201 title 5, United States Code. when actdally engaged hr the
performance of dirties for such Board, and maybe reimbursed for
actual and reasonable expenses incurred in the performance of
such duties.

IS USC 3710 SEC. H. UTILIIATION OR itozrtm. TECHNOLOGY.

(a) Pouce.It. is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to ensure the full use of the results of the Nation's

.7chnolon Federal investment in research and development. To this end the
!render Federal Government shalt strive where appropriate to transfer

federally owned or originated technology to State and local govern-
mente and to the private sector.

(hi ESTABLISHMENT OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
Orricrs.Each Federal laboratory shall establish an Office of Re-
search and Technology Applications. Laboratories having existing
organizational structures which perform the functions of this section
may elect to combine the Office of Research and Technology Applica
tions within the existing. organization. The staffing and funding
levels for these offices shall be determined between each Federal
laboratory and the Federal agency operating or directing the labora-
tory, except that (II each laboratory having a total annual budget .1
exceeding 320,000,000 shall provide at least one professional

full-time as staff for its Office of Researcheand Technology
Applications, and (2) after September 30, 1981, each Federal agency
which operates or directs one or more Federal laboratories shall
make available not less than 0.5 percent of the agency's research and
development budget to support the technology transfer function at '
the agency and at its laboratories, including support of the Offices of
Research and Technology Applications. The agency head may waive
the requirements set forth in'(l) and/or (2) of this subsection. If the
agency head waives either requirement (1) or (2), the agency head
shall submit to Congress at the time the President submits the budget
to Congress an explanation of the reasons for the waiver and
alternate plans for cond'cting the technology transfr; function at the
agency.

FUNCTIONS OP RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
OFFICES.It shall be the function of each Office of Research and
Technology Applications

(1) to prepare an application assessment of each research and
development project in which that laboratory is engaged which
has potential for successful application in State or focal govern-
ment or in private industry

(2) to provide and disseminate information on federally ownei
or originated products, processes, and sereices having potential
application to State and local governments and to private
industry;

(3) to cooperate with and assist the Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology and other organizations which link the
research and development resources of that laboratory and the
Federal Government as a whole to potential users in State and
local government and private industry; And

Witottr
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(4) to provide technical assistance In response to requests from
State and local government officials.

Age' cies which have I stabiished organizational structures outside
their Federal laboratories which have as :heir principal purpose the
transfer of federally owned or originated teehnology to State and
load government and to the private sector may elect to perform the
functions of this subsection in such organizational structures. No
Office of Research and Tech aolog;y Applications or other organiza-
tional structures performing the functions of this subsection shall
substantially compete with similar services available in the private
sector.

(d) Cerro-it OR THEUT1LIZATION OP FEDERAL TECI1NOLOOY.There Establishmvit.
is hereby established in the Depa.tment of Commerce a Center for
the Utilization of Federal Technology. The Center for the Utilization
of Federal Technology shall

' -(1) serve as a ventral clearinghouse for the collection, dissemi
nation and trensfet of information on federally owned or origi
nated technologies having potential application to State and
local governments and to private industry;

(2) coordinate the activities of the Offices of Research and
Technology Applications c the Federal laboratories;

(3) utilize the expertise and services of the National Science
Foundation and the existing Federal Laboratory Consortium for
Technology Transfer; particularly is dealing with State and local
governments;

(4) receive requests for technical assistance from State and
local governments and refer these requests to the appropriate
Federal laboratories;

(5) provide funding, at the discretion of the Secretary, for
Federal laboratories to provide the assistance specified in subsec-
tion (cX4); and

(6) use appropriate technology transfer mechanisms such as
personnel exchanges and cc.mputerbased systems.

(e) AcEncv Remelts:G.Each Federal agency which operates or
directs one or more Federal laboratories shall prepare biennially a
report summarizing the activities performed by that agency and its
Federal laboratories purhuant to the provisions of this section. The
report shall be transmitted to the Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology November 1 of each year in which it is due.
SEC. 12. NATIONAL TEU1NOLOGY MEDAL. 15 USC 3711

(a) ESTADUSHMENT.There is hereby established a National Tech.
nology Medal, which shall be of such design and materials and bear
such inscriptions as the President, on the basis of recommendations
submitted by the Office of Science and Technology Policy, may
prescribe.

(b) Avant) The President shall periodically award the medal, on
the basis of recommendations received from the Secretary or 9n the
basis of such other Information and evidence as he deems appropri-
ate, to individuals or companies, which in his judgment are deserving
of special recognition by reason of their outstanding contributions to
the promotion of technology or technological manpower for the
improvemen;, of the economic, environmental, or social well-being of
the United States.

(C)PRESENTATION.The presentation o: the award shall be made by
tho President with such ceremonies as he may deem proper.
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15 USC 3712 SEC. 13. PERSONNEL EXCHANGER.

The Secretary and the Nationai tzience Foundation, jointly,phall
estabk,b a program to foster the exchange of scientific ant technical
pl.rsonne: Among academia, industry, and Federal'. laboratories. Such
program .hall Include both (1) federally supported exchanger and (2)
efforts to stimulate exchanges without Federal funding.

15 USC 3713 SEC. 14. AUTHORIZATION OP APPROPRIATIONS.

(a) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
purposes of carryirlg out section e, not to exceed 5)9,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending September 30,1981, $40,000.000 fol. the rascal year
ending September 30, 1982, $50,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
Septembe.- 30, 1983, and $60.000,000 for each of the fiscal years
ending Se tember 30, 1984, and 1985.

(b) In addition to authorizations of appropriations under subsection
(a), there is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for
purposes of enrrying out the provisions of this Act, not to exceed
$5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, $9,000,000
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, and $14,000,000 for
ei,ch of liscal years ending September 30, 1983, 1984, and 1985.

id Such 'ms as may be appropriated under subsections (a) and (b)
shall remuin aviilable until expended.

(d) To enable the National Science Foundation_ to carry out Its
powers and duties under this Act only such sums may be appropri-
ated as the Congress may authorize by law.

15 USC 3714. SEC. 15. SPENDING AUTHORITY.

No payments shall be made or contracts shall be entered Into
pursuant to this Act except to such extent or in such amounts as are
provided in advance in appropriation Acts.

Approved October 21, 1980,

---
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY.

HOUSE REPORT No 96-1193 (Comm on Science and Technolavvi
ShNATE REPORT No. 16- :al (Comm On Commerce. Science, and Transportation)
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 1261198k

May 2,4. concialcred and passed Senate
&pt 8, coneidered and passed Howe. amended.
Sept 26. Senate concurred in certain Howie amendments, disagreed to others.

and cones( red in remainder With :amendments.
Oct 1, Rouse recedtd from its amendments and concurred in Senate amend

mes
vit:Exty CatOMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS. Vol. 16. No. 43

Oct 21. Presidential statement,

r
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Ei TRACT

(UV (V, IS LKTIZ-Uno -.FtstAl-ttlit ICI& YRWOS,1L OP telDR101-6/UTI.En ,u(1)
,,0:1Ati.;. 1(), E'.1,/t,'N RUMP' Am

SQbaL.MAls_.0DE/C.ri

AMINISTRX110+,
0.c

SUMMARY
XOP

GAaATILITYMuAND k0tmOvectu
RC? RESEA(lCH INSInkn)

SUPPORT ACT/V1TIES AND RESOURCES ESSENTIAL TO SERIXSEIDP
tAbbroviations in parananeaes indienvea supporting entity)

(iisra) 1. R & management,. documentation.
communications. -

2. Test and evaluation techniques, integrated measure-
"

3. integrated data collection and telemetry system.
4. Data-reduction andenalysita-reporting techniques.
S. Real-time data collection. processihg..feedbeek

control.
6.. Solar high-temp. research laboratory.
7. Mterowave communiations and slay network.
S. EMIG Timing slp.is generation And distribution.
9. Multipurpose communications network and area centers.

10. Mobile and portable transceiver microwave statidno.
11. optical desjgn lab., alignment tunnel ands moonbeam.

concenesator.
12. Enviranktntal simulation and acoelerated effects labs.
13. Microbillogical effects laboratory.
1. Instrument calibrations measurements standardeklab.
15. Mnphine and Metal working *holm.
16. U.S. Government procurement and contracting office.
17. Heavy equipment 4th echelon meintenente and repair

facility. . '

141.,Pictorial. photographic. cinematic laboratory and
services.

19. Closed circuit television data, photography met ads.
20. Thenter. auditoriums, classrooms. meeting and

confirenct facilities.
21. Cafeterias. dining facilities. commisarY. Army,

and AF exchanges.
22. Aviation support. helicopters. light aircraft

fixed wing. .

23. Transportation. .$oint airline reservation and
ticket o"tae.

2... Vehicular transportation. public and contract syppprt--,
2$. amcesa ihterfacd to transcontinental comeunications

networks.
ed. 1ecreational. cultural, social, crafts. hobby fac.

.--,I.eatoup otner services and facilitlei.

,..t.' :t. atmoccheric, meteorological observation and refearch
:-1.,:r:ttrItc:

2,. .Sac veloritp. eheaforces, let-waves research.
X. reteorological rocket iumper atmosphere and solar

effects) network.
.'1. ..mccronous reteorological tAtellite. tiara A,

rtctiving station.
---iifS44-14 ) ...-4.-c< PZ

,---

FIlt:;.4 II-I _.-' ,i, r . ,s-ki)i .) r -,4 Z.
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33.
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35.

(11511?), 36.

37.
38:

(DAJER)

(US Bur.
of Mines,
aocerro)

2g:
41.

42
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Portable weather observation stations (See 10
for communications).
Center of meteorological teams scetterei among
many global sites.

Solar activity {SUNSPOT) observatory..
Free and tethered balloon support (Used extensively
in 28).

No. 101.. 32.B60;sp,Project Control Bu
016,905 CF.
Briefing Building No. 110, ap x. capaciir100.
Cafeteria Building No. 111 (Op Ins for aIl
personnel at WSTfa.
Teat and Control Center (CPC3500 Computer) B14.400,
PreOaration and Teat Laboratories (Area 200).
Storage and handling facilities, Helium, LOXiaLkg.
LM2. cryogenics.
Alcohol storage and handling facilities.
Weather transmitting and recording stations.
Electronics research laboratory and clean room
Altitude simulation laboratories.
Outdoors environmental testing aecomodations.

labs.

47. Outdoor, desert experimental range, smooth terrain.
borders WSW on east and north. borders Bedlam
Springs ICGHA (designated) area on'west and ELM
geothermal applications area on north. West
boundary, at closest. is 5 miles from interstate 25
and 4 miles from U.S. Reclamation 66 KV electric
transmission line which connects Elephant Butte
Dam power generating plant. and White Sands Kissile
Range Headquartdra Substation. Ref: PAP. Bureau .

Of Land Management. title HATCH SW-24).

48. Local Geological information Source.

49. Local Geological Laboratories. library. earth
core drillina.samples and log reference, geological
map making. and literature preparation and printing.

4
'50-

*4.
Management of land use of.Pederal lands in Southern
Neu Merle*. maintains library of U.S. Dept. of
Interior, Bureau of Land Management Maps, pretares
5-year area management plans and *conducts leasing
of geothermal exploration lands.

(Lt1:11) 5i. Project Control of water and power-from Llephart

FICt41-
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duttc Dam south to El Paso. Hain office located
.in SI Paso, Texas.

14.

.

$2. Energy Research and Development Institute.
New Mexico State University, College or Engineering.
Hew 'toxic* start Department of Agriculture Head-
quartbro (Occupies new 77,000 SP building. solar
heated and cooled).

$$. Clinton P. Anderson Physical Su:ence laboratory (PSL)..
$6. Water Resources Research Laboratory.

(PSL) $7. Contract support of R * D projects, furnish,
operate and maintain apputer sotvitars. hardware,
instrumentation, baot heds, facilities, envivon-
meats. Operates remote sites including overseas ,
locat,rs.

unIegn 58. Geological and geophysical reeearoh laboratories.
g:. U.E Navy TERRA Laboratory - fuel test wind tunnel.
. Langmvir Mountain Lab., near-earth thunderstc,m

et.
and electricity research.

1

Workman Lab.. design and development of special
atmospheric measurement techniques and equipment.

(LTEP) 62. Metalurgical-Laboratories.
6j. Schellanger BasearekInatitute, Pet. and Atmospheric

instrumentation, air poslution control end electrc 'c
countermeasures. Was collection point for 'gorld
Wide Weatner watch HU (Global SetrorolopicAl
Rocket Network),

' 64. cosl..gasitiection researth

(

(CSM)

isANDIA) 65. Scale wind tunnel, dynamic and thermodynamic.
ob. Slue Sky rescch laboratories.
67. Energy and environmental laboratories.
68. Intergovornment agency contract support.

,LASL1 69. Technical, logistical and data connunications
support and intergovernment agency contract support,

Eirtlard 70. Technical. logistical and data communicetions
AFE sucoort, and intergovervent agency conrract

179
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AChONYM . NAME OP INSTITUTION

USMA U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command. Whi;., Sands
Missile Range

ROM? ... U.S. Navy Navel Ordriance Missile lest Facility at
White Sands Missile flange
U.S. Air Force Space and Eissile Systems Field
Offiee.WSER.

VSTF . ... NASA, Johnson Spacecraft Center, White Sands Test
Facility.

NSF . Solar Activity Observatory. Sunspot. New Mexico.
Ant C.S. Army Electronics Commend, Atmospheric Sieences

Laboratory.
SMS Mretchronous Meteorological Satellite (SMS) Ground

Station.
EMU New Mexico State Universiti. Colleges of Engineering,

Science, Agriculture.
ERDI . NM' Energy Research and Development Institute,
CTEP ... University of Texas at El Paso, College of Engineering,

Sciences and Metallurgy.
ShI/UTEP Sbhellenger Research Institute.
NFIM&T . New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology,

Langmuir Mountain Top Laboratory.
MBA U.S. Navy TERRA hold Lemoratowg.
NFBOt New Mexico State Pareau of Mines (Headquarters

at SKIMR1) .
VLA New Vette° State Department of Agriculture (Head-

quarters at WM/.
LAJEA .. . U.S. Dept. of Agrioultur. Jornada Experimental Range.
SLM . U.S. Dept. of Interior. Bureau of Land Management,

Las Cruces Office.
Lin C.S. Dept. of Interior, Reclamation Bureau, Rio

Grande Project, Las Cruces Branch,
Kirtland APB - Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque. N.B.

LAST. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos. !,..r.

'/
c..
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Mr. GOODRICH. I might add one more little comment. I am due to
make two papers for delivery; one at a national !fleeting in Hous-
ton in October, and one at our Baltimore Water Specialty Meeting
in May 1984. The subject of these two: No. 1 will be the impact of
new technology on water resources planning and management; the
otixtr one will be impact of new laws and regulations on water re-
sources planning and management.

Mr. SKEW. Thank you once again.
I want to thank all of you that have been here today, panelists,

people who have sat through the hearings. I'm sure that it didn't
provide you the most exhilarating as far as entertainment value,
but I think that probably we have derived a great 4eal of informa-
tion.

I know that the contributions made by the panelists to those of
us in Congress have been very significant, and I hope the hearing
itself will provide the opportunity for joint research efforts in New
Mexico and that we send a signal to both the private industry and
Federal officials that New Mexico is ready and willing to build for
the future with a strong foundation of cooperative scientific and
technological research.

So, unless anyone has anything further, I recommend that we
conclude the meeting today, with our deepest appreciation and
thanks to everyone of you that have participated, and particularly
those that have come from such a long way, and we certainly do
appreciate it. And it is a significant contribution. We appreciate it.

Thank you..
We are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.)
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